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Introductory note 
The catalogue of publications of the European Communities 
is divided into two parts. 
Part A comprises the monographs and series published 
during the period in question by the Institutions of the 
European Communities as well as the yearly periodicals. 
Part Β comprises the bibliographic notices of the COM 
Documents. EP Reports and ESC Opinions published 
during the period in question, on paper and microfiche, by 
the Institutions of the European Communities. 
a. b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j . k. I, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z. 
α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, η, 9, ι, κ, λ, μ, ν, ξ, ο, π, ρ, σ, τ, υ, φ, χ, ψ, ω. 
Latin characters with accents or diacritic characters have 
the same order as their corresponding capital letters. Liga­
tures are being treated as separate letters (e.g. ae = ae, 
oe = oe). The German ß corresponds with ss. Examples: 
a = â, á, à, å, ä 
e = é, ê, è. ë 
n= ñ 
o ­ ö, o, ó 
u = ü, ú 
Arrangement of Part A 
Publications of which English versions have been issued are 
listed only in that language; otherwise another version, but 










Where other language versions also exist, cross­references 
are provided by means of a code (those codes should not 
be used for ordering purposes): 
IT: 85 ­ 12 
which means that the Italian version is described in the 
Italian catalogue of 1985 under No 12. This number is 
specific to each catalogue; it is a sequence number printed 
in consecutive order, opposite each entry in the classified 
list. 
How to obtain publications 
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of limited 
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be obtained 
from the issuing institutions, or, where they are published 
by the Information Offices of the Commission from those 
offices, whose addresses are given in the lists on pp. 4 
and 5. Publications of limited distribution are, however, 
generally only for the attention of governments of Member 
States, Community departments and other authorities 
concerned. 
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the 
Sales Offices listed on the last page. 
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the ISBN or 
ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the 
catalogue. 
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows: 
Part I —The classified list provides a subject classification 
of the titles included under 22 headings each divided into 
subheadings (see p. 8). 
Under each heading, monographs and series are listed first 
in alphabetical order; there then follows a similar list of 
periodical titles. 
Each title is listed under every relevant heading but full 
bibliographic entries appear only once for each title. Each 
secondary entry is followed by a cross­reference (in the 
right­hand margin) to the sequence number of the full entry. 
Periodical titles appear in the classified list only as cross­
reference entries, full entries being found in Part II. 
Part II — Periodicals presents full details of each current 
Community periodical, listed alphabetically. 
Part III — The indexes of titles and series are listed 
alphabetically and cross­refer using the above­mentioned 
sequence numbers to the entries in Part I of the 
catalogue. 
Abbreviations and conventional signs 












A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes 
denotes a publication in which different language versions 
of the same text appear under one cover. 
Prices, excluding VAT, are fixed in various currencies, using 




























The basis for the alphabetical order in the index, including 
the index for titles and series is the latin alphabet consisting 
of 26 letters, followed by the Greek alphabet: 
Note: Public documents should not be confused with or 
related to COM Documents, EP Reports and ESC 
OpinionsJ Public documents are indexed in part A of 
the catalogue: Publications. 
Institutions 
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO - EUROPA-PARLAMENTET - EUROPAI­
SCHES PARLAMENT - ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΟ ΚΟΙΝΟΒΟΥΛΙΟ - EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT - PARLEMENT EUROPÉEN ­ PARLAMENTO EURO­
PEO ­ EUROPEES PARLEMENT ­ PARLAMENTO EUROPEU 
Secrétariat général du Parlement européen 
Direction générale du greffe et des services généraux 
L­2920 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 3 0 0 1 
COMITÉ ECONÓMICO Y SOCIAL ­ DET ØKONOMISKE 0 6 SOCIALE 
UDVALG ­ WIRTSCHAFTS­ UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS ­ ΟΙΚΟΝΟ­
ΜΙΚΗ KAI ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΗ ΕΠΙΤΡΟΠΗ ­ ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
COMMITTEE ­ COMITÉ ÉCONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL ­ COMITATO 
ECONOMICO E SOCIALE ­ ECONOMISCH EN SOCIAAL COMITÉ ­
COMITÉ ECONÓMICO E SOCIAL 
Division « Presse, information et publications » 
Rue Ravenstein 2, Β 1000 Bruxelles 
Tél.: 512 39 20 
CONSEJO DE LAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEAS ­ RÂDET FOR DE 
EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ RAT DER EUROPÄISCHEN GE­
MEINSCHAFTEN ­ ΣΥΜΒΟΥΛΙΟ ΤΩΝ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΩΝ ΚΟΙΝΟΤΗΤΩΝ 
- COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - CONSEIL DES 
COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES ­ CONSIGLIO DELLE COMUNITÀ 
EUROPEE ­ RAAD VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN ­
CONSELHO DAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEIAS 
BANCO EUROPEO DE INVERSIONES ­ DEN EUROPÆISKE INVESTE­
RINGSBANK ­ EUROPÄISCHE INVESTITIONSBANK ­ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΗ 
ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΕΠΕΝΔΥΣΕΩΝ - EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK -
BANQUE EUROPÉENNE D'INVESTISSEMENT ­ BANCA EUROPEA 
PER GLI INVESTIMENTI ­ EUROPESE INVESTERINGSBANK ­
BANCO EUROPEU DE INVESTIMENTO 
Secrétariat général du Conseil 
Direction « Information et documentation » 
Rue de la Loi 170. B­1048 Bruxelles 
Tél.: 234 61 11 
Division « Information/Relations publiques » 
L­2950 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4379­3142 
COMISIÓN DE LAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEAS ­ KOMMISSIONEN 
FOR DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ KOMMISSION DER EURO­
PÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­ ΕΠΙΤΡΟΠΗ ΤΩΝ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΩΝ 
ΚΟΙΝΟΤΗΤΩΝ - COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
- COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES ­ COMMIS­
SIONE DELLE COMUNITÀ EUROPEE ­ COMMISSIE VAN DE EURO­
PESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN ­ COMISSÃO DAS COMUNIDADES EU­
ROPEIAS 
TRIBUNAL DE CUENTAS DE LAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEAS ­ DE 
EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET ­ RECHNUNGSHOF 
DER EUROPÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­ ΕΛΕΓΚΤΙΚΟ ΣΥΝΕΔΡΙΟ 
ΤΩΝ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΩΝ ΚΟΙΝΟΤΗΤΩΝ - COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DES COMPTES DES COMMU­
NAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES ­ CORTE DEI CONTI DELLE COMUNITÀ 
EUROPEE ­ DE REKENKAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAP­
PEN ­ TRIBUNAL DE CONTAS DAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEIAS 
Division IX­C­1 
Rue de la Loi 200. B­1049 Bruxelles 
Tél.: 235 11 11 
29, rue Aldringen 
L­2010 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4773­1 
TRIBUNAL DE JUSTICIA DE LAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEAS ­
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ GERICHTS­
HOF DER EUROPÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­ ΔΙΚΑΣΤΗΡΙΟ ΤΩΝ 
ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΩΝ ΚΟΙΝΟΤΗΤΩΝ - COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EURO­
PEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DE JUSTICE DES COMMUNAUTÉS 
EUROPÉENNES - CORTE DI GIUSTIZIA DELLE COMUNITÀ EUROPEE 
- HOF VAN JUSTrriE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN -
TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA DAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEIAS 
Service intérieur 
L-2920 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 76 21 
Information offices 
B E L G I Q U E ­ B E L G I Ë 
Rue Archimede 73 ­
Archimedesstraat 73 
1040 Bruxelles — 1040 Brussel 





1004 København K 




Tel. 23 80 41 
Kurfürstendamm 102 
1000 Berlin 31 
Tel. 8 92 40 28 
Erhardtstraße 27 




61. rue des Belles­Feuilles 
75782 Paris Cedex 16 
Tél. 45 015885 
2, rue Henri Barbusse 
F Marseille 13241 Cedex 01 
Tél. 91/08 62 00 
GRÈCE 
2, Vassilissis Sofias 
T.K. 1602 
Athina 134 
Tel: 724 39 82/724 39 83/724 39 84 
IRELAND 
39, Molesworth Street 
Dublin 2 
Tel, 71 22 44 
ITALIA 
Via Poli. 29 
00 187 Roma 
Tel. 678 97 22 
Corso Magenta. 61 
20 123 Milano 
Tel. 87 51 17/80 59 209/80 52 643 
GRAND­DUCHÉ DE LUXEMBOURG 
Centre européen 
Bâtiment Jean Monnet B/O 
2920 Luxembourg 
Tél. 430 11 
NEDERLAND 
Lange Voorhout 29 
Den Haag 
Tel. 46 93 26 
UNITED KINGDOM 
8, Storey's Gate 
London SW1Ρ 3AT 
Tel. 222 81 22 
Windsor House 
9/15 Bedford Street 
Belfast 
Tel. 407 08 
4 Cathedral Road­
Cardiff CF1 9SG 
Tel. 37 1631 
7 Alva Street 
Edinburgh EH2 4PH 
Tel. 225 2058 
ESPAÑA 
Calle de Serrano 41 
(5A Planta ­ Madrid 28001) 
Tei. 474 Î1 87 
PORTUGAL 
35, rua Sacramento à Lapa 
1200 Lisboa 
Te(.: 66 75 96 
S C H W E I Z ­ S U I S S E ­ S V I Z Z E R A 
Case postale 195 
37­39, rue de Vermont 
1211 Genève 20 
Tél. 34 97 50 
TüRKIYE 
15. Kuleli Sokak 
Gazi Osman Paqa 
Ankers 
Tel. 27 61 45/27 61 46 
AMERICA LATINA 
Avda Ricardo Lyon 1177 
Santiago de Chile 9 
Chile 
Adresse postale: Casilla 10093 











PO Box 609 
Manuka ACT 2603 
Canberra a.ct. 
Tel. (062) 95 50 00 
CANADA 
Inn of the Provinces 
Office Tower 
Suite 1110 
Sparks' Street 350 
Ottawa. Ont. KIR 7S8 
Tel. 238 64 64 
INDIA 
Press and Information Service 
YMCA Building 
(4th & 5th floors) 
Jai Singh Road 
New Delhi 110001 
Télex: 61315 EURO IN 
Tél.: 34 42 22. 35 04 30 
NIPPON 




Tel. 239 04 41 
THAILAND 
Bangkok 
Thai Military Bank Bldg 
34. Phya Thai Road 
Tel. 282 1452 
UNITED STATES 
2100 M Street. NW 
Suite 707 
Washington, DC 20037 
Tel. 862 95 00 
1 Dag Hammarskjöld Plaza 
245 East 47th Street 
New York. NY 10017 





28 Progress towards a common transport policy / Maritime 
transport 
author-
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements to the 
Bulletin of the European Communities ­ 5] 
series title 
publication year-
language of the text-






CB-NF-85005-ENC ISBN 92-82S-S368-X ISBN number 
price of the volume ■ 
ECU 2,21 ; IRL 1,60; UKL 1,40; USD 2 / Supplement to the 
Bulletin of the European Communities: BFR 1 100; IRL 17,50; 
UKL 14,50; USD 18 
reference to the 
corresponding 




28, DA: 85 ­ 28, DE: 85 ­ 28, 
28, FR: 85 ■ 28, IT: 85 ­ 28, 
NL: 85 ­ 28, PT: 85 ­ 28 
­28 Vers une politique commune des transports / Transports 
maritimes ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Suppléments au Bulletin des Communautés européennes ­ 5] 
FR ­1985 ­ Supplément 5/85 au Bulletin des CE ­ 72 p.; 17,6 « 
25,0 cm; broché; 281 g / Communication et propositions de la 
Commission transmises au Conseil le 19 mars 1985 (Document établi 
sur la base du document COM(85) 90 final) ■ 
CByF-85005-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5369^ 
ECU 2,21 ; BFR 100; FF 16 / Suppléments au Bulletin des CE: BFR 
1 100; FF 166 
ES: 85 ­ 28, DA: 85 ­ 28, DE: 85 ­ 28, 
GR: 85 ­ 28, EN: 85 ­ 28, ΓΤ: 85 ­ 28, 
NL: 85 ­ 28, PT: 85 ­ 28 
Î6A 
List of headings 
01 General, political and 
institutional matters 
0101 general 
0102 European integration. European 
Union, enlargement 
0103 institutional matters 
0104 financial and budgetary 
provisions 
0190 miscellaneous 
02 Customs union and free 
movement of goods 
0201 customs regulations 





0303 cereals and rice 
0304 fruit and vegetables 
0305 hops 
0306 milk and milk products 
0307 flax, hemp and cotton 
0308 oils and fats 






0315 sheepmeat and goat meat 
0316 wine and viticulture 
0317 poultrymeat and eggs 
0318 seeds 
0319 animal feedingstuffs 
0320 other agricultural products 
0321 plant health 
0322 veterinary inspection 
0323 European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) 
0324 agricultural structures 




0401 ¡ntra-Community legislation 
0402 extra-Community legislation 
0490 miscellaneous 
05 Employment and social policy 
0501 freedom of movement for 
workers 
0502 law and working conditions 
0503 European Social Fund (ESF) 
0504 vocational training 
0505 health and safety 
0506 labour market and employment 
0507 social security 
0590 miscellaneous 
06 Laws and procedures 
0601 treaties, ¡ntra-Community 
agreements and conventions 
0602 Community secondary legislation 
0603 approximation of legislation 
0690 miscellaneous 
07 Transport 
0701 land, maritime and air transport 
0790 miscellaneous 
08 Competition 




0804 intra-Community dumping 
0805 State aids and other subsidies 
0890 miscellaneous 
09 Taxation 
0901 direct taxation 
0902 indirect taxation 
0990 miscellaneous 
10 Economic and monetary policy 
and free movement of capital 
1001 monetary policy 
1002 economic policy 
1003 free movement of capital 
1090 miscellaneous 
11 External relations 
1101 multilateral relations and 
international organizations 
1102 commercial policy 





13 Industrial policy and internal 
market 
1301 industrial policy: sectoral 
operations 
1302 internal market: technical 
barriers 
1390 miscellaneous 
14 Regional policy 
1401 European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) 
1490 miscellaneous 




16 Scientific and technical 
research 
1601 research and information 
management 
1690 miscellaneous 
17 Education, culture 
1701 education and training 
1702 culture 
1790 miscellaneous 
18 Tertiary sector, right of 
establishment and freedom to 
provide services 
1801 insurance and banking 
1802 commerce 
1803 liberal professions 
1890 miscellaneous 
19 Development and cooperation 
1901 food aid 
1902 European Development Fund 
(EDF) 




2001 general statistics 
2002 national accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
2003 population and social conditions 
2004 industry and services 
2005 agriculture, forestry and fisheries 






Classified index EN ­ 1986 ­ 114pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: ± 220g CB-44-8S-985-EN-C ISBN 92-82S-5803-7 ECU 2,91: BFR 130: IRL 2,10: UKL 1,80: USD 2,50 DA : 86 ­ 9, DE : 86 ­12, FR : 86 ­10, GR : 86 ­ 8, 
IT : 86 ­ 9, NL : 86 ­11 
01 General, political and institutional matters 
Directory of the Commission of the European Communities 
(three times a year) ­ October 1986 - Directorate­General 
Personnel and Administration ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 114pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: ± 220g 
CB-46-86-420-EN-C ISBN 92-8254337-5 
ECU 2,91: BFR 130: IRL 2,10: UKL 1,90: USD 3,00 
DA : 86 ­10, DE : 86 ­13, ES : 86 ­11, FR : 86 ­11, 
GR : 86 ­ 9, IT : 86 ­10, NL : 86 ­ 12, PT : 86 ­12 
0102 European integration, European 
Union, enlargement 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
The European Communities in the international order ­
Groux, J. ; Manin, Ph. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [European Perspectives] 
EN­ 1985­ 163pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: ± 560g 
CB-40-84-206-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5137-7 
ECU 5,25: BFR 240: IRL 3,80: UKL 3: USD 4,50 
DA : 86 ­ 5, ES : 86 ­ 5, GR : 86 ­ 6, IT : 86 ­ 5, NL : 86 ­ 6, 
PT :86 ­5 
European unification - The origins and growth of the 
European Community (free of charge) ­ Borchardt, K.D. ­
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation ­ 3] 
EN­ 1986­74 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : ± 120g/ 
77i¿s booklet describes the origins, aims, successes, and 
failures of the European venture that has now been under wy 
for more than 35 years 
CB-HC-86-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6309-X 
I free of charge 
DA : 86 ­ 1 , DE : 86 ­ 2, ES : 86 ­ 4, FR : 86 ­ 4, 
GR : 86 ­ 1 , IT : 86 ­ 4, NL : 86 ­ 1 , PT : 86 ­ 4 
Options européennes 1945-1985 ­ Van Helmont, J. ­
Commission des Communautés européennes [Perspectives 
européennes] 
FR­ 1986­ 186p.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: broché: ± 400g 
CB-44-8S-064-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5604-2 
ECU 12,50: BFR 575 
FR : 86 ­ 2 
The relaunching of Europe: from the Messina Conference to 
the Treaties of Rome - 1955-1957 -
Snoy et d'Oppuers, Count; Danis, Fr.; Hofmann, H.; 
Robins, P. ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1985 ­ 82 pp. : 17,6 χ 25,0 cm : stapled : ± 220 g / 
Catalogue of the exhibition compiled by the General Archives 
of the Commission of the European Communities 
CB-44-85-266-EH-C ISBN 92-825-5631-X 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,30: USD 2 
DE : 86 ­ 1, FR : 86 ­ 3, IT : 86 ­ 3, NL : 86 ­ 2 
Single European Act 174 
Single European Act and Final Act 175 
Speeches and statements made on the occasion of the signing 
of the Single European Act ­ Council of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 30pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: stapled: ± 60g/ 
Luxembourg, 17 February 1986, The Hague, 28 February 
1986 
BY-47-86-705-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0391-2 
ECU 2,40: BFR 100: IRL 1,80: UKL 1,70: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 ­ 4, DE : 86 ­ 4, ES : 86 ­1 , FR : 86 ­ 1, 
GR : 86 ­ 2, IT : 86 ­ 1, NL : 86 ­ 4, PT : 86 ­1 ' 
PERIODICALS 
European University News P43 
Financial report 1986: European Coal and Steel 
Community ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 76 pp., 21 ill. (col.), 11 graphs (col.): 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320 g / Manuscript completed: 24 
My 1986 
CB-46-86-896-ES-C ISBN 92-8254544-0 
I free of charge 
DE : 86 ­ 8, ES : 86 ­ 8, FR : 86 ­ 14, IT : 86 ­13, 
NL : 86 ­ 7 
Guide to the Council of the European Communities 
1/1986 
Guide to the Council of the European Communities 
11/1985 
Het Hof van Justitie van de Europese Gemeenschap ­
Directoraat Coördinatie en voorbereiding van publikalies ­
Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen [Europese 
Documentatie ­ 5] 
NL ­ 1986 : Vierde uitgave ­ 102 blz. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: 
ingenaaid : ± 150 g / Manuscript voltooid in de herfst van 
¡986 
CB-SC-86-005-SL-C ISBN 92-825-6607-2 
I Gratis 
NL : 86 ­ 8 
L' ordre juridique communautaire ­ Louis, J.V., Prof. ­
Commission des Communautés européennes [Perspectives 
européennes] 
FR ­ 1986 : 3e édition revue et mise à jour ­ 191 p.: 17,6 χ 
25,0cm: broché: ± 390 g 
CB-44-85-921-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5839-8 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200 
F R : 86­9 
Le Parlement européen - Février 1986 - Parlement européen 
FR­ 1986­24 p.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : agrafé : ± 45 g 
AX-44-85-703-FR-C 
/ gratuit 
DE : 86 ­ 6, ES : 86 ­12, FR : 86 ­12, IT : 86 ­11, 
NL : 86 ­ 5, PT : 86 ­13 
De Rechtsorde van de Gemeenschap ­ Louis, J. V. ­
Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen [Europese 
perspectieven] 
NL ­ 1985 : 2e herziene en bijgewerkte druk ­ 157 blz.: 
17,6 x 25,0cm: ingenaaid: 340 g 
CB-37-83-110-SL-C ISBN 92-825-3774-9 
ECU 4,34: BFR 200 
NL : 86 ­14, PT : 86 ­ 10 
538 
539 
0103 institutional matters 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Annual Report 1985 
5 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities 
(3 times a year) ­ January 1986 - Directorate­General 
Personnel and Administration ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
531 
The relaunching of Europe: from the Messina Conference to 
the Treaties of Rome 
Report (Annex to the Annual Report ECSC 1985) on the 
accounting and financial management of the European Coal 
and Steel Community -1985 - Court of Auditors of the 
European Communities 
EN­ 1986­38 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled: ± 120 g / 
This report was adopted by the Court of Auditors at its 
meeting of 19 November 1986. Replies of the Commission 
are attached. 
MY-47-86-963-ES-C 
I Free of charge (available at the Court of Auditors) 
DE : 86­5, FR : 86 ­13 
Catalogue 19B6, Part A : Publications 
10 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
Thirty­second Review of the Council's work (annual) ­
01101184-31/12184 - Council of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 285pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: softcover: ± 360g 
BX-44SS-371-ES-C ISBN 92-824-0291-6 
ECU 6,65: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 3,80: USD 5,50 
DA : 86 ­13, DE : 86 ­15, FR : 86 ­ 5, GR : 86 ­ 10, 
IT : 86­15, NL:86­13 
PERIODICALS 
EIB­Information P28 
Working together / The institutions of the European 
Community ­ Noël, É. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [European Documentation] 
EN­ 1985 : 1985 edition ­ 45 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : 
± 100 g 
CB-43-85-272-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5479-1 
I Free of charge 
DA: 86­6, DE: 86­11, ES : 86­9, FR : 86­8, 
GR: 86­7, IT : 86­7, NL :86­9, PT: 86­9 
Εσωτερικός κανονισμός του Συμβουλίου της 24ης Ιουλίου 
1979 - Συμβούλιο των Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων 
GR-1986-9 σ.: 21,0 χ 14,7 cm: συραμμένο: ± 25 g 
BX-46-86-323-GR-C ISBN 92-824-0342-4 
ECU 2,27: BFR 100 
ES : 86 - 14, GR : 86 - 5, PT : 86 -14 
PERIODICALS 
0190 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
20 Europe as seen by Europeans - European polling 1973-86 -
Directorate Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation - 4] 
EN - 1986 : Second edition - 73 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: 
stapled: ± 120 g / Manuscript completed in March 1986. An 
edited version of the findings of 25 public opinion polls 
carried out in the EC over the past 12 years. 
CB-NC-86-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6328-6 
I free of charge 
DA : 86 - 22, DE : 86 - 21, ES : 86 - 21, FR : 86 - 21, 
IT : 86 - 22, NL : 86 - 22, PT : 86 - 23 
European Parliament 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
21 Europe: A time to choose - 03/1985 - European Parliament 
P42 EN- 1985-47 pp.: 15,9 χ 22,9 cm: stapled: ± 100g 
AX-42-84-185-EN-C 
DA : 86 - 21, DE : 86 - 24, FR : 86 - 23, GR : 86 - 20, 
IT:86-21,NL :86-20 
0104 financial and budgetary provisions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Court of Auditors : Annual report concerning the financial 
year 1985 accompanied by the replies of the institutions -
Court of Auditors of the European Communities [Official 
Journal of the European Communities, series C : 
Information and Notices - 321] 
EN - 1986 - 260 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 560g / 
Adopted on 19 November 1986 
FX-AB-86-321-EN-C ISSN 0378-6986 
:BFR 850; IRL 13,70 
DA : 86 - 19, DE : 86 - 19, ES : 86 - 19, FR : 86 - 18, 
GR: 86-17, IT : 86-19, N L : 86-18, PT: 86-19 
18 The European Community's budget - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation -1] 
EN - 1986 : Fourth edition - 67 pp.: 16,2 * 22,9 cm: 
stapled: ± 120 g / Manuscript completed in February 1985. 
The booklet is a layman's guide to the European 
Community's budget 
CB-NC-86-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5611-5 
I Free of charge 
DA: 86-17, DE: 86-18, ES: 86-18, G R : 86-19, 
IT : 86-18, NL : 86 - 17 
19 Grants and loans from the European Community -
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation] 
EN - 1985 : Third edition (manuscript completed in 
November 1984) - 132 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 220 g / Financial instruments for structural purposes : 
objectives, operation and scope, the criteria for eligibility and 
for granting the applications 
CB-43-85-450-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5313-2 
DA : 86 - 18, DE : 86 - 17, ES : 86 - 17, FR : 86 - 17, 
GR : 86 - 18, IT : 86 - 17, NL : 86 - 19, PT : 86 - 17 
The European Community - Political map; Member States, 
regions and administrative units 535 
22 A journey through the EC - Information on the Member 
States and the development of the European Community -
Directorate Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation] 
EN- 1986-59 pp.: 16,2 x 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 120g/ 
Manuscript completed in June 1985 ; the brochure is 
primarily intended for schools 
CB-42-84-137-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5764-2 
ECU 2,23: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 
DA : 86 - 23, DE : 86 - 22, ES : 86 - 24, FR : 86 - 24, 
GR : 86 - 22, IT : 86 - 24, NL : 86 - 24, PT : 86 - 24 
23 A journey through the EC - Information on the Member 
States and the development of the European Community -
Directorate Coordination and preparation of publications ■ 
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation] 
EN - 1986 : Second edition - 59 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: 
softcover: ± 120 g / Manuscript completed in June 1985; 
the brochure is primarily intended for schools 
CB-47-86-826-EIS-C ISBN 92-825-6664-1 
ECU 2,23: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 
DA : 86 - 24, DE : 86 - 23, GR : 86 - 23 
Programme of the Commission 
Supplement 4/85 - Bull. EC 541 
Programme of the Commission for 1986 542 
24 Steps to European unity / Community progress to date: a 
chronology - 1950-January 1985 - Directorate-General 
Personnel and Administration - Commission of the 
European Communities [European Documentation] 
EN- 1985 : Fifth e 
ition-97pp.: 16,2 x 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 195 g I Sent to 
press in January 1985 
CB-42-84-250-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5453-8 
DA : 86 - 20, DE : 86 - 20, ES : 86 - 20, FR : 86 - 20, 
GR : 86 -21, IT : 86-20, NL : 86- 21, PT : 86-20 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
CLASSIFIED INDEX 11 
The thrust of Commission policy 
Supplement 1/85 - Bulletin EC 
PERIODICALS 
Avrupa 



































28 Tariff classifications - 01 ¡01/1986 - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 9th Amending Supplement: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
loose leaf: ± 440 g 
CB-4S-86-975-EN-C 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,80: USD 4 
DA : 86 ­ 28, DE : 86 ­ 28, FR : 86 ­ 25, IT : 86 ­ 25, 
NL : 86 ­ 27 
0202 free movement of goods 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Associations EEC-Cyprus - EEC-Malta - EEC-Turkey / 
Compilation of texts 
I 206 
Cooperation: EEC-Algeria, EEC-Egypt, EEC-Israel, EEC-
Jordan, EEC-Lebanon, EEC-Morocco, EEC-Syria, EEC-
Tunisia - Compilation of texts 
I 212 
Kooperation: EWG-Algerien, EWG-Ägypten, EWG-Israel, 
EWG-Jordanien, EWG-Libanon, EWG-Marokko, EWG-
Syrien, EWG-Tunesien, EWG-Jugoslawien / Sammlung von 
Texten 
I I 213 
0290 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
29 I," Union douanière de la Communauté économique 
européenne ­ Vaulont, N. ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Perspectives européennes] 
FR ­ 1985 : Deuxième édition revue et mise à jour ­ 118 p.: 
17,6 x 25,0 cm: broché: ± 260 g 
CB-43-85-216-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5159-8 
ECU 4,34: BFR 200 
FR : 86 ­ 29, NL : 86 ­ 29, PT : 86 ­ 29 
02 Customs union and free movement of goods 03 Agriculture 
0201 customs regulations 0303 cereals and rice 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
25 Community transit - Handbook on the use of control copy T 
N° 5 - Situation on 1 September 1985 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 64 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 170 g 
CB-44-85-977-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5867-3 
ECU 6,69: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4: USD 6 
DA : 86 ­ 26, DE : 86 ­ 26, FR : 86 ­ 28, GR : 86 ­ 25 
26 Explanatory notes to the customs tariff of the European 
communities - 01/10/1986 - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 24th Amending Supplement: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
loose leaf: ± 210 g 
CB-46-86-274-EN-C 
ECU 4,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 
DE : 86 - 25, FR : 86 - 27, IT : 86 - 27, NL : 86 - 28 
27 Practical Guide to the Use of the European Communities' 
Scheme of Generalized Tariff Preferences ­ Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : 1986 ­ 369pp.: 29,7 χ 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 880 g / Characteristics and mechanics; listing of the tariff 
preferential advantages open to developing countries 
CN-4S-86-870-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6139-9 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 8,10: USD 12 
ES : 86 ­ 27, FR : 86 ­ 26 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
30 Recueil des actes agricoles ­ 03/09/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public, édition revue et complétée ­
Volume I, partie 1 ­ 280 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: 
± 870 g / Céréales (1) 
CB-77S64101-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6476-2 / 92­825­6479­7 
ECU 23,10: BFR I 000 / Prix du Tome I, parue 1 / Prix 
du Tome I au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 58,80; 
BFR 2 550; FF 405 
FR : 86 ­ 30 
31 Recueil des actes agricoles - 03/09/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public, édition revue et complétée ­
Volume I, partie 2 ­ 353 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 950 g / Céréales (2) 
CB-77-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6477-0 / 92­825­6479­7 
ECU 27,70: BFR 1 200 / Prix du Tome I, partie 2 / Prix 
du Tome I au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 58,80; 
BFR 2 550; FF 405 
FR : 86­ 31 
32 Recueil des actes agricoles - 03/09/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public, édition revue et complétée ­
Volume I, partie 3 ­ 280 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 650 g / Riz 
CB-77-86403-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6478-9 / 92­825­6479­7 
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ECU 23,10: BFR 1 000 / Prix du Tome I, partie 3 / Prix 
du Tome I au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 58,80; 
BFR 2 550; FF 405 
FR : 86 - 32 
0309 live trees and other plants 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
0304 fruit and vegetables Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume IV, partie 3 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 0311 sugar 
The European orchard / 1977 and 1982 surveys - Analyses 
and forecasts MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
33 Recueil des actes agricoles - 21/11/1985 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume IV, partie 1 -
376 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 880 g / Fruits et 
légumes (1) 
CB464S-0O1-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5889-4 / 92-825-5892-4 
ECU 22,23: BFR 1 000 / Prix du Tome IV, partie 1 / Prix 
du Tome IV au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 55,60: 
BFR 2 500: FF 380 
FR :86-33 
Recueil des actes agricoles - 21/11/1985 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume IV, partie 2 -
310 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 740 g / Fruits et 
légumes (2) 
CB-46-8S-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5890-8 / 92-825-5892-4 
ECU 19,02: BFR 850 / Prix du Tome IV, parue 2 / Prix 
du Tome IV au complet (parties 1 à 3) : ECU 55,60 : 
BFR 2 500: FF 380 
FR : 86 - 34 
35 Recueil des actes agricoles - 21/11/1985 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume IV, partie 3 -
558 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: 1 350 g / Fruits et légumes 
transformés, plantes vivantes et produits de la floriculture 
CB-46-85-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5891-6 / 92-825-5892-4 
ECU 37,81 : BFR 1 700 / Prix du Tome IV, partie 3 / Prix 
du Tome IV au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 55,60: 
BFR 2 500: FF 380 
FR:86-35 
38 Recueil des actes agricoles - 10/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume ΧΠΙ - 436 p. : 
21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 1 020 g / Sucre 
CB-46-86-121-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6029-5 
ECU 29,10: BFR 1 300 
FR : 86 - 38 
0313 beef 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
39 Recueil des actes agricoles - 07/10/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public, édition revue et complétée -
VolumeXI, partie 1 - 536p.: 21,0 x 29.7cm: broché: 
± 1250 g / Viande bovine 
CB-79-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-8254482-7 / 92-825-6484-3 
ECU 30: BFR 1 300 / Prix du Tome XI, partie 1 / Prix du 
Tome XI au complet (parties 1 et 2) : ECU 49,70 : 
BFR2 150:FF341 
FR : 86 - 39 
PERIODICALS 
Animal production 
0308 oils and fats 0314 pigmeat 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES PERIODICALS 
36 Recueil des actes agricoles - 06/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume IX, partie 1 -
364 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 840 g / Matières grasses 
dl 
CB-66-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5897-5 / 92-825-5899-1 
ECU 37,81 : BFR 1 700 / Prix du Tome IX, partie 1 / Prix 
du Tome IX au complet (parties 1 et 2): ECU 37,81 ; 
BFR1 700; FF 258 
FR :86-36 
Animal production P3 
0315 sheepmeat and goatmeat 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
37 Recueil des actes agricoles - 06/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume IX, partie 2 -
306 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 720 g / Λ Matières 
grasses (2) - 2. Graines de soja - 3. Graines de lin 
CB-66-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5898-3 / 92-825-5899-1 
ECU 37,81 : BFR 1 700 / Prix du Tome IX, partie 2 / Prix 
du Tome IX au complet (parties 1 et 2): ECU 37,81 ; 
BFR 1700; FF 258 
FR :86-37 
40 Recueil des actes agricoles - 20/10/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public, édition revue et complétée -
Volume XI, partie 2-288 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: 
± 700 g / Viandes ovine et caprine 
CB-79-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6483-5 / 92-825-6484-3 
ECU 19,70: BFR 850 / Prix du Tome XI, partie 2 / Prix 
du Tome XI au complet (parties 1 et 2): ECU 49,70: 
BFR 2 150: FF 341 
FR : 86 - 40 
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PERIODICALS 
Animal production 
0316 wine and viticulture 
P3 
0323 European Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Grants and loans from the European Community 19 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 0324 agricultural structures 
41 Recueil des actes agricoles - 03/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - Volume XIV, partie 1 ­
478p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 1 140g/ Vin (1) 
CB-65-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6000-7 / 92­825­6003­1 
ECU 42,25: BFR 1 900 / Prix du Tome XIV, parue 1 / 
Prix du Tome XIV au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 77,84; 
BFR 3 500; FF 532 
FR : 86 ­ 41 
42 Recueil des actes agricoles - 03/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ Volume XIV, partie 2 -
480p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 1 100g/ Vin (2) 
CB-65-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6001-5 / 92­825­6003­1 
ECU 42,25: BFR 1 900 / Prix du Tome XIV, partie 2 / 
Prix du Tome XIV au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 77,84; 
BFR 3 500; FF 532 
FR : 86 ­ 42 
43 Recueil des actes agricoles - 03/02/1986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ Volume XIV, partie 3 ­
480p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 1 130g/ Vin (3) 
CB-65-86-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6002-3 / 92­825­6003­1 
ECU 42,25 : BFR 1 900 / Prix du Tome XIV, partie 3 / 
Prix du Tome XIV au complet (parties 1 à 3): ECU 77,84; 
BFR 3 500; FF 532 
FR : 86 ­ 43 
0322 veterinary inspection 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Chlamydial diseases of ruminants 
Factors affecting the survival of newborn lambs ­
Directorate­General Agriculture; Commission of the 
European Communities [Agriculture ­ 4] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 198 pp.: 16,2 x 22,9cm: softcover: 
± 300 % I A seminar in the CEC programme of coordination 
of agricultural research held in Brussels, 22 and 23 January 
1985 
EUR 9744 EN 
CD-NK-85-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5938-6 
ECU 13,45: BFR 600: IRL 9,70: UKL 8,30: USD 12 
Recueil des actes agricoles ­ 01f07jl986 ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ Édition revue et 
complétée ­ Volume VI, partie I ­ 450 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
broché: ± 1050 g / Législation vétérinaire (1) 
CB-76-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6431-2 / 92­825­6433­9 
ECU 34,10: BFR 1 500 / Prix du Tome VI au complet 
(parties 1 à 4): ECU 100: BFR 4 500: FF 700 
FR : 86­45 
46 Recueil des actes agricoles ­ 01J07J1986 ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public; edition revue et complétée ­
Volume VI, partie 2 ­ 530 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 
± 1270 g / Législation vétérinaire (2) 
CB-76-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6432-0 / 92­825­6433­9 
ECU 40,90: BFR 1 800 / Prix du Tome VI au complet 
(parties 1 à 4): ECU 100: BFR 4 500: FF 700 
FR : 86 ­ 46 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Community survey on the structure of agricultural holdings 
Volume IV: Graphs 
Earnings in agriculture 1984 
47 The farm accountancy data network - Farm accounts results 
- 1982/83 - 1983/84 ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ 154 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 380 g / This booklet gives the principal results 
for the some 38 800 agricultural holdings belonging to the 
EC's Farm Accountancy Data Network 
CB-47-86-284-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6450-9 
ECU 12,50: BFR 550: IRL 8,80: UKL 8,00: USD 12,50 
FR : 86 ­ 49, IT : 86 ­ 49 
Farm structure / 1983 survey : main results 
Farm structure : Methodology of Community surveys 
48 Recueil des actes agricoles ­ 30}09¡1985 ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ Volume ΙΠ, partie 3 ­
548 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 1310g/ Structures de 
production 
CB-34-85-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5853-3 / 92­825­5162­8 
ECU 22,40: BFR 1 000 / Prix du Tome III, parue 3 / Prix 
du Tome III au complet (parties 1 à 4): ECU 89,82: 
BFR 4 000: FF 612 
FR : 86 ­ 47 
49 Recueil des actes agricoles ­ 30(09(1985 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ Volume III, partie 4 ­
450p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 1080g / Structures de 
production (suite), structures de commercialisation 
CB-34-85-004-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5854-1 / 92­825­5162­8 
ECU 22,40: BFR 1 000 / Prix du Tome III, partie 4 / Prix 
du Tome III au complet (parties 1 à 4): ECU 89,82: 
BFR4000: FF612 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Texts relating to 
agricultural and rural cooperation 
Volume III 
Agricultural prices 1976-1985 
50 The Agricultural Situation in the Community ­ 1985 Report ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : eleventh annual Report ­ 439 pp., 11 fig. : 
16,2 x 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 660 g / Published in 
conjunction with the "Nineteenth General Report on the 
activities of the European Communities " 
CB-44-85-670-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5794-4 
ECU 22,28: BFR 1 000: IRL 16: UKL 13,20: USD 19 
DA : 86­51, DE : 86 ­ 51, FR : 86 ­ 55, GR : 86 ­ 50, 
IT : 86 ­ 55, NL : 86 ­ 55 
423 
Analytical tables of external trade -
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01­24 
Nimexe, exports / 
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Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 482 
CD-NK-86-004-FR-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
FR : 86 - 54 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 494 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 507 
Assessing pain in farm animals 364 
Computerized land evaluation data bases in the European 
Communities 370 
Economic accounts - Agriculture, forestry 463 
The European Community - Farming 534 
The European Community - Woodlands 536 
51 Five years forward - Coordinated agricultural research of the 
European Economic Community - 1984-1988 - Cherry, M.. 
Banbury (UK) - Directorate-General Agriculture; 
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture -
9] 
EN- 1986-iv, 37 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: stapled: ± 100g 
EUR 8981 EN 
CD-NK-84-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5030-3 
ECU 4,42: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,70: USD 3,50 
DA : 86 - 50, DE : 86 - 50, FR : 86 - 50, IT : 86 - 50, 
NL : 86 - 56 
Investigation of the possible effect of electrical stimulation on 
pH and survival of foot-and-mouth disease virus in meat and 
offals from experimentally infected animals 389 
Methodology of EC agricultural price indices (output and 
input) 468 
New developments and future perspectives in research on 
rumen function 396 
52 The production and use of cereal and potato starch in the 
EEC - Debatisse, M., Dr.; Henry, R., Dr.; Mitchell, K., 
Dr.; Young, N., Dr. - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986 : Public document - 136 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 330 g / Prepared by the Centre for European 
Agricultural Studies and the Institut de gestion internationale 
agro-alimentaire 
CB-46-86-064-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6027-9 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,40: USD 11 
53 Recueil des actes agricoles - 17/0411986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public; édition revue et complétée -
Volume VIII, partiel - 302 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 
± 740 g / Tabac, houblon 
CB-70-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6089-9 / 92-825-6091 -0 
ECU 22,67: BFR I 000 / Parties I et 2 du Tome VIII: 
ECU 51; BFR 2 250; FF 360 
FR : 86 - 52 
54 Recueil des actes agricoles - 17/04fl986 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public; édition revue et complétée -
Volume VIII, partie 2 - 384 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 1060 g / Semences ; fourrages ; pois, fèves, fèveroles ; lin et 
chanvre; vers à soie; coton 
CB-70-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6090-2 / 92-825-6091-0 
ECU 22,23: BFR I 250 / Parties 1 et 2 du tome VIII: 
ECU51;BFR2 250;FF360 
FR:86-53 
Reports of the Scientific Committee for Animal Nutrition 
fifth series 400 
Reports of the Scientific Committee for Pesticides (Second 
series) 345 
Ricerca agricola coordinata : un primato dì successi 403 
55 Séchage des produits alimentaires dans les pays en 
développement - Ferenczi, M. - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Agriculture - 4] 
FR - microform - 1986 - 2 microfiches - 114 p. 
*EUR 10508 FR 
Study of outside gainful activities of farmers and their 
spouses in the EEC - Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, Manag, 
cons. - Directorate-General Agriculture; Commission of the 
European Communities 
'EN - 1986 : Public document - 209 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 510 g 
CB-47-86-301-E1S-C ISBN 92-825-6453-3 
ECU 15,90: BFR 700: IRL 11,30: UKL 10,10: USD 16 
Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1985 
PERIODICALS 
Agricultural Markets: Prices 
Agricultural prices 
Crop Production 
EC Agricultural Price Indices 
Green Europe / News flash 











MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Fisheries - Statistical yearbook 467 
05 Employment and social policy 
0501 freedom of movement for workers 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
57 A general system for the recognition of higher education 
diplomas - Commission of lhe European Communities 
[Supplements to the Bulletin of the European Communities 
-8] 
EN- 1985- ll pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 45 g / 
Proposal for a Council Directive transmitted by the 
Commission on 9 July 1985 (based on COM(85) 355final) 
CB-NF-85-008-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5755-3 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the EC: BFR 1 100: 
IRL 17,50: UKL 14,50: USD 18 
DA : 86 - 57, DE : 86 - 57, ES : 86 - 59, FR : 86 - 59, 
GR : 86 - 57, IT : 86 - 59, NL : 86 - 57, PT : 86 - 59 
58 Guide concerning the rights and obligations with regard to 
social security of persons going to work in the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland including 
Gibraltar - Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs 
and Education [Social security for migrant workers - J03] 
EN - 1986 : New edition - 32 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: stapled: 
± 50 g / This publication was prepared by lhe Administrative 
Commission of the European Communities on Social 
Security for Migrant Workers 
CE-NB-84-J03-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4679-9 
DA : 86 - 59, DE : 86 - 59, FR : 86 - 57, IT : 86 - 57, 
NL : 86 - 58 
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59 Guidelines for a Community policy on migration ­
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities ­ 9] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 20 pp. : 17,6 x 25,0 cm : stapled : ± 50 g / 
Commission communication transmitted to the Council on 7 
March 1985 (COM(85j 48 final). Council resolution of 
16 July 1985 
CB-NF-85-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5903-3 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 
DA : 86 ­ 58, DE : 86 ­ 58, ES : 86 ­ 58, FR : 86 ­ 58, 
GR : 86 ­ 58, IT : 86 ­ 58, NL : 86 ­ 59, PT : 86 ­ 58 
Higher education in the European Community ­ Recognition 
of study abroad in the European Community 
Pour une formation d'animateurs­formateurs issus de Ia 
migration: Analyse d'une expérience et guide pour l'action 
0502 law and working conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
60 Les accords de technologie en Belgique ­ Huys, J. ; van der 
Hallen, P. ; Martens, Α. ; Bundervoet, J. ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 306 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
broché: ± 740 g / Relations de travail: législation sur 
l'information : droits el devoirs d'information en matière de 
nouvelles technologies 
CB-46-86-703-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6099-6 
ECU 18,10: BFR 800 
FR : 86 ­ 60 
61 Comment la technologie moderne affecte le travailleur 
expérimenté ­ France ­ Fondation européenne pour 
l'amélioration des conditions de vie et de travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document ­ 144p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: 
± 380 g / Résultats de recherche et rapports d'évaluation 
d'un séminaire organisé à Dublin, les 6 et 7 juin 1985 
SY-64-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6015-5 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450 
FR : 86­61 
62 Hoe de werknemer met langdurige ervaring door nieuwe 
technologie wordt beïnvloed ­ Nederland ­ Europese Stichting 
tot verbetering van de levens­ en arbeidsomstandigheden 
NL ­ 1986 : Document ­ 178 blz. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
ingenaaid : ± 600 g / Researchresultaten en 
evaluatierapporten van een op 6 en 7 juni 1985 te Dublin 
gehouden seminar 
SY-64-86-00S-NL-C ISBN 92-825-6018-X 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550 
NL : 86 ­ 64 
63 How modern technology affects the experienced worker ­
Consolidated report ­ European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 94 p.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 250 g / Seminar held in Dublin, 6 and 7 June 
1985 
SY-46-86-040-EN-C ISBN 92-8254023-6 
ECU 7,92: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5,20: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 ­ 65, DE : 86 ­ 79, FR : 86 ­ 62, GR : 86 ­ 61, 
IT : 86 ­ 62, NL : 86 ­ 63 
64 How modern technology affects the experienced worker ­
Ireland ­ European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 208 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 540 g / Research results and evaluation reports 
of a seminar held in Dublin, 6 and 7 June 1985 
SY-64-86-006-EN-C ISBN 92-8254019-8 
ECU 14,70: BFR 650: IRL 10,50: UKL 9,60: USD 14 
65 Hvordan moderne teknologi indvirker på lenmodtagere med 
lang erhvervserfaring ­ Danmark ­ Del europæiske Institut 
til forbedring af Leve­og Arbejdsvilkårene 
DA­ 1986 : Dokument­ 162 s. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
uindbundet : ± 420 g / Undersogelsen og 
evalueringsrapporter fra seminar, der blev aflwldt i Dublin 
den 6. - 7. juni 1985 
SY-64-86-001-DA-C ISBN 92-825-6014-7 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500 
DA : 86 ­ 64 
66 Neue Technologie im öffentlichen Dienst ­ BR Deutschland ­
Europäische Stiftung zur Verbesserung der Lebens­ und 
Arbeitsbedingungen 
103 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 138 S. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
brochiert : ± 350 g / Seminar vom 19. und 20. September 
1985 in Dublin 
SX47-86-004-DE-C ISBN 92-8254034-1 
ECU 9,01 : BFR 400 
DE : 86 ­ 66 
67 New technology in the public service ­ A bibliographical 
study ­ 30/09/1984 - Wolfgart, L.; Polinski, K.; Staeck­
Freytag, S. ­ European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Document ­ 310pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 720 g 
SX-46-86-193-EN-C ISBN 92-8254047-3 
ECU 21,40: BFR 950: IRL 15,40: UKL 13,60: USD 20 
I T : 86­61 
68 New technology in the public service ­ Consolidated report ­
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Document ­ 108 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 240 g / Seminar held in Dublin on 19/20 
September 1985 
SX-4646-18S-EN-C ISBN 92-8254042-2 
ECU 7,89: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5,10: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 ­ 75, DE : 86 ­ 67, FR : 86 ­ 74, GR : 86 ­ 60, 
IT : 86 ­ 74, NL : 86 ­ 60 
69 New technology in the public service ­ Ireland ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Document ­ 186pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 550 g / Seminar held in Dublin on 19/20 
September 1985 
SX47-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6032-5 
ECU 14,64: BFR 650: IRL 10,60: UKL 9,30: USD 14 
70 New technology in the public service ­ United Kingdom ­
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Document­ 138pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 340 g / Seminar held in Dublin on 19/20 
September 1985 
SX47-86-001-EN-C ISBN 92-8254031-7 
ECU 9,01: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,80: USD 8,50 
71 Nieuwe technologie in de overheidsdienst ­ Nederland ­
Europese Stichting tot verbetering van de levens­ en 
arbeidsomstandigheden 
NL ­ 1986 : Publiek document ­ 142blz.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
ingenaaid : ± 360 g / Op 19/20 september ¡985 te Dublin 
gehouden seminar 
SX47-86-008-NL-C ISBN 92-82540384 
ECU 9,01: BFR 400 
NL : 86 ­ 71 
72 Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­
Belgique ­ Fondation européenne pour l'amélioration des 
conditions de vie et de travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document ­ 232 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 570 g / Séminaire organisé à Dublin les 19 et 
20 septembre 1985 
SX47-86-005-FR-C ISBN 92-8254035-X 
ECU 14,64: BFR 650 
FR: 86­71 
73 Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­ France ­
Fondation européenne pour l'amélioration des conditions 
de vie et de travail * 
FR­ 1986 : Document public ­ 138 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché : ± 360 g / Séminaire organisé à Dublin les 19 et 
20 septembre 1985 
SX47-86-003-FR-C ISBN 92-8254033-3 
ECU 9,01: BFR 400 
FR : 86 ­ 72 
74 Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­
Luxembourg ­ Fondation européenne pour l'amélioration 
des conditions de vie et de travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 174p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché : ± 440 g / Séminaire organisé à Dublin les 19 et 
20 septembre 1985 
SX47-86-006-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6036-8 
ECU 11,27: BFR 500 
FR : 86 ­ 73 
75 Ny teknologi i den offentlige sektor ­ Danmark ­ Det 
europæiske Institut til forbedring af Leve­og 
Arbejdsvilkårene 
DA­ 1986 : Dokument­ 178s.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
uindbundet: ± 440 g / Seminar afholdt i Dublin, den 19. · 
20. september 1985 
SX47-86-007-DA-C ISBN 92-82540374 
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76 
77 
ECU 11,27: BFR 500 
DA : 86 ­ 74 
Programme of research and actions on the development of 
the labour market - Wage differential between young and 
adults and its relation with youth unemployment 
A review of European Foundation Studies 1977-1984: 
Implications for Women 
Robotics development and future applications ­ Uli, M., Dr; 
Aleksander, I., Professor; Rosenbrock, H. H., Professor; 
Schneider, R. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training; Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1985 : 2nd edition (firth edition published on the 
27/03/85) ­ Seminar report - 100 pp.: 16,0 χ 20,0 cm: 
softcover: ± 160 g / New applications for industrial robots, 
extension of robot capabilities, robots and people in the 
workplace, social aspects of the use of robots 
HX-42-84-177-ES-C ISBN 92-825-4903-8 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 3 
DE :86­62, IT:86­77 
Shiftwork review: Research of the European Foundation 
1981-1984 ­ Copsey, S.; Corle«, E. ­ European Foundation 
for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 127 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320 g / 
77ie necessity of shiftwork in certain sectors: technological 
change and its impact on shiftwork ; the effect on living and 
working conditions 
SY-46-86-783-EN-C ISBN 92-8254419-3 
ECU 10,20: BFR 450: IRL 7,20: UKL 6,40: USD 9,50 
FR:86­78 
Social Europe: Youth pay and employers' recruitment 
practices for young people in the Community 
155 
170 
Structure of earnings 1978/79 -
Kingdom 
Volume 10 
Principal results / United 
158 
449 
78 Technologische Entwicklung und öffentlicher Dienst - eine 
Literaturstudie - 30/09/1984 - Wolfgart, L. ; Polinski, K. ; 
Staeck­Freytag, S. ­ Europäische Stiftung zur Verbesserung 
der Lebens­ und Arbeitsbedingungen 
DE ­ 1986 : Dokument ­ 294 S. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: ± 710 g 
SX-46-86-193-DE-C ISBN 92-8254046-5 
ECU 21,40: BFR 950 
DE : 86 ­ 77 
79 Wie der erfahrene Arbeitnehmer von moderner Technologie 
betroffen ist - BR Deutschland ­ Europäische Stiftung zur 
Verbesserung der Lebens­ und Arbeitsbedingungen 
DE­ 1986 : Dokument ­ 160S.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
brochiert : ± 440 g / Forschungsberichte und 
Auswertungsberichte eines Seminars vom 6. bis 7. Juni 1985 
in Dublin 
SY-44-86-003-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6016-3 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500 
DE : 86 - 78 
0503 European Social Fund (ESF) 
80 L' association des travailleurs aux choix technologiques: la 
contribution des actions de sensibilisation - Rapport final ­
Bianchi, G. ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 53p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
agrafé: ± 140 g / Élaboré par ISR1L: Istituto di Studi sulle 
Relazioni Industriali e di Lavoro 
CB-45-85-365-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5880-0 
ECU 5,58: BFR 250 
• FR : 86 ­ 80 
Berufliche Bildung in der Volksrepublik China - Strukturen, 
Probleme und Empfehlungen ­ Münch, J., Prof. Dr. ; 
Risler, Μ., Μ.Α. ­ CEDEFOP ­ Europäisches Zentrum für 
die Förderung der Berufsbildung 
DE­ 1986­ 118 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: brochiert: ± 300 g 
HX-44-8S-492-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5846-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE : 86 ­ 87 
82 Das berufliche Bildungswesen in Griechenland ­ Stavrou, S., 
Dr. ­ CEDEFOP ­ Europäisches Zentrum für die 
Förderung der Berufsbildung 
DE ­ 1986 ­ 148 S.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: brochiert: ± 400g 
HX-4546-846-DE-C ISBN 92-8254512-2 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE : 86 - 88, GR : 86 - 80 
Berufsbildung und Arbeitsbeschaffungsprogramme in den 
Ländern der Europäischen Gemeinschaft 
83 Clerical and commercial sector qualifications in the United 
Kingdom, France and Germany ­ Steedman, H. ­ CEDEFOP 
­ European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP­Document ­ 188 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 470 g 
HX-46-86-832-EN-C ISBN 92-8254527-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE: 86­114.FR : 86­108 
84 Computer in Büro und Verwaltung: Einsatzbedingungen und 
Folgen neuer Informationstechnologien ­ Krüger, D. ­
CEDEFOP ­ Europäisches Zentrum für die Förderung der 
Berufsbildung 
DE ­ 1986 ­ 69 S.: 16,0 x 20,0 cm: brochiert: ± 100 g 
HX-45-86-854-DE-C ISBN 92-825-S954-8 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE: 86­91 
85 Description du système de formation professionnelle au 
Portugal ­ Mota, Α. ; Grilo, E.M. ; Soares, M.C. ­
CEDEFOP ­ Centre europeen pour le développement de la 
formation 
FR­ 1986­ 162 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 440g 
HX-4545-276-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6355-3 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
FR : 86 - 84, PT : 86 - 85 
86 Description du système de formation professionnelle en 
Espagne ­ Genovard, C , Dr. ; Sarramona, J , Dr. ; 
Crespan, J.L., Dr.; Ferrer, F., Dr., et al. ­ CEDEFOP ­
Centre européen pour le développement de la formation 
FR­ 1986­ 156p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 410g/ 
Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona 
HX-45-85-260-FR-C ISBN 92-8254353-7 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
ES : 86 ­ 85, FR : 86 ­ 85 
140 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Grants and loans from the European Community 
0504 vocational training 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Analyse der Rolle und des Ausbildungsbedarfs von 
Entwicklungsberatern im Rahmen lokaler 
Arbeitsplatzschaffung 
Analysis of current needs and initiatives in the field of 
adaptation of vocational training for young handicapped 
people to the new employment realities 
139 
160 
87 Développement régional et formation professionnelle. Analyse 
et animation de la relation Développement - Formation 
professionnelle. Monographies régionales ­ CEDEFOP ­
Centre européen pour le développement de la formation 
FR ­ 1986 : Document CEDEFOP ­ 351 p.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: broché: ± 850 g / Monographies régionales et 
rapport du Forum Interrégional, organisé par le CEDEFOP 
à Berlin du 24 au 26 octobre 1984 
HX-46-86-387-FR-C ISBN 92-8254322-7 
ECU 8: BFR 360 
FR : 86 ­ 87 
Distance education in Western Europe: a selective annotated 
bibliography of current literature ­ Harry, K. ­ CEDEFOP ­
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1985 ­ 178pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 460g 
HX-45JS-074-EN-C ISBN 92-8254142-9 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
FR : 86 ­ 89 
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89 Equal opportunity counsellors: Professional training and 
profile ­ Bernard, F. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
NL ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document ­ 52 PP.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 140 g / Report on a seminar 
organized by CEDEFOP, 30 and 31 October 1985 
HX-47-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-8254559-9 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DA : 86 ­103, DE : 86 ­ 108, FR : 86 ­111, IT : 86 ­ 85, 
NL:86­93 
90 Equality of opportunity and vocational training / Five years 
on... ­ Oels, M.; Seeland, S. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1985 ­98 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 270 g / 
"Vocational training measures for women in the European 
Community" 
HX-43-85-903-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5562-3 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 3 
DA : 86 ­102, DE : 86 ­ 90, FR : 86 ­ 88, IT : 86 ­105, 
NL : 86 ­102, PT : 86 ­100 
91 Le financement de la formation professionnelle au Danemark 
- Bibliographie commentée ­ Holst, K.S. ; Koefoed, E. ; 
SEL, København ­ CEDEFOP ­ Centre européen pour le 
développement de la formation 
FR ­ 1986 : Document CEDEFOP, Ire édition, Berlin 
1986­50p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: agrafé: ± 150g 
HX^t5-85-107-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5971-8 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
F R : 86­91 
98 La fonnation professionnelle en Belgique - Bibliographie de 
base ­ ONEM/RVA; CIDOC/CODOC, Bruxelles ­
CEDEFOP ­ Centre européen pour le développement de la 
formation 
FR ­ 1986 : Document CEDEFOP, Ire édition, Berlin 
1986­90 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 250 g 
HX-45-85-163-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5979-3 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
F R : 86­99, N L : 86­81 
99 Grundlagen der beruflichen Bildung in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland ­ Grávalas, B., Dr. ­ CEDEFOP ­
Europäisches Zentrum für die Förderung der Berufsbildung 
DE ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Dokument, 1. Auflage, Berlin 
1986­418 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: brochiert: 1000 g 
HX-47-86-365-DE-C ISBN 92-8254597-1 
ECU 8: BFR 360 
DE : 86 ­109 
100 Introduction of artificial vision in manufacturing and 
inspection work and its training implications ­ Aleksander, I., 
Prof.; Ahlers, R.J., Dr.; Taylor, C , Dr.; Stegmaier, E., et 
al. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training 
EN­ 1986­ 104 pp.: 16,0 χ 20,0 cm: softcover: ± 150g/ 
Report on a Workshop Meeting, 6 and 7 November 1985 in 
Berlin 
HX-46-86-622-EN-C ISBN 92-8254379-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86 ­ 96, FR : 86 ­101 
92 Le financement de la formation professionnelle continue en 
France - Bibliographie commentée ­ Arauz, O. ; 
Mazurier, F. ; Centre INFFO, Paris ­ CEDEFOP ­ Centre 
européen pour le développement de la formation 
FR ­ 1986 : Document CEDEFOP, ire édition, Berlin 
1986­ 78 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: agrafé: ± 220g 
HX-45-85-115-FR-C ISBN 92-825-59724 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
FR : 86 ­ 92 
101 Lernorte und Lernort-Kombinationen im internationalen 
Vergleich - Innovationen, Modelle und Realisationen in der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaft ­ Münch, J., Prof. Dr. ­
CEDEFOP ­ Europäisches Zentrum für die Förderung der 
Berufsbildung 
DE­ 1986­ 145 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: brochiert: ± 380 g 
HX-44-85-290-DE-C ISBN 92-825-3465-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE: 86­110 
93 Financing of vocational training and education in Italy - An 
annotated bibliography ­ I ignori. O. ; 1st. della Ene. 
It., Roma ­ CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986 ­ 73pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 200g 
HX-4S-85-147-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5976-9 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
IT : 86 ­ 94 
94 Financing of vocational training in the Federal Republic of 
Germany - Annotated bibliography ­ Grávalas, B. ; 
Meissner, V. ; Bdsinst.für Berufsb., Berlin ­ CEDEFOP ­
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986­217 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 550g 
HX-45S5-131-EN-C ISBN 92-825-59754 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE: 86­102 
102 Nouvelles technologies et formation continue dans les emplois 
de bureau ­ CEDEFOP ­ Centre européen pour le 
développement de la formation 
FR ­ 1986 : Document CEDEFOP, 1ère édition, Berlin 
1986 ­ 69 p.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: broché: ± 190 g / Rédigé par 
le Berliner Institut für Sozialforschung und 
Sozialwissenschaftliche Praxis eV 
HX-46-86-355-FR-C ISBN 92-8254316-2 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE : 86 ­ 111, FR : 86­103, IT : 86­103 
103 Pour une formation d'animateurs-formateurs issus de la 
migration: Analyse d'une expérience et guide pour l'action -
1982-1984 ­ Le Boterf, G. ; Castro­Almeida, C. ­ Bureau 
int. Travail ; CEDEFOP ­ Centre européen pour le 
développement de la formation 
FR­ 1985­ 175 p.: 17,6 x 25,0 cm : broché : ± 320 g 
HX-43-854H0-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5541-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE : 86 -107, FR : 86 -105 
95 Financing of vocational training in the United Kingdom - A 
selective annotated bibliography ­ BACIE, London ­
CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986 ­ 74p.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 200g 
HX-45-85-123-EN-C ISBN 92-825-59734 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
96 La formation continue comme action préventive du 
chômage ­ Brodel, R.; Schmitz, E. ­ CEDEFOP ­ Centre 
européen pour le développement de la formation 
FR ­ 1985 ­ 291 p. : 16,0 x 20,0 cm: relié: 400 g / Etude 
comparative sur le Danemark, les Pays-Bas, l'Irlande, le 
Royaume-Uni et la république fédérale d'Allemagne - Berlin 
1982 
HX-41-84-717-FR-C ISBN 92-825^*720-5 
ECU 8: BFR 350 
FR : 86 ­ 96 
104 Promotion of cooperation amongst research and development 
organizations in the field of vocational training - Working 
meeting papers - 20/21 May, 1985 ­ CEDEFOP ­ European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP document ­ 115 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 290g 
HX-47-86-11S-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6570-X 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
FR : 86 ­107 
105 The provision of distance learning in Italy ­ Osbat, L. ­
CEDEFOP ­ European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1986 : CEDEFOP Document ­ 36 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 120 g / Summary report 
HX-46-86-791-EN-C ISBN 92-82545234 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86 ­ 97, ES : 86 ­103, FR : 86 ­104, IT : 86 ­104 
97 La formation des syndicalistes aux nouvelles technologies de 
l'information et à leur introduction dans les entreprises -
Rapport final ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 82 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 200 g f Rapport élaboré par BRAEC ■ Bureau de 
recherches d'analyses et d'études coordonnées 
CB-45-85-373-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5881-9 
ECU 7,81 : BFR 350 
FR : 86 ­ 98 
106 Regional development and vocational training. Analysis and 
discussion of the relationship development - vocational 
training. Experience and perspectives ­ Gizard, X. ; 
Bernard, M. ; Fadda, S. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 50pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 140g 
HX-44-85446-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5911-4 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,40: USD 3,50 
DE : 86 ­116, FR : 86 ­ 86, IT : 86 ­ 118, PT : 86 ­ 87 
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107 Regional development and vocational training - Analysis and 
promotion of coordination between development and 
vocational training / Regional monographs - CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986 - 324 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 800 g 
HX-4545-090-ES-C ISBN 92-825-6277-8 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
108 Relation between education, employment and productivity 
and their impact on education and labour market policies - a 
British-German comparison - Wagner, K., Dr. - CEDEFOP 
- European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document - 92 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 250 g 
HX-45-85-082-EN-C ISBN 92-8254371-5 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86-89, FR : 86-109, IT : 86-109 
109 Social Europe - Supplement: New technology and social 
change - Youth training in the European Community -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education - Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements - 3] 
EN- 1986-43pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 120g 
CE-NC-86-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6300-6 
ECU 3,40: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,20: USD 3,50 / 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86-117, FR: 86-90 
Social Europe - Supplement: Recent progress in introducing 
new information technologies into education 
110 State funding of vocational education and training in Ireland 
- A documentary dossier and annotated bibliography -
Barry, M.; Dooney, R.; AnCO, Dublin - CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986-98 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 270 g 
HX-4S-85-155-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5978-5 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
111 Thesaurus of vocational training - Viet, J. ; CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN- 1986-203 pp.: 29,7 x 21,0cm: softcover: ± 520 g / 
Prepared with the assistance of the ILO, the Eurydice 
Central Unit and members of the Cedefop documentary 
network 
HX-43-8S-232-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5932-7 
ECU 8: BFR 360: IRL 5,80: UKL 5: USD 8 
DE : 86-119, FR : 86-120, IT : 86-119 
112 Vocational training in the Federal Republic of Germany -
Munch, J., Prof. Dr. - CEDEFOP - European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : Second edition - 329 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 810g 
HX-45-85-220-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5998-X 
ECU 8: BFR 360: IRL 5,80: UKL 5: USD 8 
IT:86-99 
113 Vocational training in the Netherlands - A selected 
bibliography - Spronk, G. - CEDEFOP - European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document - 68 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: softcover: ± 170 g 
HX-47-86-357-ES-C ISBN 92-8254595-5 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
NL : 86 - 82 
114 Vocational training of young migrants in Belgium -
Bastenier, Α.; Dassetto, F.; Fonck, Η. - CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986- 113pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 300g 
HX-4S-8S-010-EN-C ISBN 92-8254110-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86-82, FR : 86-115, IT : 86-115 
115 The vocational training of young migrants in Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom -
Synthesis report - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, first edition, Berlin 
1986- 120pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 300g 
HX-4S-85-066-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6131-3 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DA : 86 - 89, DE : 86 - 83, FR : 86 -117, IT : 86 -111, 
NL : 86 - 83 
116 Vocational training of young migrants in Denmark -
Koefoed, E. - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986- 117pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 320g 
HX-4545-026-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6115-1 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DA : 86 -110, DE : 86 - 84, FR : 86 -112 
117 Vocational training of young migrants in France -
Raimond, J.-M. - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986 - 117 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320g 
HX-45-8S-034-EN-C ISBN 92-8254118-6 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86 - 85, FR : 86 - 116, IT : 86 - 112 
Vocational training of young migrants in Luxembourg -
Spineux, A. - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, first edition, Berlin 
1986-124 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 325 g 
HX-45-85-042-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6122-4 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86 - 86, FR : 86 -113, IT : 86 -113 
119 Vocational training of young migrants in the United 
Kingdom - Cross, M. - CEDEFOP - European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : CEDEFOP Document, First edition, Berlin 
1986 - 142 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 370 g 
HX-45-85-0S0-EN-C ISBN 92-8254126-7 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 86-81, FR : 86-114, IT: 86-114 
120 Vocational training of young people / Professional situation 
and training of trainers in the Member States of the 
European Communities - Thery, B. : Quaternaire-
Educalio, Paris - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1986 : Synthesis report - 177 pp.: 16,0 χ 20,0cm: 
softcover: ± 225 g 
HY-37-83491-ES-C ISBN 82-825-3843-5 
ECU 4: BFR 185: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,30: USD 3,50 
IT : 86 - 98 
121 Vocational training problems in small and medium-sized 
enterprises: Seminar report - Drexel, I., Dr. - CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1986-279 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: hardcover: ± 690 g 
HX-42-84-161-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5707-3 
ECU 8: BFR 360: IRL 5,80: UKL 5: USD 6 
DE: 86-112.FR : 86 -106, IT : 86- 107 
122 Vocational training systems in the Member States of the 
European Community - CEDEFOP - European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
EN - 1984 - 475 pp.: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: softcover: 620 g 
HX-31-80-207-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2639-9 
ECU 12: BFR 490: IRL 8,40: UKL 7,30: USD 13,50 
FR : 86 -119, GR : 86 - 81, NL : 86 - 86 
123 Women study microcomputer technology - Rauncr, F. -
CEDEFOP - European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training 
EN - 1986- 107 pp.: 16 χ 20 cm: softcover: ± 160 g / A 
report about initial survey findings concerning information 
technology/microcomputer projects for women in EC 
countries 
HX-46-86-226-EN-C ISBN 92-8254296-4 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE: 86-106.FR :86-97 
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124 Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ Luxembourg ­ Schuster, A. ­ Fondation 
européenne pour l'amélioration des conditions de vie et de 
travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 132 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 320g 
SY-63-86-007-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6010-4 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450 
FR : 86­124 
125 Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ Belgique ­ Thcunissens, V. ­ Fondation 
européenne pour l'amélioration des conditions de vie et de 
travail 
FR­ 1986 : Document public4 ­ 132p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché; ± 375 g 
SY-63-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6004-X 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450 
FR : 86­126 
126 Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ France ­ Thanh, Ph. ­ Fondation européenne 
pour l'amélioration des conditions de vie et de travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 100 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
broché: ± 280g 
SY-63-86-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6006-6 
ECU 7,92: BFR 350 
FR : 86 ­127 
127 Arbeitsunfälle und Berufskrankheiten, Datenquellen ­
Bundesrepublik Deutschland ­ Brandt, P. ; Henter, Α. ; 
Kuhn, Κ. ­ Europäische Stiftung zur Verbesserung der 
Lebens­ und Arbeitsbedingungen 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 134 S.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: ± 390 g 
SY-63-86-004-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6007-4 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450 
DE :86­ 127 
128 Arbejdsulykker og erhvervssygdomme, Datakilder ­
Danmark ­ Jeppesen, K.J. ­ Det europæiske Institut til 
forbedring af Leve­og Arbejdsvilkårene 
DA ­ 1986 : Officielt dokument ­ 142 s.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
uindbundet: ± 380 g 
SY-63-86-002-DA-C ISBN 92-825-6005-8 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450 
DA : 86­128 
129 Beroepsongevallen en ­ziekten, Gegevensbronnen ­
Nederland ­ Gcurts, L.; Prins, R. ­ Europese Stichting tot 
verbetering van de levens­ en arbeidsomstandigheden 
NL ­ 1986 : Publiek document ­ 206blz.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
ingenaaid: ± 560 g 
SY-63-86-009-NL-C ISBN 92-825-6012-0 
ECU 14,70: BFR 650 
NL : 86­129 
130 Bibliographical review of data sources on occupational 
accidents and diseases ­ Consolidated Report ­ Glcndon, A. ; 
Hale, Α.; Booth, R.; Carroll, C, et al. ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN ­ 1986­ 116 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 350 g 
SY-47-86-026-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6426-6 
ECU 10,20: BFR 450: IRL 7,20: UKL 6,50: USD 10,00 
DE : 86­128, FR : 86­125 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 laying down basic 
measures for the radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 amending Directive 
80/836/Euratom as regards the basic safety standards for the 
health protection of the general public and workers against 
the dangers of ionizing radiation 219 
131 Coût des accidents du travail, des accidents de trajet et des 
maladies professionnelles de 1978 à 1982 dans les usines de 
l'Arbed, situées en Belgique* en République fédérale 
d'Allemagne et au Luxembourg ­ Rauchs, Α.; Müller, E. ­
Commission des Communautés européennes [Hygiène et 
sécurité du travail ­ 3] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 56 p. 
*EUR 9243 FR 
CD-NQ-84-003-FR-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
FR: 86­131 
A drug education manual concerning illicit drugs and 
psychotropics ­ For teachers in secondary schools In the 
member States of the European Community 
132 Fifth ECSC research programme on : Technical control of 
nuisances and pollution at the place of work and in the 
environment of iron and steel works ­ Directorate Health 
and Safety ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Industrial health and safety ­ 1] 
DA/DE/EN/ES/FR/GR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ 128 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g / This programme contains the 
area of application and the financial rules concerning the aids 
granted by the CEC to the iron and steel industry 
EUR 10338 
CD-NQ-86-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5937-8 
I free of charge 
DA : 86­132, DE : 86 ­ 132, ES :86­ 136, FR : 86­136, 
GR : 86­126, IT :86­ 136, NL : 86­136 
133 Infortuni sul lavoro e malattie professionali: Fonti di dati ­
Italia ­ Tirone, M.V.; Ortolani, G. ­ Fondazione Europea 
per il miglioramento delle condizioni di vita e di lavoro 
IT ­ 1986 : Documento pubblico ­ 124 pag.: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: brossura: ± 340g 
SY-63-86-005-rr-C ISBN 92-825-6008-2 
ECU 9,05: BFR 400 
I T : 86­132 
134 Medicine ­ Statistics of smoking in the Member States of the 
European Community ­ Todd, G.; Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 256 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 640 g / Mainly a set of tables which present 
tobacco consumption in Member States by age, sex, type of 
tobacco consumed, type of smoking, etc. 
CB-45-85-357-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5879-7 
ECU 18,95: BFR 850: IRL 13,60: UKL 11,20: USD 17 
Methods for assessing the off­site radiological consequences 
of nuclear accidents 
Safety aspects of hazardous wastes: Proceedings of a Round 
Table, Dublin, November 27­29. 1985 
Workshop on manpower development and training in 
toxicology and chemical safety ­ IPCS; WHO; Commission 
of the European Communities [Industrial health and safety 
­2] 
EN ­ 1986 : Report on a joint CEC/IPCS/WHO Workshop 
(Lux. 28/11/83­2/12/83)­viii. 167 pp.: 15,5 χ 23,5 cm: 
softcover : ± 260 g / The report also takes into account the 
conclusions and recommendations of the Working Group on 
Occupational Profiles on Toxic Chemicals Control 
EUR 9619 EN 
CD-NQ-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5980-7 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 8,10: USD 12 
408 
236 Nuclear safety in the European Community 
135 Occupational accidents and diseases ­ Data sources ­
Ireland ­ Carroll, C. ­ European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 170 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 475 g 
SY43-86-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6009-0 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 8,10: USD 12 
136 Occupational accidents and diseases ­ Data sources ­ United 
Kingdom ­ Johnson, G.I.; Wilson, J.R.; Grey, S.M. ­
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ 178 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 490 g 
SY-63-86-008-EtS-C ISBN 92-825-6011-2 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 8,10: USD 12 
Progress Report ­ Programme ­ Radiation protection ­ 1985 237 
Radiation protection research programme ­ Synthesis of 
results 1981­84 238 
342 
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Workshop on methods for assessing the off-site radiological 
consequences of nuclear accidents - Proceedings 
138 Εργατικά ατυχήματα και επαγγελματικές ασθένειες -
Πηγές στοιχείων - Ελλάς - Σαραφόπουλο, Ν. - Ευρωπαϊκό 
Ίδρυμα για τη βελτίωση των συνθηκών διαβίωσης και 
εργασίας 
GR - 1986 : Εγγραφο - 254 σ. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : άδετο : 
± 660 g 
SY-63-86-010-GR-C ISBN 92-825-6013-9 
ECU 18,09: BFR 800 
GR : 86-125 
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139 Analyse der Rolle und des Ausbildungsbedarfs von 
Entwicklungsberatern im Rahmen lokaler 
Arbeitsplatzschaffung - Schlegel, W., Dr.; Herrmann-
Weineck, R., Dipl.­Päd.; Ketter, P.M., Dipl.­Hdl. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 178 S. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: ± 450 g / Projektgruppe "Sozialpädagogisch 
orientierte Berufsausbildung", Universität Frankfurt 
CB-46-86-492-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6087-2 
ECU 11,34: BFR 500 
DE : 86­139 
Berufsbildung und Arbeitsbeschaffungsprogramme in den 
Ländern der Europäischen Gemeinschaft ­ Bolle, M.; 
John, G. ; Möller, F. ­ CEDEFOP ­ Europäisches Zentrum 
für die Förderung der Berufsbildung 
DE­ 1986 ­ 222 S. : 16,0 x 20,0 cm: brochiert: ± 280 g 
HX-44-85-654-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6138-0 
ECU 4: BFR 180 
DE : 86 ­ 140 
Höland, Α.; Daviler, J.; Gessner, V. ­ Kommission der 
406 Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 392 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: ± 960 g / Ausgearbeitet vom Zentrum für 
Europäische Rechtspolitik (ZERP), Bremen 
CB-69-86-001-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6078-3 / 92­825­6081­3 
ECU 27,20: BFR 1 200 / Preis Band I / Preis Band I­III: 
ECU 77,08; BFR 3 400; DM 167,50 
DE : 86 ­ 144 
145 Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band II: Fortführung von 
Krisenunternehmen durch die Belegschaften ­ Höland, Α. ; 
Daviter, J.; Gessner, V. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 277 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: ± 680 g / Ausgearbeitet vom Zentrum für 
Europäische Rechtspolitik (ZERP). Bremen 
CB-69-86-002-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6079-1 / 92­825­6081­3 
ECU 18,14: BFR 800 / Preis Band II / Preis Band I-III: 
ECU 77,08; BFR 3 400; DM 167,50 
DE :86­ 145 
146 Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band III : Gründungs- und 
Überlebensbedingungen örtlicher Beschäftigungsinitiativen 
aus ökonomischer Sicht ­ Höland, Α. ; Davitcr, J. ; 
Gessner, V. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 465 S.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
brochiert: 1 130 g / Ausgearbeitet vom Zentrum für 
Europäische Rechtspolitik (ZERP), Bremen 
CB-69-86-003-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6080-5 / 92­825­6081­3 
ECU 31,74: BFR 1 400 / Preis Band III / Preis Band I­
III: ECU 77,08; BFR 3 400; DM 167,50 
DE : 86 ­146 
141 Cooperation in the field of employment - Local employment 
initiatives / Report on a second series of local consultations 
held in European Countries - 1984-1985 - Final report ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 62 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 170 g / By The Centre of Employment 
Initiatives - London 
CB-46-86-484-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6086-4 
ECU 5,67: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 
142 Employment and housing renovation in Europe ­ Euro­
Construct, Neuilly­sS ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 96 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 250 g / Part I: summary report; part II: case 
study : United Kingdom 
CB-46-86-961-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6422-3 
ECU 9,10: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,80: USD 9 
DE: 86­141, FR: 86­142 
148 
Initiatives locales pour l'emploi - Relevé des expériences de 
création d'emplois non conventionnelles ­
Vandcmeulebroucke, V.; Van den Abbecle, E., Marzo, G.; 
Vandebroek, S.; Vermeulen, E. ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public­ 261 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 625 g 
CB-46-86-476-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6085-6 
ECU 15,87: BFR 700 
FR : 86­148 
Job-Sharing - Probleme und Möglichkeiten ­
Hörburger, H. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
DE ­ 1986 : Offizielles Dokument ­ 117S.: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
brochiert: ± 280 g 
CB-44-85-961-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5863-0 
ECU 10,03: BFR 450 
DE : 86­148 
Employment and unemployment 
Employment effects of energy conservation investments in 
EC countries 
Évolution quantitative et qualitative de l'économie des coûts 
sociaux réalisée grâce aux unités de production à vocation de 
réinsertion sociale et mesure de leur impact sur la création 
d'emplois - rapport final 
143 The extent and kind of voluntary work in the EEC -
Questions surrounding the relationship between volunteering 
and employment ­ Policy Studies Inst., London ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 390 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 940 g / Summary, commentary and 
conclusions ; Britain, Netherlands, Belgium and France -
September 1984 
CB-45-86-911-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5894-0 
ECU 29,15: BFR 1 300: IRL 21: UKL 18: USD 26 
La formation continue comme action préventive du chômage 
Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band I: Recht und Rechtspraxis 
als Hindernisse für neuentstehende Beschäftigungsinitiativen -
259 
164 
Labour force sample survey - 1983 
Labour force survey - Results 
149 Programme of research and actions on the development of 
the labour market / Comparative follow-up and evaluation of 
current employment measures ­ Bolle, M.; Brancati, R.; 
Cowie, H.; Greffe, X. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 242 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 580 g / by: Forschungsstelle Sozialökonomik 
der Arbeit, Cespe Center, Policy Forecasting Unit, Centre de 
Recherche "Travail et Société" 
CB-44-85-040-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5542-9 
ECU 17,69: BFR 800: IRL 12,70: UKL 10,10: USD 14 
150 Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market / Costs of unemployment - Main report ­
Junankar, P.N. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 126 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 220 g / Institute for Employment Research, 
University of Warwick and Department of Economics of 
Essex 
CB-46-86-452-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6084-8 
ECU 11,34: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,10: USD 10,50 
151 Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market / Forms of organization, type of 
employment, working conditions and industrial relations in 
446 
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cooperatives, any collectiveness or other self­managing 
structures of the EEC ­ Laville, J.­L.; Macfarlane, R.; 
Mahiou, I.; Stern, E., et al. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 668 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: 1 640 g 
CB-46-86-395-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6078-3 
ECU 36,28: BFR 1 600: IRL 25,80: U K L 22,60: 
USD 34 
PERIODICALS 
Unemployment: Monthly bulletin 
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152 Programme of research and actions on the development of 
the labour market / The quantitative and qualitative 
significance of the emergence of local initiatives for 
employment creation ­ van Buiren, S. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 184pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 440 g / by: Bat telle Institut e.V. 
CB-46-86-210-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6048-1 
ECU 14,64: BFR 650: IRL 10,60: UKL 9,30: USD 14 
Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market / The role of local authorities in 
promoting local employment initiatives ­ Main report ­
Commission of the European Communities 
E N ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 186 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 460 g 
CB-46-86-460-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6083-X 
ECU 9,07: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,70: USD 8,50 
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159 Compendium of Community provisions on social security ­
Perl, G. ; Directorate­General Employment, Social Affairs 
and Education ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Second edition ­ updating supplement of 
30 June 1985 ­ 223 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 580g 
CE-43-85-660-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5354-X 
ECU 22,34: BFR 1 000: IRL 16: UKL 13,20: USD 19 
DA : 86 ­ 159, DE : 86 ­ 159, FR : 86 ­ 159, IT : 86­159, 
N L : 8 6 ­ 1 5 9 
Guide concerning the rights and obligations with regard to 
social security of persons going to work in the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland including 
Gibraltar 
Sistema Europeo de Estadísticas Integradas de Protección 
Social (SEEPROS) ­ Metodología 
Volumen I 448 
Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market ­ The viability of employment initiatives 
involving women ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 187 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 450 g / Written by Centre for Research on 
European Women (CREW) 
CB-46-86-501-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6088-0 
ECU 11,34: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,10: USD 10,50 
Programme of research and actions on the development of 
the labour market ­ Wage differential between young and 
adults and its relation with youth unemployment ­
Mardscn, D., Prof. ; Rajan, A. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document­ 9 6 p p . : 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 240 g 
CB-44-85-953-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5862-2 
ECU 8,91: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,30: USD 7,50 
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160 Analysis of current needs and initiatives in the field of 
adaptation of vocational training for young handicapped 
people to the new employment realities ­ Olivier, P. ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report, November 1984 ­ 198 pp.: 
21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 475g 
CB-46-86-767-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6416-9 
ECU 13,60: BFR 600: IRL 9.60: UKL 8,50: USD 12,50 
DE : 86­160, FR : 86 ­ 160 
Änderungen in Lebens­ und Arbeitsformen als Folge der 
technischen Entwicklung 363 
156 Programme of research and actions on the development of 
the labour market; local employment initiatives ­ an 
evaluation of support agencies ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 374pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 880 g / This study was conducted by the Centre 
for Research on European Women - CREW Brussels 
CB-44-85-872-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5859-2 
ECU 26,73: BFR 1 200: IRL 19.20: UKL 15,80: 
USD 23 
Robotics development and future applications 
Seminar report 
157 SCAD Bibliographies: Employment ­ unemployment ­
Central Documentation Service ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : SCD base updating of 15/10/1985 ­ 236p. : 
21,0 x 29,3cm: softcover: ± 580g 
CB-BK-86-OOl-EN-C ISSN 0256-4254 
I Annual subscription (see list of periodicals) 
FR : 8 6 ­ 158 
158 Social Europe: Youth pay and employers' recruitment 
practices for young people in the Community ­ Directorate­
General Employment, Social Affairs and Education ­
Commission of the European Communities [Social Europe 
­ supplements ­ 9] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 167 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 470 g 
CE-ND-85-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5927-0 
ECU 3,37: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2.10: USD 3 
DE : 86­158 , FR : 86 ­143 
Commuter transport: Experiences in participation ­
Consolidated report 
Commuter transport: Experiences in Participation ­ Ireland 
Commuter transport: Experiences in Participation ­ United 
Kingdom 
Demographic statistics 
The economic and social situation of the Community, 4 
opinions 
Equal opportunities for women ­ Medium­term Community 
programme 1986­90 ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities ­ 3] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 20pp . : 17,6 χ 25,0cm: stapled: ± 60g / 
Commission communication to the Council transmitted on 20 
December 1985 
ISBN 92-825-6159-3 
IRL 1,70: UKL 1.50: USD 2,50 
­162, ES : 8 6 ­ 164. FR : 86­163 , 






ECU 2,27: BFR 100 
DA : 8 6 ­ 166, DE : 8( 
GR : 8 6 ­ 161, IT : 86 
Equal opportunity counsellors: Professional training and 
profile 
162 European conference: 'Training, employment and integration 
of disabled persons' ­ Albers. J. ­ CEDEFOP ­ European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
DE ­ 1986 : First Edition. Berlin 1986 ­ 58 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: softcover: ± 150g 
HX-46-86-363-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6319-7 
ECU 4: BFR 180: IRL 2.90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DE : 8 6 ­ 164, FR : 86 ­ 161 
89 
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European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions ­ Annual report 1985 (yearly) ­
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN­1986­45 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 170g 
SY-46-86-404-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6071-6 
ECU 4,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90 
DA : 86­162, DE : 86­163, FR : 86­169, IT : 86­164, 
NL:86­162 
164 Evolution quantitative et qualitative de l'économie des coûts 
sociaux réalisée grâce aux unités de production à vocation de 
réinsertion sociale et mesure de leur impact sur la création 
d'emplois ­ rapport final ­ CREER Boutique de G.; Cameo­
Ponz, F.; Evard, C. ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes 
FR­ 1986 : Document public­ 162p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché : ± 400 g 
CB-46-86-436-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6082-1 
ECU 9,07: BFR 400 
FR: 86­167 
Family budgets / Comparative tables : Netherlands ­ Belgium 
­ Ireland ­ Denmark ­ Greece ­ Spain 
Guidelines for a Community policy on migration 
Legal and administrative barriers to youth exchange in the 
European Community ­ La Rooy, A. -. Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 166pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 400 g / A survey undertaken on behalf of the 
Commission by CENYC (the Council of European National 
Youth Committees) 
CB-45-86-943-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5895-9 
ECU 13,45: BFR 600: IRL 9,70: UKL 8,30: USD 12 
166 Living conditions in urban areas, an overview of factors 
influencing urban life in the European Community ­
Burton, P.; Forrest, R.; Stewart, M., Prof. ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 220pp.: 17,3 x 24,0cm: softcover: ± 420 g / 
Prepared by the School for Advanced Urban Studies, 
University of Bristol, England, UK 
SY-47-86-397-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6457-6 
ECU 13,70: BFR 600: IRL 10,40: UKL 9,30: 
USD 14,00 
DE : 86 ­166, FR : 86 ­162, IT : 86 ­161 
167 New Forms of Work and Activity ­ European Foundation 
for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ 339pp.: 17,3 χ 24,0cm: softcover: 
± 600 g / Documentation from a colloquium, Brussels, April 
25. 1986 
SY-46-86-775-3A-C ISBN 92-825-6418-5 
ECU 22,70: BFR 1 000: IRL 16,10: UKL 14,20 
DE :86­168, FR: 86­171 
168 Programme of research and action on the development of the 
labour market ­ Developing support structure for workers' 
cooperatives ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ 108 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 260 g / Written by Trade Union Research 
Unit, Ruskin College 
CB-45-85-381-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5888-6 
ECU 8,92: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,30: USD 8 
169 Report on social developments, Year 1985; Brussels ­
Luxembourg / April 1986 ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN­1986 : Public document­223 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 580 g / Addendum to the "Nineteenth General 
Report on the Activities of the Communities" in accordance 
with Article 122 of the EEC Treaty 
CB-46-86-565-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6403-7 
ECU 18,14: BFR 800: IRL 12,90: UKL 11,30: USD 17 
DA : 86­ 161, DE: 86­ 161, ES: 86­ 165, FR : 86­168, 
GR : 86 ­ 160, IT : 86 ­ 169, NL : 86 ­ 173, PT : 86 ­ 169 
The social aspects of technological developments relating to 
the European machine­tool industry ­ Final report 
Social Europe / New technology and social change ­
Manufacturing automation 
171 Social Europe ­ Supplement: New technology and social 
change ­ Ten years of Community policy on equal 
opportunities for men and women ­ Directorate­General 
Employment, Social Affairs and Education ­ Commission 
of the European Communities [Social Europe ­
supplements ­ 2] 
EN ­ 1986­ 164 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 410 g 
CE-NC-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6239-5 
ECU 3,41: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,30: USD 3,50/ 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86­173, FR : 86­166 
172 Social Europe ­ Supplement: The software industry ­
Kok, W.; Directorate­General Employment, Social Affairs 
and Education ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Social Europe ­ supplements ­ 6] 
EN ­ 1986­ 168 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 440 g / 
The software industry: employment trends and work 
445 organization ; The social aspects of the introduction of new 
technology and proposals 
CB-47-86-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6580-7 
59 ECU 3,43: BFR 150: IRL 2,60: UKL 2,40: USD 3,50 / 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86­171, FR : 86­165 
173 Social Europe ­ Supplement: Youth initiatives in the 
European Community ­ "Info­Action 1985" Conference ­
Mercer, Α., SCEC ­ Directorate­General Employment, 
Social Affairs and Education; Commission of the 
European Communities [Social Europe ­ supplements ­ 5] 
EN­ 1986­42 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled: ± 140 g / 
Conf and Exh. held in Luxembourg 18-20 Nov. 1985 within 
the framework of the progr. on the transition of young 
people from school to adult life 
CE-¡\C-86-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6552-1 
ECU 3,40: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,20: USD 3,50 / 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86­172, FR :86­ 164 
Les trajets domicile­travail: expériences de participation ­
France 
Transport mellem bolig og arbejdsplads: Erfaringer med 
medindflydelse ­ Danmark 
Trasporti per i pendolari: Esperienze in materia di 
partecipazione ­ Italia 
PERIODICALS 
Bulletin of the Economic and Social Committee 
EF News 
Euro­Abstracts, Section II : Coal and Steel 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
Social Europe / General review 













06 Laws and procedures 
0601 treaties, intra­Community 
agreements and conventions 
170 A review of European Foundation Studies 1977­1984: 
Implications for Women ­ Fine­Davies, M., Dr. ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 145 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 450 g 
SY-46-86-727-EN-C ISBN 92-8254413-4 
ECU 12,40: BFR 550: IRL 8,80: UKL 7,80: USD 11,50 
FR : 86 ­173 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
COST Projects. Collected Agreements concluded within the 
framework of European Cooperation in the Field of Scientific 
and Technical Research 
Volume 3 373 
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174 Single European Act - Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities - 2] 
EN - 1986 - 26 pp. : 17,6 x 25,0 cm : stapled : ± 60 g / Act 
signed by the Member States at Luxembourg, 17 February 
1986, and at The Hague, 28 February 1986 
CB-NF-86-002-ES-C ISBN 92-825-5965-3 
ECU 2,27: BFR 100: IRL 1,70: UKL 1,50: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 -174, DE : 86 -174, ES : 86 -174, FR : 86 -174, 
GR : 86 -174, IT : 86 -174, NL : 86 -174, PT : 86 -174 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume I, partie 1 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume I, partie 2 
Recueil des actes agricoles 




175 Single European Act and Final Act - Council of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1986 - vi, 76 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: 
± 160 g / Signed at Luxembourg on 17 February 1986 and 
at The Hague on 28 February 1986 
BY-46-86-153-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0328-9 
ECU 3,41 : BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,30: USD 3,50 
DA : 86 - 175, DE : 86 - 175, ES : 86 - 175, GR : 86 - 175, 
IT : 86 - 175, NL : 86 -175, PT : 86 - 175 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume III, partie 3 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume III, partie 4 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume IV, partie 1 
Recueil des actes agricoles 





176 Texts established by the Luxembourg Conference on the 
Community patent, 1985 - Council of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986 - 214pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 540g 
BX-45-86-814-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0312-2 
ECU 11,21: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7: USD 10 
DA :86- 176, DE :86- 176, ES :86- 176, FR : 86-176, 
GR : 86 -176, IT : 86 -176, NL : 86 -176, PT : 86 -176 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume IV, partie 3 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume IX, partie 1 
Recueil des actes agricoles 




0602 Community secondary legislation 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume VI, partie 1 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume VI, partie 2 
45 
46 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume VIII, partie 1 53 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume VIII, partie 2 54 
Compendium of Community Monetary Texts 198 Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XI, partie 1 39 
Compendium of Community provisions on social security 159 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XI, partie 2 40 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XIII 38 
177 Competition law in the EEC and in the ECSC - 1985 -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN- 1986-220 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 330 g / 
Situation at 31 December 1985 
CB-45-85-236-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5832-0 
ECU 6,70: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4: USD 6 
FR :86- 177 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XIV, partie I 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XIV, partie 2 
41 
42 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 laying down basic 
measures for the radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 amending Directive 
80/836/Euratom as regards the basic safety standards for the 
health protection of the general public and workers against 
the dangers of ionizing radiation 219 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
Volume XIV, partie 3 
179 Répertoire de la législation communautaire en vigueur et 
d'autres actes des institutions communautaires (refonte 
annuelle) - 01/01/1986 - Toutes institutions 
FR - 1986 : Septième édition - Volume I - xxv, 563 p. : 
21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: l 490g / Répertoire analytique 
(date de référence: 1er janvier 1986) 
FX40-86-001-FR-C ISBN 92-8254249-2 / 92-825-6267-0 
ECU 61,36: BFR 2 700 / Prix des volumes I et II réunis 
FR :86- 179 
43 
Directory of Community legislation in force - All 
Institutions 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1986 : Updating of 
the 7th edition to 1 July 1986 - 21 pp.: 21,0 x 29,6 cm: 
stapled: ± 70g 
SX-46-86-347-9A-C ISBN 92-8254369-3 
/ Free of charge 
DA : 86 - 178, DE : 86 - 178, ES : 86 -180, FR : 86 -178, 
GR :86- 177, IT : 86-180, NL : 86-180, PT :86- 180 
180 Répertoire de la législation communautaire en vigueur et 
d'autres actes des institutions communautaires (refonte 
annuelle) - 01/01/1986 - Toutes institutions 
FR - 1986 : Septième édition - Volume Π - ν, 134 p. : 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 370 g / Index chronologique et 
index alphabétique (date de référence: 1er janvier 1986) 
FX40-86-002-FR-C ISBN 92-8254258-1 / 92-825-6267-0 
ECU 61,36: BFR 2 700 / Prix des volumes I et II réunis 
FR :86- 180 
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Fifteenth Report on Competition Policy 197 
SCAD Bibliographies : Removal of technical barriers to trade 
in foodstuffs 321 
0603 approximation of legislation 
relative au droit de la fonction publique européenne et à la 
Convention du 27/09/68 
DX-40-84-197-FR-C ISBN 92-829-0072-X / 92­829­0034­7 
ECU 33,13: BFR I 500 
DA : 86 ­184, DE : 86 ­ 184, FR : 86 ­184, IT : 86 ­184, 
N L : 86­184 
Vocabulary of Community primary law 
Provisional edition 1985 528 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES Vocabulary of Community primary law Provisional version 1985 529 
The Community's broadcasting policy - Proposal for a 
Council Directive concerning broadcasting activities 416 
Vocabulary of Community primary law 
Provisional version 1986 530 
0690 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
181 
182 
The ABC of Community law ­ Borchardt, K.D. ­
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation ­ 21 
EN ­ 1986 : second edition ­ 61 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: 
stapled: ± 100 g / Booklet intended mainly for non-lawyers. 
Tries to explain the European legal order in layman's 
language. 
CB-NC-86-O02-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6148-8 
f free of charge 
DA : 86­ 183, DE : 86­ 181, ES: 86­ 181, F R : 86 ­181, 
GR : 86 ­ 181, IT : 86 ­ 181, NL : 86 ­181 
Community law ­ 1985 ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN­ 1986­39 pp.: 16,2 x 22,9 cm : stapled : ± 60 g / 
Offprint from the Nineteenth General Report on the 
Activities of the European Communities 1985 
CB-45-85-446-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6224-7 
ECU 3,41: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,30: USD 3,50 
DA : 86-182, DE : 86-182. ES : 86­182, FR : 86 ­183, 
GR: 86-183, IT: 86­183, NL : 86­182, PT : 86­182 
Consumer redress 
Supplement 2/85 ■ Bulletin EC 
183 Court of Justice of the European Communities / References 
for preliminary rulings under Article 177 of the EEC Treaty 
and cooperation between the Court and national courts ­
Pescatore, P. ; Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
EN­ 1986­47 pp.: 16 x 22,8 cm: stapled: ± 80g 
DX-44-85-896-EN-C 
DA : 86­181, DE :86- 183, ES : 86-184, FR : 86 ­182, 
GR : 86 - 182, IT : 86 - 182, NL : 86 - 183, PT : 86 - 184 
The European Communities in the international order 
Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band I: Recht und Rechtspraxis 
als Hindernisse für neuentstehende Beschäftigungsinitiativen 
The Fourth Company Accounts Directive of 1978 and the 
accounting systems of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
France. Italy, the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Japan 
Het Hof van Justitie van de Europese Gemeenschap 
I.' ordre juridique communautaire 
Proposal for a tenth Council Directive based on 
Article 54 (3) (g) of the EEC Treaty concerning cross-border 
mergers of public limited companies 
Supplement 3/85 ­ Bulletin EC 
De Rechtsorde van de Gemeenschap 
184 Répertoire de jurisprudence de droit communautaire - 1977-
1981 - Singer, Ph.; Cour de justice des Communautés 
européennes 
FR ­ 1985 : Livraison 2 / Mars 1984 ­ Série A: 14,8 x 
21,0 cm: feuillets mobiles: ± 650 g (Différentes tables) / 
Jurisprudence de la Cour, à l'exception de la jurisprudence 
185 Das Vorabentscheidungsverfahren nach Artikel 177 EWG-
Vertrag - Ein Leitfaden für die Praxis ­ Dauses, Μ. Α., 
Dr.iur.utr. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
DE­ 1986­ 148 S.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: brochiert: ± 340 g / 
Grundlage war das 1982 erschienene Werk "Guide pratique 
Article 177 CEE" von R.-M. Chevallier und D. Maidani 
CB-44-85-711-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5461-9 
ECU 7,80: BFR 350 
DE : 86­185 
PERIODICALS 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C : 
Information and Notices 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation 







344 Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
Volume XXXII P69 
Translation and Terminology Bulletin Ρ 77 
07 Transport 
0701 land, maritime and air transport 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
421 
12 
Carriage of goods by road - 1983 
Carriage of goods - Railways 
Carriage of goods 1984 - Inland waterways 
Carriage of goods 1984 - Road 
186 Europa transport: Observation of transport markets: Annual 
report 1984 ­ Directorate­General Transport ­ Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1985 : Supplement to the "SCAD BULLETIN" ­
D/TRANS/EN ­ 108p.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: 
± 260 g / Manuscript finished in August 1985 
CB-44-85-387-EN-C ISBN 92-825-56814 
ECU 5,54: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,20: USD 4,50 
DA : 86­187, DE : 86­186, FR : 86 ­186, GR :86­ 187, 
IT : 86­186, NL :86­ 186 
187 Europa transport: Observation of transport markets: Annual 
report 1985 ­ Directorate­General Transport ­ Commission 
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EN ­ 1986 : Supplement to the "SCAD BULLETIN" ­
D/TRANS/EN ­ 115pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: 
± 280 g / Manuscript finished in August 1986 
CB-46-86-953-ES-C ISBN 92-825-6535-1 
ECU 6,80: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4,30: USD 7 
188 Progress towards a common transport policy / Maritime 
transport ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Supplements to the Bulletin of the European Communities 
­5] 
EN ­ 1985 ­ Supplement 5/85 ­ Bulletin EC ­ 68 pp.: 17,6 χ 
25,0cm: softcover: 141 g / Commission communication and 
proposals to the Council transmitted on 19 March 1985 
(based on COM (85) 90 final) 
CB-NF-85-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5368-X 
ECU 2,21 : BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities : 
BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14,50: USD 18 
DA : 86 ­ 188, DE : 86 ­188, ES : 86 ­ 188, FR : 86 ­188, 
GR : 86 ­186, IT :86­ 188, NL : 86­188, PT : 86­188 
0790 miscellaneous 
194 Trasporti per i pendolari: Esperienze in materia di 
partecipazione ­ Italia ­ Fondazione Europea per il 
miglioramento delle condizioni di vita e di lavoro 
IT ­ 1986 : Documento ­ 116 pag. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
brossura: ± 320 g 
SX48-86-003-IT-C ISBN 92-825-6051-1 
ECU 9: BFR 400: IRL 6,50 
I T : 86­193 
PERIODICALS 
Europa Transport ­ observation of the transport markets P35 
08 Competition 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Analytical tables of external trade ­
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86­89 
Nimexe, exports / 
480 
0801 restrictive practices, dominant 
positions 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86­89 
Nimexe, imports / 
492 MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, exports / 
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86­89 
Analytical tables of foreign trade ­
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86­89 
Nimexe, imports / 
517 
189 Commuter transport: Experiences in participation ­
Consolidated report ­ TRRL, Crowthorne, UK ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Document ­ 147pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 375 g 
SX-46-86-242-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6057-0 
ECU 12,39: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 7,90: USD 12,00 
DA : 86 ­ 193, DE : 86 ­ 191, FR : 86 ­ 192, GR : 86 ­ 189, 
IT :86­ 194, NL : 86 ­194 
195 Compétition européenne et coopération entre entreprises en 
matière de recherche­développement ­ Jacquemin, Α.; 
Lammerant, M. : Spinoit, B. ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR­1986 : Document public­124p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 300 g / Rédigé à l'Université catholique de 
Louvain ­ Centre de recherches interdisciplinaires, droit et 
économie industrielle 
CB-45-85-414-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5893-2 
ECU 10,03: BFR 450 
FR : 86­195 
0890 miscellaneous 
190 Commuter transport: Experiences in Participation ­ Ireland ­
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 128 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 350g 
SX-68-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6050-3 
ECU 9: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,80: USD 8,50 
191 Commuter transport: Experiences in Participation ­ United 
Kingdom ­ European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 158 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 420 g 
SX-68-86-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6049-X 
ECU 11,27: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,20: USD 10,50 
Electronics and traffic on major roads ­ Technical, 
regulatory and ergonomie aspects 
192 Les trajets domicile­travail: expériences de participation ­
France ­ Fondation européenne pour l'amélioration des 
conditions de vie et de travail 
FR ­ 1986 : Document ­ 130p.: 21,0 x 29.7cm: broché: 
± 350 g 
SX-68-86-004-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6052-X 
ECU 9: BFR 400: IRL 6,50 
FR : 86­191 
193 Transport mellem bolig og arbejdsplads: Erfaringer med 
medindflydelse ­ Danmark ­ Det europæiske Institut til 
forbedring af Leve­og Arbejdsvilkårene 
DA ­ 1986 : Dokument ­ 200s.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
uindbundet: ± 530g 
SX-68-86-005-DA-C ISBN 92-825-6053-8 
ECU 13,52: BFR 600: IRL 9,70 
DA : 86­192 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Comparaison de la situation concurrentielle des entreprises 
privées et publiques dans trois secteurs industriels de la CEE 
Competition law in the EEC and in the ECSC 
196 Kriterien zur wettbewerbspolitischen Beurteilung der 
Gründung von Gemeinschaftsunternehmen; eine Analyse aus 
der Sicht der Wettbewerbsregeln der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaft ­ Kurz, R. ; Rail, L. ­ Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE ­ 1986 : offizielles Dokument: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
brochiert: ± 580 g 
CB-46-86-177-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6030-9 
ECU 18,18: BFR 800 
DE : 86 ­197 
Fifteenth Report on Competition Policy (annual) ­ 1985 ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986­267 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 400 g / 
Published in conjunction with the "Ninteenth General Report 
on the Activities of the European Communities" 
CB-45-85-430-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6195-X 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,40: USD 11 
DA : 86 ­ 196, DE : 86 ­ 196, ES : 86 ­ 196, FR : 86 ­ 197, 
GR : 86 ­ 196, IT : 86 ­ 197, NL : 86 ­ 197, PT : 86 ­ 197 
322 
177 
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09 Taxation 
1 Λ Economic and monetary policy and U free movement of capital 
Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market / Costs of unemployment - Main report 150 
Regional accounts ESA; detailed tables by branches 1982 429 
Ευρωπαϊκό Σύστημα Ολοκληρωμένων Οικονομικών 
Λογαριασμών (ΕΣΟΛ) 440 
PERIODICALS 
Balance of payments - global data Ρ 5 
1001 monetary policy 1090 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
198 Compendium of Community Monetary Texts - Monetary 
Committee 
EN - 1986 - 149pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: ± 300g / 
This Compendium gathers together the legal texts that are 
most relevant for the Monetary Committee. Date of going to 
press: 31 March 1986 
CB-46-86-137-E1S-C ISBN 92-825-6274-3 
ECU 6,76: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,30: USD 6,50 
DE : 86 -199, F R : 86-199 
199 The European Monetary System / Origins, operation and 
outlook - van Ypersele, J.; Koeune, J. CI. - Commission of 
the European Communities [European Perspectives] 
EN - 1985 - 154pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: softcover: ± 315 g 
CB-41-84-127-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3468-5 
ECU 5,25: BFR 240: IRL 3,80: UKL 3: USD 4,50 
DE : 86 -198, FR : 86 - 200, IT : 86 - 200, FT : 86 - 200 
200 Monetary Committee: Twenty-seventh report on the 
activities - 1985 - Monetary Committee 
E N - 1986- 14pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: stapled: ± 20g 
CB-47-86-462-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6632-3 
ECU 2,40: BFR 100: IRL 1,80: UKL 1,60: USD 2,50 
DE : 86 - 200, F R : 86-198 
1002 economic policy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Balance of payments - Geographical breakdown 432 
Europe, United States, Japan, 1970-86 - Main indicators of 
economic accounts 
Studies of national accounts: Number 9 436 
National accounts ESA - Aggregates 1960-1984 438 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
202 The economic and social situation of the Community, 4 
opinions - Economic and Social Committee 
EN - 1986 - 134pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 3 6 0 g / 
This brochure covers the Committee opinions on the 84 and 
85 situation in the Community, and opinions on social 
developments in the Community 
ESC 84 015 EN 
EX-43-85-175-EN-C ISBN 92-830-0054-4 
ECU 5,60: BFR 250: IRL 4: UKL 3,50: USD 4 
DA : 86 - 203, DE : 86 - 203, FR : 86 - 203, GR : 86 - 202, 
IT : 86 - 203, NL : 86 - 202 
Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band I : Recht und Rechtspraxis 
als Hindernisse für neuentstehende Beschäftigungsinitiativen 144 
Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band II : Fortführung von 
Krisenunternehmen durch die Belegschaften 145 
Forschungs- und Aktionsprogramm zur Entwicklung des 
Arbeitsmarktes 
Rechtliche, steuerliche, soziale und administrative 
Hindernisse für die Entwicklung örtlicher 
Beschäftigungsinitiativen - Band III: Gründungs- und 
Überlebensbedingungen örtlicher Beschäftigungsinitiativen 
aus ökonomischer Sicht 146 
203 The Fourth Company Accounts Directive of 1978 and the 
accounting systems of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
France, Italy, the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Japan - Directorate-General Economic and Financial 
Affairs - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1986 : Public document - 213 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 500 g 
CB-47-86-341-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6454-1 
ECU 17,10: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,90: USD 17 
General government accounts and statistics 437 
Grants and loans from the European Community 19 
Programme of Research and Actions on the Development of 
the Labour Market / Forms of organization, type of 
employment, working conditions and industrial relations in 
cooperatives, any collectiveness or other self-managing 
structures of the EEC 151 
National accounts ESA - Input-output tables 1980 439 PERIODICALS 
201 Operations of the European Community concerning small 
and medium-sized enterprises - Practical handbook - 1986 
edition - Malosse, M.H. - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986 : Public document; third edition - 214 pp. : 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 525 g / Revised edition of 
30.05.86 
CB-47-86-187-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6444-4 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,90: USD 17 
DE : 86 -201 , F R : 86-201 
EIB-Information P28 
European Economy P38 
European Economy - Supplement - Series A : Recent 
economic trends Ρ 39 
European Economy - Supplement - Series Β : Economic 
prospects - Business survey results and consumer survey 
results Ρ 40 
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Eurostatistics - Data for short-term economic analysis 
Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community 
11 External relations 
P47 
P70 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
and concentrates 
Volume Β : 25-27 
Nimexe, imports / Ores 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Chemicals 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
Plastics, leather 
Volume D : 39-43 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
Wood, paper, cork 
Volume E : 44-49 
Nimexe, imports / 
Nimexe, imports / 
485 
486 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora - EC annual report 335 
204 GATT - Towards a new round - Economic and Social 
Committee 
EN - 1986 - 50pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: stapled: ± 100g/ 
The ESC adopted this own-initiative opinion at its 237th 
Plenary Session of 21 and 22 May 1986 with three 
abstentions 
EX-46-86-937-EN-C ISBN 92-830-0090-0 
ECU 2,20: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2,50 
DE : 86 - 2Ó4, FR : 86 - 204 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
Textiles, footwear 
Volume F : 50-67 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass 
Volume G : 68-72 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
iron, iron and steel 
Volume H : 73 
Nimexe, imports / 
Nimexe, imports / 
Nimexe, imports / Pig 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / Other 
base metals 
Volume I: 74-83 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Machinery and equipment 






Analytical tables of external trade · 
Agricultural products 
VoIumeA: 01-24 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
and concentrates 
Volume B : 25-27 
Analytical tables of external trade -
Chemicals 
Volume C : 28-38 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
Plastics, leather 
Volume D : 38-43 
Nimexe, exports / 
Nimexe, exports / Ores 
Nimexe, exports / 
Nimexe, exports / 
472 
473 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86-89 492 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Precision and optical instruments 
Volume L: 90-99 493 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 494 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Ores 
and concentrates 
Volume B : 25-27 495 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Wood, paper, cork 
Volume E : 44-49 474 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Chemicals 
Volume C : 28-38 496 
Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Textiles, footwear 
Volume F : 50-67 475 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Plastics, leather 
Volume D : 38-43 497 
Analytical tables of external trade ■ 
Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass 
Volume G : 68-72 
Nimexe, exports / 
476 
Analytical tables of foreign trade ■ 
paper, cork 
Volume E: 44-49 
Nimexe, exports / Wood, 
498 
Analytical tables of external trade -
iron, iron and steel 
Volume H : 73 
Nimexe, exports / Pig 
477 
Analytical tables of foreign trade ■ 
Textiles, footwear 
Volume F: 50-67 
Nimexe, exports / 
499 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
base metals 
Volume 1: 74-83 
Nimexe, exports / Other 
478 
Analytical tables of foreign trade · 
plaster, ceramics, glass 
Volume G : 68-72 
Nimexe, exports / Stone, 
500 
Analytical tables of external trade -
Machinery and equipment 
Volume J: 84-85 
Nimexe, exports / 
479 
Analytical tables of foreign trade · 
iron, iron and steel 
Volume H : 73 
Nimexe, exports / Pig 
501 
Analytical tables of external trade · 
Transport equipment 
Volume K : 86-89 
Nimexe, exports / 
480 
Analytical tables of foreign trade · 
base metals 
Volume 1: 74-83 
Nimexe, exports / Other 
502 
Analytical tables of external trade -
Precision and optical instruments 
Volume L : 90-99 
Nimexe, exports / 
481 
Analytical tables of foreign trade -
Machinery and equipment 
Volume J : 84-85 
Nimexe, exports / 
503 
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Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Transport equipment 
Volume K: 86-89 504 
External trade / Statistical yearbook 
GATT - Towards a new round 
520 
204 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Precision and optical instruments 
Volume L: 90-99 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Countries by products 
Volume Z: 01-99 (Countries/products) 
505 
Practical Guide to the Use of the European Communities' 
Scheme of Generalized Tariff Preferences 
PERIODICALS 
Monthly external trade bulletin 
27 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products 
Volume A: 01-24 
1103 agreements with third countries 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Ores 
and concentrates 
Volume Β : 25-27 508 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Chemicals 
Volume C: 28-38 509 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Plastics, leather 
Volume D : 38-43 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Wood, 
paper, cork 
Volume E : 44-49 511 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Textiles, footwear 
Volume F: 50-67 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Stone, 
plaster, ceramics, glass 
Volume G : 68-72 513 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Pig 
iron, iron and steel 
Volume H : 73 514 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Other 
base metals 
Volume I: 74-83 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Machinery and equipment 
Volume J: 84-85 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Transport equipment 
Volume Κ : 86-89 517 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Precision and optical instruments 
Volume L: 90-99 518 
Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Countries by products 
Volume Z: 01-99 (Countries/products) 519 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
206 Associations EEC-Cyprus - EEC-Malta - EEC-Turkey / 
Compilation of texts - 01/01/84-31/12/84 - Council of the 
European Communities 
EN- 1986-1- 175 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0 cm : softcover : 
± 220 g 
BX-43-85-200-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0220-7 
ECU 6,74: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,20: USD 5 
DA : 86 - 206, DE : 86 - 206, FR : 86 - 206, IT : 86 - 206, 
NL : 86 - 206 
207 Associations EEC-Cyprus - EEC-Malta - EEC-Turkey / 
Compilation of texts - 01/01/85-31/12/85 - Council of the 
European Communities 
EN- 1986-11- 115pp.: 14,8 x 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 160 g 
BY-46-86462-EN-C ISBN 92-824-03554 
ECU 4,50: BFR 200 
DA : 86 - 207, DE : 86 - 207, FR : 86 - 207, GR : 86 - 207, 
IT : 86 - 207, NL : 86 - 207 
208 Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities - 1981 - Commission of the European 
Communities; Council of the European Communities 
EN - 1985 - Volume 11 - 1981 - Part 1-1136 pp.: 11,3 x 
17,0 cm : hardcover : 850 g 
RX-08-82-001-EN-C ISBN 92-770-02034 / 92-770-0217-4 
DA : 86 -211, DE : 86 -211, FR : 86 -211, GR : 86 - 206, 
IT : 86-212, NL : 86-212 
209 Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities (annual) - 1982 - Commission of the 
European Communities; Council of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986 - Volume 12 - 1982 - xxxvi, 1482 pp. : 11,5 x 
17,0 cm : hardcover : ± 800 g / The present volume is the 
seventh annual supplement. It contains all the agreements 
which entered into force in 1982 
RX41-84-612-EN-C ISBN 92-7704113-7 
ECU 85,12: BFR 3 800: IRL 60,80: UKL 52,40: 
USD 61 
DA : 86 -212, DE : 86-212, FR : 86-212, NL : 86-213 
210 Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities - Index and alphabetical list of countries and 
international organizations, Volumes 1 -11 - Commission of 
the European Communities; Council of the European 
Communities 
EN- 1986- 136 pp.: 11,5 x 17,0 cm : softcover : ± 110 g 
RX-44-85-937-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0304-1 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,80: USD 4 
DA : 86-213, DE : 86-213, FR : 86-213, IT : 86-213 
211 Coopération CEE-Yougoslavie / Recueil de textes -
01/01/83-31/12/84 - Conseil des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986-1 - 500 p.: 14,8 x 21,0cm: broché: ± 600g 
BX-43-85-822-FR-C ISBN 92-824-0278-9 
ECU 11,11: BFR 500 
FR : 86 - 208 
205 The European Community and the Mediterranean -
Duchene, F. ; Directorate-General Personnel and 
Administration - Commission of the European 
Communities [European Documentation - 3-4] 
EN - 1985 - 102pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: ± 180g / 
manuscript completed in November 1984 
CB-NC-85-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-53264 
/ free of charge 
DA : 86 - 205, DE : 86 - 205, FR : 86 - 205, GR : 86 - 205, 
IT : 86 - 205, NL : 86 - 205 
212 Cooperation: EEC-Algeria, EEC-Egypt, EEC-Israel, EEC-
Jordan, EEC-Lebanon, EEC-Morocco, EEC-Syria, EEC-
Tunisia - Compilation of texts (yearly) - 01/01/84-31/12/84 -
Council of the European Communities 
FR- 1986-I-232 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0 cm: softcover: 
± 280 g 
BX-43-85-264-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0227-4 
ECU 6,74: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,20: USD 5 
DA : 86 - 210, DE : 86 - 209, FR : 86 - 209, GR : 86 - 208, 
IT : 86-210, NL : 86-211 
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COST Projects. Collected Agreements concluded within the 
framework of European Cooperation in the field of Scientific 
and Technical Research 
Volume 3 373 
Directory of Community legislation in force 178 
213 Kooperation: EWG-Algerien, EWG-Ägypten, EWG-Israel, 
EWG-Jordanien, EWG-Libanon, EWG-Marokko, EWG-
Syrien, EWG-Tunesien, EWG-Jugoslawien / Sammlung von 
Texten (jährlich) - 01/01/85-31/12/85 - Rat der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE­ 1986-11 ­314S.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: brochiert: 
± 390 g 
BY-46-86-670-DE-C ISBN 92-824-0346-7 
ECU 9: BFR 400 
DE : 86­210 
Répertoire de la législation communautaire en vigueur et 
d'autres actes des institutions communautaires 
Volume I 179 
217 The Community's research and development programme on 
decommissioning of nuclear installations. First annual 
progress report (year 1985) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities; Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 2microfiches­vi, 140 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
370 g 
EUR 10740 EN «CD NE 86 059 EN A 
CD-NE-86-059-EN-C ISBN 92-8254599-8 
ECU 10,40: BFR 450: IRL 8: UKL 7,20: USD 11 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
218 Conditionnement des déchets de gaines de combustibles 
irradiés par fusion eutectique et par enrobage par le verre ­
Mazoyer, R. ; Vernaz, E. ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Sciences et techniques nucléaires] 
FR­ 1986­iv, 58 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm : agrafé : 190 g / 
Rapport final (1981-1984) 
EUR 10702 FR 
CD-NA-lO-702-FR-C ISBN 92-8254612-9 
ECU 5,80: BFR 250 
FR : 86­219 
Répertoire de la législation communautaire en vigueur et 
d'autres actes des institutions communautaires 
Volume II 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes 
Industrial cooperation and investment in Yugoslavia ­
Bauwens, J.; Bueno de Mesquita, N.; Jones, M. ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ viii, 162 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 410 g / by: CEGOS Management 
Development, London and TRANSTEC, Brussels 
CB-46-86-630-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6410-X 
ECU 13,60: BFR 600: IRL 9,60: UKL 8.50: USD 12,50 




Corrosion behaviour of container materials for the disposal 
of high-level wastes in rock salt formations 
219 Council Directive of 3 September 1984 laying down basic 
measures for the radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 amending Directive 
80/836/Euratom as regards the basic safety standards for the 
health protection of the general public and workers against 
the dangers of ionizing radiation ­ Directorate Health and 
Safety ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Radiation protection ­ 33] 
EN ­ 1986­iv, 160 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0 cm: softcover: 
± 200 g / Official Journal of the EC L 265 of 5.10.1984 ; 
this publication must be read in conjunction with publication 
EUR 7330 
EUR 9728 EN 
CD-NP-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5816-9 
ECU 10,05: BFR 450: IRL 7.20: UKL 6: USD 9 
DA : 86 ­ 237, DE : 86 ­ 237, FR : 86 ­ 221, GR : 86 ­ 215, 
IT : 86 ­ 220, NL : 86 ­ 238 
220 Décontamination par des méthodes chimiques, 
électrochimiques et au jet d'eau ­ Gauchon, J.P.; 
Mordenti, P.; Bézia, C : Fuentes, P., et al. ­ Commission 
des Communautés européennes [Sciences et techniques 
nucléaires ­ 81] 
FR ­ 1986 : Final report with a summary in English ­ vi, 
79 p., 35 tab., 33 fig.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 220 g / 
Travail exécuté dans le cadre du programme de recherche à 
frais partagés de la CEEA "Déclassement des centrales 
nucléaires " 
EUR 10043 FR 
CD-NE-85-081-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5820-7 
ECU 5,59: BFR 250 
FR : 86 ­ 220 
372 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
An assessment of carbon steel overpacks for radioactive 
waste disposal 
215 Calibration of active well coincidence counter for cylindrical 
high-enrichment uranium-aluminium fuel assemblies ­
Fraser. D.T.; Verrecchia, G.P.D.; Kriek, M.S.; 
Mcnlove, Η.O., et al. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 42] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ I ­ 43 pp. / Also available on 
paper 
*EUR 10426 EN 
CD-NE-86-042-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
216 Characterization of low and medium-level radioactive waste 
forms. Final report - 2nd Programme 1980-84 ­
Potticr, P.E.; Glasscr, F.P. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities; Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 3 microfiches ­ x, 278 pp., num. fig. and tab.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: 720 g 
EUR 10579 EN *CD NE 86 057 EN A 
CD-NE-86-057-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6582-3 
ECU 32,91: BFR 1 440: IRL 25: UKL 22.40: 
USD 33.40 / Price of microfiches : ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
221 Ergebnisbericht über Forschungs- und Entwicklungsarbeiten 
1984 des Projekts Kernfusion - Jahresbericht der Assoziation 
KFK/Euratom ­ Finken, D. ­ Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Kernforschung und 
­Technologie ­ 66] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 55 S. 
*EUR7995DE 
CD-NE-85-066-DE-A 
365 ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
DE : 86 ­ 220 
222 Euratom Supply Agency - Annual report 1985 ­ Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 53 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 170 g 
CB-46-86-597-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6096-1 
ECU 5,67: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,60: USD 5,50 
DE : 86­221, FR : 86­215 
223 Evaluation of the Community's nuclear reactor safety 
research programme ­ 1980-85 ­ Brandstetter, Α.. 
Chairman; Goedkoop, J.Α.; Jaumotte, Α.; Malhouitre, G., 
et al. ­ Commission of the European Communities [Science 
and technology policy ­ 6] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 4 microfiches ­ Report No 18 ­ rati, 162 pp., 
7 fig., 3 tab.: 17,6 κ 25,0cm: ± 520g / Summary of 
recommendations in Danish, German, Greek, French, Italian 
and Dutch 
EUR 10707 EN * CD­NW­8 6­006­EN­A 
CD-mV-86-006-7C-C ISBN 92-825-6588-2 
ECU 21,70: BFR 950: IRL 16.50: UKL 14,80: 
USD 22 / Price of microfiches: ECU 14: BFR 600 
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224 Evaluation of the fusion technology and safety programme of 
the Joint Research Centre (1980­85) ­ Haines, M.. 
Chairman ; Cabibbo, N. ; Crocker, J.G. ; Lecomte, M., et 
al. ­ Commission of the European Communities [Science 
and technology policy ­ 7] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ Report No 19 ­ lxxxvi, 51 pp., 
2fig., 1 tab.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: ± 250g / Summary of 
recommendations in Danish, German, Greek, French, Italian 
and Dutch 
EUR 10735 EN *CD­NW­86­007­EN­A 
CD-NW-86-007-7C-C ISBN 92-825-6591-2 
ECU 10,30: BFR 450: IRL 7,80: UKL 7: USD 10,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
232 Initial CAD investigations for NET. Final report June 1, 
1985 ­ Katz, F.; Leinemann, K.; Ludwig, Α.; Marek, UM et al. ­ Commission of the European Communities [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 135] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ I microfiche ­ 91 pp. 
♦EUR9612EN 
CD-NE-85-135-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
Investigations on the populations of introduced and resident 
micro­organisms in deep repositories and their effects on 
containment of radioactive waste 390 
An experimental study of the recovery of plutonium from 
non­combustible wastes 
225 Experimentelle Untersuchung der instationären 
Zweiphasenströmung durch perforierte Platten ­
Tartaglia, G.P. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Kernforschung und ­Technologie ­ 119] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1986­2 Mikrokopien ­ 180 S. 
♦EUR9609DE 
CD-NE-85-119-DE-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
DE : 86 ­ 224 
226 Fusion technology programme. Semi­annual report April ­
September 1984 ­ Finken, D. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
η 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ I microfiche ­ 38 pp. 
•EUR 7994 EN 
CD-NE-85007-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
227 Fusion technology programme. Semi­annual report April 
1985 ­ September 1985 ­ Finken, D. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
134] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ I microfiche ­ 41 pp. 
•EUR 9611 EN 
CD-NE-85-134-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
228 Fusion technology programme. Semi­annual report October 
1984­ March 1985 ­ Finken, D. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
91] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 40 pp. 
*EUR9608EN 
CD-NE-85-091-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
High­temperature incineration of radioactive waste ­
Exploitation of the FLK­60 slagging incinerator for the 
treatment of different waste streams contaminated with 
plutonium 
229 The IDA­80 measurement evaluation programme on mass 
spectrometric isotope dilution analysis of Uranium and 
Plutonium. Volume I ­ Design and results ­ Beyrich, W. ; 
Golly, W.; Spannagel, G.; Wolters, W.H., et al. ­
Commission of the European Communities [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 54] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 187 pp. 
*EUR 7990 EN 
CD-NE-85-Q54-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
230 The IDA­80 measurement evaluation programme on mass 
spectrometric isotope dilution analysis of Uranium and 
Plutonium. Volume III ­ Compilation of evaluation data ­
Beyrich, W. ; Golly, W. ; Spannagel, G. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
71] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 4 microfiches ­ 320 pp. 
•EUR 7992 EN 
CD-NE-85-071-EN-A 
ECU 14: BFR 600 
381 233 The JRC Ispra fusion reactor materials test and development 
facility ­ Kley, W. ; Bishop, G. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
30] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 14pp., 7fig.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 70g 
EUR 9753 EN 
CD-NE-85-030-EN-C ISBN 92-8254383-9 
ECU 4,50: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,80: USD 4,50 
234 Measurements in the 300­metre deep dry­drilled borehole and 
feasibility study on the dry­drilling of a 600­metre deep 
borehole in the Asse II salt­mine ­ Prij, J.; Jansen, D.; 
Klerks, W. ; Luyten, G.B., et al. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities; Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development [Nuclear science and 
technology] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 3 microfiches ­ iv, 262 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
650 g 
EUR 10737 EN »CD NA 10 737 EN A 
CD-NA-lO-737-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6657-9 
ECU 18,50: BFR 800: IRL 14,10: UKL 13,20: 
USD 19,50 / Price of microfiches : ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
Methods for assessing the off­site radiological consequences 
of nuclear accidents 
235 Monitoring of Pu contaminated solid waste streams. A 
technical guide to design and analysis of monitoring 
systems ­ Birkhoff, G. ; Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 78] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ ix, 440 pp., 128 tab.; 167 fig., 14 graphs: 
21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 1 120g 
EUR 10026 EN 
CD-NE-85-078-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5842-8 
ECU 33,43: BFR 1 500: IRL 23,90: UKL 19,80: 
USD 30 
236 Nuclear safety in the European Community ­ Directorate 
384 Coordination and preparation of publications ­
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation ­ 5] 
EN­ 1986­63 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: stapled: ± 100g/ 
Manuscript completed in May 1985. The brochure describes 
both the dangers involved and the precautionary measures to 
combat them 
CB-NC-85-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5570-4 
I Free of charge 
DA : 86­235, DE : 86­235, FR : 86­239, GR : 86­216, 
IT : 86 ­ 239, NL : 86 ­ 235 
237 Progress Report ­ Programme ­ Radiation protection ­
1985 ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation; Commission of the European Communities 
[Radiation protection ­ 3] 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ xi, 1407 pp., 64 tab., 56 fig., 24 ph. : 
16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 1170 g 
EUR 10452 DE/EN/FR 
CD-NP-86-003-3A-C ISBN 92-8254217-4 
ECU 74,64: BFR 3 300: IRL 53,40: UKL 48,60: 
USD 72 
DE : 86 ­ 240, FR : 86 ­ 237 
231 The IDA­80 measurement evaluation programme on mass 
spectrometric isotope dilution analysis of Uranium and 
Plutonium. Volume II ­ Preparation, characterization and 
transport of test samples ­ De Bièvre, P. ; Eberhardt, K.R. ; 
Fassett, J.D. ; Grämlich, J.W., et al. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 29] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ Volume II ­
127 pp. 
•EUR 7991 EN 
CD-ND-85-029-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
238 Radiation protection research programme ­ Synthesis of 
results 1981­84 ­ Directorate­General Employment, Social 
Affairs and Education; Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Radiation protection ­ 5] 
EN­ 1986­ix, 174 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : softcover : 
± 290 g 
EUR 10394 EN 
CD-NP-86-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6377-4 
ECU 17: BFR 550: IRL 8,80: UKL 7,80: USD 11,50 
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Retardation of radionuclide transport by fracture flow in 
granite and argillaceous rocks 402 
239 Scale up of distance free electrode diaphragm units for 
advanced alkaline electrolysis and fuel cell technology ­
Wendt, H. ; Hofmann, H. ; Plzak, V. ; Blaise, M. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 32 pp. / Final 
report. Also available on paper 
*EUR 10640 EN 
CD-ÌSA-10-640-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
240 State-of-the-art review on technology for measuring and 
controlling very low level radioactivity in relation to the 
decommissioning of nuclear power plants ­ Hulot, M.; 
Chapuis, A.M.; Garbay, H.; Jager, W., et al. ­ Commission 
of the European Communities; Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development [Nuclear science and 
technology] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ v, 126 pp., 18 tab., 12 fig. : 
21,0 x 29,7cm: 340g 
EUR 10643 EN *CD­NE­86­055­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-055-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6386-3 
ECU 9: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,70: USD 8,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7: BFR 300 
241 Testing and evaluation of solidified high-level waste forms 
(Joint annual progress report 1983) ­ Malow, Ci., et al. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 98] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ x, 226 pp., 39 tab., 23 ph., 65 graphs, 65 fig.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 590 g / Action No 5: Testing 
and evaluation of the properties of various potential materials 
for immobilizing highly radioactive waste 
EUR 10038 EN 
CL>-NE-85-098-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5807-X 
ECU 16,72: BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 9,90: USD 15 
VAK III seals and sealing system 405 
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♦EUR 9391 DE 
CD-NB-84-032-DE-A 
j Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 245 
246 Betriebsmeßanlage zur Erfassung des Gebirgsverhaltens und 
Auswertungen. Auswertungen der Beobachtungen des 
Gebirges für die Konzeption einer vereinfachten 
Betriebsmeßanlage zur Früherkennung des 
Gebirgsverhaltens ­ Kastenbein, W. ; Wagener, B. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 10] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 52 S. 
*EUR 9640 DE 
CD-NB-85-OlO-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 246 
247 Bioenergy - European research and development -
Contractors' catalogue, 1984 - 1980-1983 ­ Palz, W. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vii, 182 pp., 20 fig., 3 tab., 67 ph., 5 graphs : 
21,0 * 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 560 g / 77J¿S catalogue 
contains two-page summaries of the results obtained in the 
contracts on photochemistry, photobiology and on biomass 
EUR 9376 EN 
CD-ND-85-329-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5823-1 
ECU 13,28: BFR 600: IRL 9,60: UKL 7,90: USD 12 
248 A broadband tensorial magnetotelluric study in the Travale-
Radicondoli geothermal field ­ Hutton, V.R.S.; 
Dawes, G.J.K. ; Devlin, T. ; Roberts, R. ­ Commission of 
the European Communities [Energy ­ 66] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 3 microfiches ­ 238 pp. 
*EUR9786EN 
CD-ND-85-066-EÌS-A 
ECU 10,50: BFR 450 
249 Camborne School of mines geothermal energy "Hot Dry 
Rock" Project ­ Batchelor, A.S. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 38] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 15 microfiches ­ 1 044 pp. in six 
parts 
*EUR 9703 EN 
CD-ND-85-038-EN-A 
ECU 52,50: BFR 2 250 
250 Città di Serres - Grecia - Studio di fattibilità di un sistema 
di teleriscaldamento con utilizzo di lignite di produzione 
locale ­ Commissione delle Comunità europee [Energia] 
IT ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 9 microschede ­ 367 p., progetti / 
Voi ¡-Relazione generale, Voi. 2-Disegni 
•EUR 9446 IT 
CD-NA-Q9-446-1T-A 
ECU 31,50: BFR 1 350 
IT : 86 ­ 250 
242 Aktiviertes Bohren II ­ Baumann, L.; Kappelmann. H.G. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 5] 




DE : 86 ­ 242 
243 Assessment by scale modelling of aerodynamic losses in 
colliery shafts and surface fan drifts ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 32] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 171 pp. 
EUR 10162 EN 
CD-i\B-85-032-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
244 Automation of coal winning. 
Part 1 - Monitoring and control of face alignment. 
Part 2 - High-power shearess with improved manoeuvrability 
stability and reliability. 
Part 3 - Cableless electrical power transmission system for 
coal winning machines ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Technical coal research ­ 39] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 3 microfiches ­ 214 pp. 
*EUR 9470 EN 
CD-NB-84-039-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
245 Beherrschung schwieriger Ausgasungsprobleme ­ Von 
Treskow, A. ; Meyners, H. ; Sterzing, W. ; Hubig, P., et al. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 32] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 3 Mikrokopien ­ 261 pp. 
251 Corrosion protection of powered roof supports ­ Commission 
of the European Communities [Technical coal research ­
18] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 6 microfiches ­ 429 pp. 
*EUR 10031 EN 
CD-NB-85-018-EN-A 
I Gratis 
252 Defect detection and sizing ­ Proceedings of a specialist 
meeting, Ispra, May 3-6, 1983 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 25 A] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 5 microfiches ­ Volume I ­ 432 pp. 
*EUR 9066 EN 
CD-ÌSD-84-A25-EN-A 
ECU 17,50: BFR 750 
253 Defect detection and sizing - Proceedings of a specialist 
meeting, Ispra, May 3-6, 1983 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 25 B] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 5 microfiches ­ Volume H ­
445 pp. 
*EUR 9066 EN 
CD-ND-84-B25-EN-A 
ECU 17,50: BFR 750 
254 The development and optimization of cost effective thermal 
energy storage systems for solar space heating by means of a 
microprocessor controlled test facility ­ Cohen, RR.: 
Manlcy, B.J.W.; Bell, M.A.; Wood, R.J. ­ Commission of 
the European Communities [Energy ­ 286] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 4 microfiches ­ 295 pp. 
•EUR 9144 EN 
CD-ND-85-286-EN-A 
ECU 14: BFR 600 
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255 Development of computer-based colliery information and 
control systems. 
Part 1 - Application of computer-based coal clearance 
systems at Welbeck. Harworth and Murtón collieries -
Commission of the European Communities [Technical coal 
research -31 A] 
EN - microform - 1985 - 3 microfiches - Volume I - 292 pp. 
•EUR 9337 EN 
CD-NB-84-A31-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
256 Développement des télémesures de l'aérage et du climat -
Soens, R. ; Patigny, J. - Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Recherche technique Charbon - 33] 
FR - microform - 1986 - 1 microfiche - 63 p. 
EUR 10239 FR 
CD-NB-85-033-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 - 257 
257 Les eaux thermominérales des Alpes françaises -
Michard, G. - Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Énergie - 65] 
FR - microform - 1985 - 1 microfiche - 37 p. 
•EUR 9785 FR 
CD-ND-8S-065-FR-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
FR : 86 - 258 
266 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle - 4] 
DE - microform - 1985 - 2 Mikrokopien - 101 S. 
'EUR 9634 DE 
CD-NB-85-004-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 - 265 
Étude de mélanges préchauffes et pilonnés à enfourner dans 
les fours industriels à une cadence industrielle - Commission 
des Communautés européennes [Recherche technique 
Charbon -12] 
FR - microform - 1986 - 1 microfiche - 26 p. 
•EUR 10447 FR 
CD-NB-86-012-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 - 266 
Étude de procédés de conversion du charbon. Valorisation 
physique et chimique du charbon et de ses sous-produits -
Commission des Communautés européennes [Recherche 
technique Charbon -10] 
FR - microform - 1986 - 1 microfiche - 36 p. 
•EUR 10428 FR 
CD-NB-86-OlO-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 - 267 
258 Einfluß der Qualität des Waschwassers auf Sortierung und 
Flockung - Hey, W. - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Technische Forschung Kohle - 28] 
DE - microform - 1986 - 1 Mikrokopie - 59 S. 
EUR 10094 DE 
CD-NB-8S-028-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 - 258 
Étude des conditions climatiques en mine. Prévision pour Ies 
nouvelles exploitations - Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Recherche technique Charbon - 31] 
FR - microform - 1986 - 1 microfiche - 57 p. 
EUR 10161 FR 
CD-NB-85-031-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 - 268 
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259 Employment effects of energy conservation investments in 
EC countries - Hohmeyer, O. ; Jochem, E. ; Garnreiter, F. ; 
Mannsbart, W. - Directorate-General Energy; Commission 
of the European Communities [Energy - 263] 
EN- 1986-x, 97 pp., 50 tab., 13 fig.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 280 g 
EUR 10199 EN 
CD-ND-85-263-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5474-0 
ECU 7,92: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,70: USD 7,00 
260 Energy audit data bases: The situation in the European 
Community and some ΙΕΛ Member States - A JRC 
enquiry - Conti, F. ; Helcké, G. ; Joint Research Centre -
Commission of the European Communities [Energy -125] 
EN - 1986 - iv, 35pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled: ± 130g 
EUR 9795 EN 
CD-ND-8S-125-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6357-X 
ECU 4,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 
Energy - Statistical yearbook 1984 455 
261 Entwicklung von Meßeinrichtungen für die 
Betriebsüberwachung der Feinstkornaufbereitung -
Bachmann, C. ; Fauth, G. ; Lüdke, H. ; Schieder, T. -
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle - 35] 
DE - microform - 1985 - 2 Mikrokopien - 107 S. 
•EUR 9394 DE 
CD-NB-844)35-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86-261 
262 Entwicklung von Strebrandmaschinen Π - Plum, D.; 
Schroer, W. ; Vitek, R. - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Technische Forschung Kohle - 49] 
DE - microform - 1985 - 2 Mikrokopien - 121 S. 
•EUR 10298 DE 
CD-SB-85-049-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 - 262 
263 Equilibrium temperature and beat flow density measurements 
in Ireland - Brock, A. ; Barton, K.J. - Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy] 
EN - microform - 1985 - 2 microfiches - 146 pp. 
•EUR 9517 EN 
CD-NA-09-517-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
264 Erkundung geologischer Störungen mit Hilfe von 
Auswertungen markscheiderischer Rißunterlagen -
Makrutzki, V.; May, V.; Neuhaus, W.; Skala, W., et al. -
268 Étude et applications de méthodes nouvelles d'observation, 
d'évaluation et de réglage des émissions et circulations de 
grisou - Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Recherche technique Charbon - 7] 
FR - microform - 1985 - 1 microfiche - 45 p. 
•EUR 9637 FR 
CD-NB-85-007-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 - 269 
269 Étude géochimique des sources minérales de l'Ardèche. 
Implications géothermiques - Fouillac, C. - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Énergie - 40] 
FR - microform - 1985 - 1 microfiche - 74 p. 
•EUR 9705 FR 
CD-ND-85-040-FR-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
FR : 86 - 270 
270 Expérimentation à faible profondeur sur une méthode 
d'exploitation de la chaleur des roches profondes peu 
perméables - Cornet, F.H. - Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Énergie - 37] 
FR - microform - 1985 - Part.I:l microfiche-
Part.II :2 microfiches - Partie 1: 91 p. - Partie II : 103 p. 
•EUR 9702 FR 
CD-ND-854J37-FR-A 
ECU 10,50: BFR 450 
FR: 86-271 
Gas prices 1980-1986 
271 Geothermisches Energiepotential. Pilotstudie - Abschätzung 
der geothermischen Energievorräte an ausgewählten 
Beispielen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Band I - Text. 
Band II - Abbildungen und Tabellen - Hänel, R. ; 
Kleefeldt, M.; Koppe, I. - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Energie -141] 
DE - microform - 1985 - 34 Mikrokopien - 339 S., 
Grundrisse 
•EUR 9516 DE 
CD-ND45-141-DE-A 
ECU 119: BFR 5 100 
DE : 86 - 272 
Geothermisches Projekt Bruchsal. Reflektionsseismische 
Messungen - Wintershall, F. ; Fritz - Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Energie - 226] 
DE - microform - 1985 - 1 Mikrokopie - 60 S. 
•EUR 10019 DE 
CD-ND-85-226-DE-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
DE : 86-273 
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273 Gleislostechnik II ­ Hielen, G.; Biesler, D.; Gierhardt, W. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 34] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 48 S. 
*EUR 9393 DE 
CD-NB-84-034-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 274 
274 A guide to the control of high temperature corrosion and 
protection of gas turbine materials ­ Duret­Thual, C. ; 
Morbioli, R. ; Steinmetz, P. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy ­ 33] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xiv, 104pp., 22fig., 13 tab.: 16,2 x 22,9cm: 
hardcover : ± 290 g 
EUR 10682 EN 
CD-JVD-86-033-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6541-6 
ECU 9,10: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,80: USD 9 
The HERMES model : Complete specification and first 
estimation results 
275 Inedible rendering by means of the wet pressing process ­
Demonstration project ­ Directorate­General Energy; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy ­ 32] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ iii, 21 pp., 6 tab., 3 fig. 
(1 microfiche): 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± lOOg / Contract 
No EE/084/82 ; the project was carried out at the Danish 
cooperative rendering plant KOFO (Kodfodfabrikken 
Østjyden) in Løsning 
EUR 10652 EN * CD ND 86 032 EN A 
CD-ND-86-032-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6519-X 
ECU 4,50: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,80: USD 4,50 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
276 Instrumentation of Selby shaft insets ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 37] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 145 pp. 
*EUR 9397 EN 
CD-NB-84-037-EN~A 
/ Free of charge 
277 Interventi di stimolazione su pozzi geotermici nell'area di 
Latera (Lazio) ­ Commissione delle Comunità europee 
[Energia ­ 52] 
IT ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 3 microschede ­ 209 p. 
*EUR 9722 IT 
CD-1SD-85-052-1T-A 
ECU 10,50: BFR 450 
IT : 86 ­ 277 
278 An investigation of the confined combustion properties of 
residual fuels used in marine and industrial engines ­
Dale, B.D.; Negus, CR.; Stenhouse, I.A.; McNiven, A.J. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 39 pp. / Also 
available on paper 
♦EUR 10726 EN 
CD-NA-10-726-Ei\-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
279 Maîtrise des phénomènes dynamiques ­ Revalor, R. ­
Commission des Communautés européennes [Recherche 
technique Charbon ­ 24] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 91 pp. 
EUR 10072 FR 
CD-NB-85-024-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 ­ 280 
280 Mine fan monitoring ­ Commission of the European 
Communities ¡Technical coal research ­ 6] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 109 pp. 
♦EUR 9636 EN 
CD-NB-85-006-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
281 Monitoring of coal transport systems ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 2) 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ I microfiche ­ 45 pp. 
*EUR 9632 EN 
CD-NB-85-002-EÌS-A 
/ Free of charge 
282 Nouvelle télécommande d'engins d'abattage, de foration, de 
chargement ou de transport ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Recherche technique Charbon 
­9] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 66 p. 





283 Optimierung von Vortriebsmaschinen ­ Menens. V.; 
Kleinert, H.W. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Technische Forschung Kohle ­16] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 71 S. 
♦EUR 9856 DE 
CD-NB-85-016-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 284 
284 Optimization studies on the liquefaction of coal ­
Commission of the European Communities [Technical coal 
research ­ 27] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 99 pp. 
EUR 10093 EN 
CD-NB-85-027-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
285 Potential, state of the art and R&D requirements for fuel 
cells in the European Community ­ Zegers, P. ­ Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [Energy ­ 31] 
EN­ I986­2I7pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 530g/ 
Proceedings of the Fuel Cell Workshop held on 7 and 
8 October 1985 in Noordwijkerhout, The Netherlands, 
organized in collaboration with PEO 
EUR 10595 EN 
CD-ÌSD-86-031-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6511-4 
ECU 14,80: BFR 650: IRL 10,50: UKL 9,40: 
USD 14,50 
286 Production de coke de haut­fourneau dans les fours à 
chambre horizontale à partir de mélanges enfournés sans 
caractéristiques de qualité habituelle grâce à la combinaison 
des procédés de préchauffage et de pilonnage · Commission 
des Communautés européennes [Recherche technique 
Charbon ­19] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 30 p. 
♦EUR 10062 FR 
CD-NB-85-019-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 ­ 287 
Prospects for hydrogen from advanced water electrolysis ­
Based on results emanating from the EEC, R&D 
subprogramme on hydrogen (1975­83) 
287 Report on seismic research for karstiiication zones in the 
visean limestone on the northern flank of the Brabant 
massif ­ Helbig, K. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 48 pp. 
♦EUR 9323 EN 
CD-NA-09-323-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
288 Resultats du 2e programme de recherche et de développement 
de la Communauté européenne dans le domaine de l'énergie ­
McMullan, J.T.; Strub, A.S. ­ Direction générale Science, 
recherche et développement; Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Énergie ­15] 
FR­ 1986­46 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 190 g / 
Sujets: conservation de l'énergie, production et utilisation de 
l'hydrogène, énergie solaire, géothermique, systèmes de 
production d'énergie 
EUR9204 FR 
CD-NO-84-015-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4277-7 
ECU 6,58: BFR 300 
DE : 86 ­ 264, FR : 86 ­ 289 
289 Round­table meeting "Chemical and physical valorization of 
coal" ­ Directorate­General Energy ; Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 23] 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ iv, 180 pp., num. ill., fig. and tabi.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 460 g / The programme of the 
round table held in Brussels on 7 December 1984 included 
papers on the production of organic chemicals from coal 
EUR 10070 DE­EN­FR 
CD-NB-85-023-3A-C ISBN 92-825-5824-X 
ECU 12,29: BFR 550: IRL 8,80: UKL 7,30: USD 11 
DE : 86 ­ 290, FR : 86 ­ 299 
290 Round­Table meeting 'Chemical and physical valorization of 
coal' ­ Directorate­General Energy; Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 13] 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ iv, 181 pp., num. ill., fig. and tables: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 470 g 
EUR 10588 DE­EN­FR 
CD-NB-86-013-3A-C ISBN 92-825-6345-6 
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291 Seismic fault location - Operational transmotion ­
Commission of the European Communities [Technical coal 
research ­ 1] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 76 pp. 
•EUR 9631 EN 
CD-NB-85401-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
292 Seismic investigation of karst-affected zones in the Visean 
limestone in Northern Belgium. Research into the possibility 
to differentiate between compact and karst-affected limestone 
in the subsurface by seismic techniques ­ Vandenberghe, N. ; 
Poggiagliolmi, E. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy ­ 41] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 118 pp. 
•EUR 9706 EN 
CD-ND-85-041-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
293 Seismological markers of the reservoir at the Travale 
geothermal field (Tuscany, Italy) ­ Hirn, A. ; Ferrucci, F. ­
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 99 pp. 
•EUR 9544 EN 
CD-NA-09-544-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
CD-NB-84-036-EN-A 
/ Free of charge 
301 Table ronde - Valorisation chimique et physique du charbon. 
Bruxelles, 12-13 janvier 1982 ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Recherche technique Charbon 
­30] 
DE/EN/FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 3 microfiches ­ 274 p. 
•EUR 9291 DEENFR 
CD-NB-84-030-3A-A 
/ Gratuit 
DE : 86 ­ 289, FR : 86 ­ 301 
302 Travale 1980-81, Geophysical test site. Magnetotelluric 
measurements ­ Finzi, E. ; Norinelli, A. ; Zaja, A. ­
Commission of the European Communities [Energy ­ 39] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 49 pp. 
•EUR 9704 EN 
CD-ND-85-039-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
303 Untersuchungen zur hydrierenden Verflüssigung von 
Braunkohle ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Technische Forschung Kohle ­13] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 64 S. 
•EUR 9724 DE 
CD-NB-85-013-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 303 
294 Short reference years. Short weather data sets for faster 
simulations of solar energy systems and energy consumption 
in buildings ­ Lund, H. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities; Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development [Energy] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 47 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 130 g 
EUR 10663 EN *CD NA 10 663 EN A 
CD-NA-lO-663-EN-C ISBN 92-8254630-7 
ECU 4,70: BFR 200: IRL 3,60: UKL 3,20: USD 5 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
295 Solar energy based heating and air conditioning for the 
Pernod plant in DardiUy (France) ­ Huevan. M. ­
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN/FR ­ 1986 : Final report ­ viii, 122 pp., 26 ph., 4 tab. : 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g / This plant is being 
implemented to meet the following requirements : energy 
savings, architectural quality and outstanding working 
conditions 
EUR 10039 EN/FR 
CD-ND-85-232-2A-C ISBN 92-825-5825-8 
ECU 7,82: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,70: USD 7 
FR : 86 ­ 250 
296 Solar storage testing programme - Format sheets for 
reporting ­ Van Galen, E. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy ­ 66] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 98 pp. 
•EUR 9145 EN 
CD-ND-84-066-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
297 Strebrand-Grundlagen, Anpassung an die Lagerstätte ­
Schürmann, F. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Technische Forschung Kohle ­ 8] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 63 S. 
•EUR 9638 DE 
CD-SB-85-008-DE-A 
j Kostenios 
DE : 86 ­ 298 
298 Studies of the isotopie composition of Helium in relation with 
geothermal systems ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy ­142] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 112 pp. 
•EUR 9539 EN 
CD-ND-85-142-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
299 Studio di uno scambiatore a contatto diretto (DCHX) 
utilizzante R 114 come fluido motore ­ Commissione delle 
Comunità europee [Energia] 
IT ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microscheda ­ 81 p. 
•EUR 9489 IT 
CD-NA-09-489-IT-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
IT : 86 - 299 
300 Study of closure of main drivages ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Technical coal research ­ 36] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 182 pp. 
•EUR 9395 EN 
304 Utilisation de la haute tension (5000 V) au chantier ­
Commission des Communautés européennes [Recherche 
technique Charbon ­17] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 58 p. 
•EUR 10030 FR 
CD-NB-85-017-FR-A 
I Gratuit 
FR : 86 ­ 304 
Utilisation rationnelle de l'énergie dans les établissements de 
santé de la Communauté européenne - Guide méthodologique 
pour la recherche d'économies d'énergie 404 
305 Valorisation physique et chimique du charbon et de ses sous-
produits ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Recherche technique Charbon ­ 38] 
FR ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 63 p. 
•EUR 9506 FR 
CD-NB-84-038-FR-A 
/ Gratuit 
FR : 86 ­ 305 
306 Das Wärmefeld des Oberrheingrabens - Abhängigkeit von 
der Grabenstruktur und neotektonischen Bewegungen ­
Monninger, R. ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften [Energie] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ I Mikrokopie ­ 51 S. 
•EUR 9490 DE 
CD-NA-09-490-DE-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
DE : 86 ­ 306 
307 Wärmestromdichtebestimmungen im nördlichen 
Oberrheingraben ­ Clauser, C. ; Villinger, H. ; Ott, W. ; 
Sattel, G. ­ Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
[Energie ­ 57] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 10 Mikrokopien ­ 967 S. 
•EUR 9752 DE 
CD-ND-85-057-DE-A 
ECU 35: BFR 1 500 
DE : 86 ­ 307 
308 Weitere Beiträge zur Prozeßsteuerung von Kokereianlagen ­
Habermehl, D.; Poliert, G ; Simon, G.; Büttner, A. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 3] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 1 Mikrokopie ­ 52 S. 
•EUR 9633 DE 
CD-NB-85-003-DE-A 
/ Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 308 
309 Wetterkühltechnik im Abbau und in Streckenvortrieben ­
Voss, J. ; Chatel, P. ; Glodek, E. ; Repckkus, C , et al. ­
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Technische 
Forschung Kohle ­ 33] 
DE ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 Mikrokopien ­ 150 S. 
•EUR 9392 DE 
CD-NB-84-033-DE-A 
I Kostenlos 
DE : 86 ­ 309 
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310 Wind energy ­ European research and development ­
Contractors' catalogue, 1984 ­ Palz, W. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 284] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ v,97 pp.,8 tab., 6 graphs, 13 fig., 18 ph., 
3 maps: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 280 g / This 
catalogue contains two-page summaries of the results 
obtained in the contracts on wind energy R&D 
EUR 9375 EN 
CD-ND-85-284-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5826-6 
ECU 6,70: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4: USD 6 
315 Social Europe / New technology and social change ­
Manufacturing automation ­ Graham, M.; Hingel, A.J.; 
Directorate­General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe ­ supplements ­1] 
EN ­ 1986­ 149 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 400 g 
CE-NC-86-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5989-0 
ECU 3,40: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,30: USD 3,50 / 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86­314, F R : 86­313 
311 Workshop on solar assisted heat pumps with ground coupled 
storage. Proceedings, Ispra, September 14­16, 1982 ­
Aranovich, E.; Ofverholm, E.; Hardacre, A.G.; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 6 microfiches ­ 576 pp. 
*EUR 9493 EN 
CD-NA-09-493-EN-A 
ECU 21 : BFR 900 
1302 internal market: technical barriers 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
PERIODICALS 
Bulletin of Energy Prices 
316 
P6 
Énergie en Europe / Politique énergétique et tendances dans 
la Communauté européenne P29 
Energy ­ monthly statistics P30 
Euro­Abstracts, Section II: Coal and Steel P33 
1Q Industrial policy and internal O market 317 
1301 industrial policy: sectoral operations 
Avis aux demandeurs ­ autorisation de mise sur le marché de 
spécialités pharmaceutiques dans les États membres de la 
Communauté européenne sur l'utilisation de la nouvelle 
procédure « multi­Etats» instituée par la directive du Conseil 
83/570/CEE ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 74p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché : ± 190 g / Avis préparé par le Comité des spécialités 
pharmaceutiques, en consultation avec les autorités 
compétentes des Etats membres 
CB-47-86-163-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6438-X 
ECU 7,40: BFR 325 
DE : 86­320, FR : 86­316, IT : 86­ 316 
Euronorm: Continuously organic coated steel flat products ­
Commission for the coordination of nomenclature for iron 
and steel products ­ European Coal and Steel Community; 
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 169­85 ­ 12pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-43-85-135-EN-C 
ECU 8,96: BFR 400: IRL 6,40: UKL 5,60: USD 6,50 
DE : 86 ­318. FR : 86 ­319, IT : 86­320, NL : 86­317 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
312 L' amélioration de la compétitivité et des structures 
industrielles de la Communauté ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 81 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 230g 
CB-47-86-76I-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6497-5 
ECU 8,10: BFR 350 
DE :86­315,FR : 86­312 
318 Euronorm : Reinforcing steel (not for pre­stressi n«) ­
Technical delivery conditions ­ Commission for the 
coordination of nomenclature for iron and steel products ­
European Coal and Steel Community; Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN­ 1986 : April 1986 ­ 80­85 ­ 8 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
stapled: ± 20g / Previous edition: March 1969 
CB-44-85- 751-EN-C 
ECU 6,72: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4,20: USD 5 
DE : 86­316, F R : 86­317, IT : 86­317, NL : 86­316 
The Community's broadcasting policy ­ Proposal for a 
Council Directive concerning broadcasting activities 
Financial report 1986: European Coal and Steel Community 
313 Gli investimenti nelle industrie del carbone e dell'acciaio della 
Comunità ­ Indagine 1985 (annuale) ­ Direzione generale 
Credilo e investimenti ­ Comunità europea del carbone e 
dell'acciaio; Commissione delle Comunità europee 
ES/IT/PT­ 1986­ 106p.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: brossura: 
± 290 g / Notizie sulle spese d'investimenti attuali e future 
circa l'estrazione del carbone, sulla cokeria, le miniere di 
ferro e Vind. siderurgica 
CB-45-85-002-3M-C ISBN 92-825-5844-4 
ECU 17,83: BFR 800 
DA : 86­312, ES : 86­313, GR : 86 ­312, IT : 86­313, 
NL : 86­ 312, PT : 86 ­ 313 
314 Investment in the Community coalmining and iron and steel 
industries ­ 1985 survey (yearly) ­ Directorate­General 
Credit and Investments ­ European Coal and Steel 
Community; Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ 106pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 290 g / Information on actual and forecast capital 
expenditure of the coalmining industry, coking plants, iron-
ore mines, iron and steel industry 
CB-45-85-002-3A-C ISBN 92^825-5843-6 
ECU 17,83: BFR 800: IRL 12,80: UKL 10,60: USD 16 
DE:86­313,FR : 86 ­ 315 
Report (Annex to the Annual Report ECSC 1985) on the 
accounting and financial management of the European Coal 
and Steel Community 
416 319 Euronorm : Steel plate, sheet and strip with elevated 
temperature properties ­ Technical delivery conditions ­
Commission for the coordination of nomenclature for iron 
and steel products ­ European Coal and Steel Community; 
Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986­28­85­ 14p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-44-85-767-Ei\-C 
ECU 10,08: BFR 450: IRL 7,20: UKL 6,20: USD 7,50 
DE : 86 ­ 317, FR : 86 ­ 320, IT : 86 ­ 319, NL : 86 ­ 318 
320 Euronorm : Ultrasonic testing of steel plate of thickness equal 
to or greater than 6 mm (reflection method) ­ Commission 
for the coordination of nomenclature for iron and steel 
products ­ European Coal and Steel Community; 
Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986­ 160­85 ­ 8 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: loose leaf : 
± 20g 
CB-43-85-151-EN-C 
ECU 6,72: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4,20: USD 5 
DE : 86 ­319, FR : 86­318, IT : 86­318, NL : 86­319 
321 SCAD Bibliographies: Removal of technical barriers to trade 
in foodstuffs ­ Central Documentation Service ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986 : SCD base updating of 31.12.1985 ­ 49 p.: 
21,0 χ 29,6 cm: softcover: ± 150 g 
CB-BK-86-002-EN-C ISSN 0256-4254 
I Annual subscription : BFR 3 300 : UKL 43,25 : 
IRL 52,75: USD 61 
FR : 86 ­321 
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Texts established by the Luxembourg Conference on the 
Community patent, 1985 176 
1390 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Second ACP­EEC Convention of Lomé ­ Texts relating to 
industrial cooperation 
Volume VI 425 
Advanced manufacturing equipment in the Community 362 
326 The social aspects of technological developments relating to 
the European machine­tool industry ­ Final report ­
GEWIPLAN, FR Germany; Atkins Planning, U.K.; 
Bossard Consultants, France ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 214pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 510g 
CB-47-86-050-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6430-4 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,90: USD 17 
Special stock market segments for small company shares: 
Capital raising mechanism and exit route for investors in new 
technology­based firms 422 
Structure and activity of industry ­ 1981 ­ Data by size of 
enterprise 460 
322 Comparaison de la situation concurrentielle des entreprises 
privées et publiques dans trois secteurs industriels de la 
CEE ­ Bernard, J. ; Bcrthomieu, Cl. ; Cartelier, L. ; 
Charbit, CL, et al. ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Document public ­ 270 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché : ± 640 g 
CB-46-86-056-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5896-7 
ECU 20,35: BFR 900 
FR : 86 ­ 322 
Employment and housing renovation in Europe 142 
327 10 années de recherche acier CECA ­1971-1980 - Direction 
générale Science, recherche et développement ­ Commission 
des Communautés européennes [Recherche technique Acier 
­2] 
FR ­ 1986 ­ 106p., nomb. ill. (part, coul.) et graph.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 320 g / Présentation d'un 
certain nombre de résultats de travaux de recherche qui ont 
abouti à une application industrielle ou commerciale 
EUR 7904 FR 
CD-NB-82-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-3109-0 
ECU 13,31: BFR 600 
FR : 86 ­ 327 
323 First European Workshop on " Remote sensing in mineral 
exploration" ­ Van Wambeke, L.; Sanderson, D.J.; 
Dolan, J.M.; Critchley, M.F., et al. ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Resources ­ 1] 
FR/EN­ 1986 ­ vi, 250 pp., 29 fig., 47 ph, 10 tab.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 800 g / The papers presented in this 
publication are essentially based on data obtained with the 
first generation of satellites and some airborne exper. 
EUR 10511 EN­FR 
CD-NS-86-O01-2A-C ISBN 92-825-6272-7 
ECU 18,18: BFR 800: IRL 13: UKL 12,30: USD 18 
FR : 86 ­ 323 
Industrial cooperation and investment in Yugoslavia 
Industrial innovation: A guide to Community action, services 
and funding 
Industry ­ Statistical yearbook 1985 
Influenza della distribuzione radiale della carica in altoforno 
sullándamento radiale della riduzione degli elementi di 
formazione della ghisa. Indagine sperimentale con tecniche di 
laboratorio ­ Borgianni, C ; Cresti, V. ­ Direzione generale 
Affari scientifici, ricerca e sviluppo; Commissione delle 
Comunità europee [Technical steel research] 
IT ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 ­ 51 p. / Disponibile anche su 
carta 
*EUR 10612 IT 
CD-NA-10-612-ÌT-A 
/ Gratuito 
IT : 86 ­ 324 
N.A.C.E. ­ General Industrial Classification of Economìe 





European Economy ­ Supplement ­ Series B : Economic 
prospects ­ Business survey results and consumer survey 
results 
Industrial production 
Industrial Trends ­ Monthly statistics 
Iron and steel ­ monthly statistics 
Iron and steel ­ quarterly statistics 
Newsletter 
Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community 









14 Regional policy 
1401 European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) 
Operations of the European Community concerning small 
and medium­sized enterprises ­ Practical handbook ­ 1986 
edition 201 MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
The production and use of cereal and potato starch in the 
EEC 
Raw materials: EC supply 1975­1983 
325 Remote sensing in mineral exploration ­ Caslaing, G. ; 
Chevremont, Ph. ; Coller, D.W. ; Conradsen, Κ., et al. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Resources ­ 2] 
EN­ 1986­v, 186 pp., 78 ph., 13 tab., 1 fig.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 480 g / Some of the results of the 
European R&D programme on primary raw materials and 
recent work on the remote techniques in mineral exploration 
EUR 10334 EN 
CD-1WS-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5808-8 
ECU 13,28: BFR 600: IRL 9,60: UKL 7,90: USD 12 
52 
459 
328 ERDF in figures 1985/1975­1985 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN­ 1986­23 pp.: 10 χ 21cm: stapled: ± 30 g 
CB-46-86-234-EN-C ISBN 92-8254282-4 
/ free of charge 
DA : 86 ­ 328, DE : 86 ­ 328, FR ι 86 ­ 328, GR : 86 ­ 328, 
IT : 86 ­ 328, NL : 86 ­ 328 
329 European Regional Development Fund ­ Tenth annual report 
(1984) ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 119 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 300 g / Manuscript finished in May 1985 
CB-45-85-19S-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5875-4 
ECU 10,05: BFR 450: IRL 7,20: UKL 6: USD 9 
DA : 86 ­ 329, DE : 86 ­ 329, FR : 86 ­ 329, GR : 86 ­ 329, 
IT : 86 ­ 329, NL : 86 ­ 329 
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Grants and loans from the European Community 
1490 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
330 The contribution of infrastructure to regional development -
Final report ­ Biehl, D. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ Part 1 - 484 pp.: 21,0 κ 
29,7 cm : softcover : 1 140 g / Report by the Infrastructure 
Study Group 
CB-45-85-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5882-7 / 92­825­5886­X 
ECU 33,43: BFR 1 500: IRL 23,90: UKL 19,80: 
USD 30 / Parts 1 + 2 : ECU 40,12 : BFR 1 800 : IRL 28,70 : 
UKL 23,70: USD 36 
FR : 86 ­ 330 
331 The contribution of infrastructure to regional development -
Annex (Companion volume to the final report) ­ Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ Part 2 ­ 129 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 460 g / Written by Infrastructure 
Study Group 
CB-45-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5884-3 / 
92­825­5886­X 
ECU 15,61: BFR 700: IRL 11,20: UKL 9.20: USD 14/ 
Parts 1+2: ECU 40,12: BFR 1 800: IRL 28,70: 
UKL 23,70: USD 36 
FR:86­331 
The European Community and the Mediterranean 
Living conditions in urban areas, an overview of factors 
influencing urban life in the European Community 
Regional development and vocational training. Analysis and 
discussion of the relationship development - vocational 
training. Experience and perspectives 
332 The regional development programmes of the second 
generation for the period 1981-1985 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN ­ 1985 : Public document ­ 250pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 600 g 
CB-41-84-862-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4768-X 
ECU 17,97: BFR 800: IRL 12,90: UKL 11,20: USD 13 
DA : 86 ­ 333, DE : 86 ­ 333, FR : 86 ­ 332, GR : 86 ­ 330, 
IT: 86­332, NL : 86­333 
333 Regional policy and urban decline - The Community's role in 
tackling urban decline and problems of urban growth / Urban 
problems in Europe : A review and synthesis of recent 
literature ­ Cheshire, P. ; Hay, D. ; Carbonaro, G. ­
Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ 92 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 240 g / Econ. Dept. and Joint Centre for Land 
Development Studies, Fac. of Urban and Regional Studies, 
The University. Whiteknights, Reading. Berkshire 
CB-46-86-646-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6098-8 
ECU 7,90: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,90: USD 7,50 
Regions / The Community's financial participation in 
investments 




15 Environment and consumers 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ xiv, 221 pp. (3 microfiches): 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 620 g / Contract No 84-B-
6642-11-004-11-N 
EUR 10644 EN *CD NO 86 015 EN A 
CD-NO-86-015-E1S-C ISBN 92-825-6507-6 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,90: USD 17 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
An assessment of carbon steel overpacks for radioactive 
waste disposal 365 
335 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora - EC annual report - 1984 -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 426 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 1020 g / Prepared by the Wildlife Trade 
Monitoring Unit 
CB-47-86-802-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6498-3 
ECU 32,40: BFR I 400: IRL 24,70: UKL 23,10: 
USD 34 
Corrosion behaviour of container materials for the disposal 
of high-level wastes in rock salt formations 372 
336 The cultured mouse embryo as a model for the evaluation of 
physical and chemical toxicity ­ Merlini, M.; Clerici, L.; 
Brazelli, A. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Joint Research Centre; Commission of the 
European Communities [Environment and quality of life ­
23] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ iv, 29 pp., 4 tab., 5 ph., 2 graphs: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: stapled: ± 100g 
EUR 10182 EN 
CD-NO-85-023-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5829-0 
ECU 4,47: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,70: USD 4,00 
Design solutions to interface flow problems - Volume 1 : Text 
- List of symbols - References 375 
Design solutions to interface flow problems - Volume 2 : 
Figures - Tables - Appendices 376 
337 Development of a set of computer programs to calculate the 
evolution of emission patterns for different fuel consumption 
and exhaust gas emission scenarios for selected countries 
within the EEC ­ Jost, P. ; Brosthaus, J. ; Sonnbora, K.S. ­
Directorate­General Environment, Consumer Protection 
and Nuclear Safety; Commission of the European 
Communities [Environment and quality of life ­ 7] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ iii, 55 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 170 g 
EUR 10513 EN 
CD-i\O-86-007-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6290-5 
ECU 4,51: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 
338 EEC Directive 80/779/EEC: A study of network design for 
monitoring suspended particulates and sulphur dioxide in the 
Member States ­11 ¡84-10/85 ­ Beier, R. ; Gonzalez, P­L. ; 
Mclnnes, G.; Muylle, E., et al. ­ Directorate­General 
Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety; 
Commission of the European Communities [Environment 
and quality of life ­ 16] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ iv, 98 pp.(2 microfiches): 21,0 κ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 275 g / Report prepared by Warren Spring 
Lab. for submission to the Com. of the EC in accordafice 
with the terms of the study contract No BU(84) 147(493) 
EUR 10647 EN *CD NO 86 016 EN A 
CD-i\O-86-016-Ei\-C ISBN 92-825-6508-4 
ECU 7,90: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 5: USD 8 / Price 
of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
Electrical processes for the treatment of medium-active liquid 
wastes 
High-temperature incineration of radioactive waste -
Exploitation of the Fl...K­60 slagging incinerator for the 




Investigations on the populations of introduced and resident 
micro-organisms in deep repositories and their effects on 
containment of radioactive waste 390 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
334 The air quality standard for S02 and particles (Directive 
80/779/EEC) and its significance for the other main air 
pollutants ­ Directorate­General Environment, Consumer 
Protection and Nuclear Safety; Commission of the 
European Communities [Environment and quality of life 
15] 
339 Is the detergent of the atmosphere decreasing? Importance of 
methane for the OH radical concentration and atmospheric 
photochemistry ­ Crutzen, P., Prof.Dr. ­ Joint Res. Centre; 
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Environment 
and quality of life ­ 10] 
EN ­ 1986­ vi, 28 pp.: 21,0 κ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 110g 
EUR 10492 EN 
CD-NO-86-OlO-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6346-4 
ECU 4,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2.90: USD 4,50 
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340 Methods of sampling and analysis for sulphur dioxide, oxides 
of nitrogen and particulate matter in the exhaust gases of 
large combustion plant ­ Brieda, F.; Bull, K.; Bühne, K.W.; 
Calláis, M., et al. ­ Directorate­General Environment, 
Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety; Commission of 
the European Communities [Environment and quality of 
life ­ 17] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ viii, 156 pp. (2 microfiches) : 21,0 κ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 440 g / Contract No 84-B-6642-11-005-11-N 
EUR 10645 EN * CD NO 86 017 EN A 
CD-NO-86-017-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6561-0 
ECU 11,30: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 7,20: USD 11,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
Nuclear safety in the European Community 
341 Photooxidantien in der Atmosphäre ­ Schurath, U., Prof. 
Dr. ­ Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung; 
Gemeinsame Forschungsstelle; Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Umweltschutz und 
Lebensqualität ­ 6] 
DE ­ 1986 ­ iii, 25 S.: 21,0 κ 29,7cm: Klammerheftung: 
± 100 g 
EUR 10493 DE 
CD-NO-86-006-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6288-3 
ECU 4,51: BFR 200 
DE : 86 ­ 341 
342 Safety aspects of hazardous wastes: Proceedings of a Round 
Table, Dublin, November 27­29.1985 ­ European 
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 
EN­1986­475 pp.: 21,0 κ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1220 g 
SY-46-86-412-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6075-9 
ECU 34: BFR 1500: IRL 24,20: UKL 21,10 
FR : 86 ­ 335 
343 Study on the need for an N02 long­term limit value for the 
protection of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems ­
Zierock, K.H., chairman; Mansfield, Τ.Α.; 
Posthumus, A.C.; Guderian, R., et al. ­ Directorate­
General Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear 
Safety; Commission of the European Communities 
[Environment and quality of life ­ 11] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ iii, 237 pp., 23 tab., 28 fig. : 
21,0 κ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 620 g / The study group 
concluded that at present no long-term limit value for N02 
can be proposed 
EUR 10546 EN 
CD-NO-86-0U-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6302-2 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,60: USD 16 
1502 consumers 
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European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions ­ Annual report 1985 
Neue Technologie im öffentlichen Dienst ­ BR Deutschland 
New technology in the public service ­ A bibliographical 
study 
New technology in the public service ­ Consolidated report 
New technology in the public service ­ Ireland 
New technology in the public service ­ United Kingdom 
236 Nieuwe technologie in de overheidsdienst ­ Nederland 
Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­ Belgique 
Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­ France 
Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics ­
Luxembourg 
Ny teknologi i den offentlige sektor ­ Danmark 
345 Reports of the Scientific Committee for Pesticides (Second 
series) ­ Directorate­General Agriculture; Commission of 
the European Communities [Agriculture ­ 25] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 53pp.: 16,2 x 22,9cm: stapled: ± 100g / 
Pub. relates to maximum permitted levels of pesticide 
residues in fruits and vegetables and on the safety in use of 
certain pesticides 
EUR 10211 EN 
CD-NO-85-025-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5810-X 
ECU 5,59: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,30: USD 5,00 
DE : 86 ­ 345, FR : 86 ­ 346, IT : 86 ­ 345 
346 Reports of the Scientific Committee on Cosmetology ­
Goulding, R., Dr.; Dony,J„ Prof.; Agache, P., Prof.; de 
Groot, A.P., Prof.ct al. ­ Directorate­General 
Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety; 
Commission of the European Communities [Environment 
and quality of life ­ 28] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ fourth series ­ vi, 23 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
stapled: ± 100 g / Hydroquinone, silver nitrate, selenium 
disulphide, benzoyl peroxyde, nicomethanol hydrofluoride, 
1,1,1-trichloroethane, certain zirconium compi. 
EUR 10305 EN 
CD-NO-85-028-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5983-1 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200: IRL 3.30: UKL 2,80: USD 4 
DA : 86 ­ 345, DE : 86 ­ 344, FR : 86 ­ 345. IT : 86 ­ 346, 
NL : 86­346 
Technologische Entwicklung und öffentlicher Dienst ­ eine 
Literaturstudie 
347 Withdrawal and recall of dangerous products in the European 
Community and the Member States ­ Stuyck, J. ­
Directorate­General Environment, Consumer Protection 
and Nuclear Safety; Commission of the European 
Communities [Environment and quality of life ­ 2] 
EN ­ 1986 ­xii, 80pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 270 g / A general comparative report prepared for Bureau 
Européen des Unions de Consommateurs, Brussels 
EUR 10401 EN 
CD-NO-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6241-7 












Avis aux demandeurs ­ autorisation de mise sur le marché de 
spécialités pharmaceutiques dans les États membres de la 
Communauté européenne sur l'utilisation de la nouvelle 
procédure «multi­Êtats» instituée par la directive du Conseil 
83/570/CEE 
1590 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
344 Consumer redress ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities ­ 2] 
EN ­ 1985 ­ Supplement 2/85 ­ Bulletin EC ­ 43 pp. : 17,6 x 
25,0 cm: stapled: ± 100 g / Commission memorandum to 
the Council transmitted on 4 January 1985 (based on 
COM (84) 692 final) 
CB-NF-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5173-3 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities: 
BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14,50: USD 18 
DA : 86 ­ 344, DE : 86 ­ 347, ES : 86 ­ 344, FR : 86 ­ 344, 
GR : 86 ­ 344, IT : 86 ­ 344, NL : 86 ­ 344, PT : 86 ­ 344 
Community action in the field of tourism 419 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 laying down basic 
measures for the radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 
Council Directive of 3 September 1984 amending Directive 
80/836/Euratom as regards the basic safety standards for the 
health protection of the general public and workers against 
the dangers of ionizing radiation 219 
A drug education manual concerning illicit drugs and 
psychotropics ­ For teachers in secondary schools in the 
member States of the European Community 408 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
CLASSIFIED INDEX 
348 The implication for health and the environment of the 
disposal of tritiated wastes ­ Tanguy, P. ; Dunster, H. ; 
Tonon, P. ; Streffer, C. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­47] 
EN­ 1986­iv, 7 pp. (1 microfiche): 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: 
stapled : ± 30 g / Report endorsed at the meeting of the 
Scientific and Technical Committee on 13 February 1986 
EUR 10617 EN *CD­NE­86­047­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-047-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6354-5 
ECU 2,27: BFR 100: IRL 1,70: UKL 1,50: USD 2,50 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
Living conditions in urban areas, an overview of factors 
influencing urban life in the European Community 
Medicine - Statistics of smoking in the Member States of the 
European Community 
Progress Report - Programme - Radiation protection - 1985 
349 Results of environmental radioactivity measurements in the 
Member States of the European Community for: air -
deposition - water - milk - 1982-83 - Directorate Health and 
Safety ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Radiation protection ­ 34] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ viii, 274 pp., 
numerous tables and graphs: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 740 g 
EUR 10235 
CD-NP-85-009-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5993-9 
ECU 21,30: BFR 950: IRL 15,30: UKL 13,20: USD 19 
DA : 86 ­ 349, DE : 86 ­ 349, FR : 86 ­ 349, GR : 86 ­ 348, 
IT : 86 ­ 349, NL : 86 ­ 349 
Workshop on methods for assessing the off-site radiological 





EF News P26 
351 EC-comparison measurements for forces up to 1 MN between 
Belgium, MD/SM Brussels, Federal Republic of Germany, 
PTB Braunschweig, France, LNE Paris, Italy, IMGC Turin, 
The Netherlands, TNO, VSL Delft, United Kingdom, NPL 
Teddington. August 1983 ­ Peters, M.; Sawla, Α.; 
Wilkening, G. ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[BCR Information ­ 23] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 128 pp. 
EUR 10288 EN 
CD-NV-85-023-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
352 Experimental data for the determination of basic 100 orifice 
meter discharge coefficients (European programme) ­
Hobbs, J.M. ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[BCR Information ­ 26] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1985 ­ 2 microfiches ­ 155 pp. 
*EUR 10027 EN 
CD-NV-85-026-EN-A 
ECU 7: BFR 300 
La formation des syndicalistes aux nouvelles technologies de 
l'information et à leur introduction dans les entreprises -
Rapport final 
353 FORMEX - Formalized exchange of electronic publications: 
Standard generalized mark-up language (SGML) as 
described in Appendix B of FORMEX ­ Office for Official 
Publications of the European Communities ­ Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ 35 pp. : 17,6 κ 24,9 cm : 
stapled: ± 75 g 
FY-45-85-244-EIS-C ISBN 92-825-5831-2 
354 Guidelines for an informatics architecture 1986-91 ­
Informatics Direct. ; Directorate­General Personnel and 
Administration ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN­ 1986 : Public document ­ 43 pp. : 21,0 κ 29,7 cm: 
stapled: ± 120 g / Set of guidelines for the way informatie 
services should be used within the EC's administration, and 
for the way informatics should be deployed 
CB-47-86-971-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6499-1 
ECU 5,80: BFR 250: IRL 4,50: UKL 4,20: USD 6 
97 




1601 research and information 
management 
How modern technology affects the experienced worker -
Ireland 
Hvordan moderne teknologi indvirker på lønmodtagere med 
lang erhvervserfaring - Danmark 65 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Les accords de technologie en Belgique 60 
L' association des travailleurs aux choix technologiques: la 
contribution des actions de sensibilisation - Rapport final 80 
The certification of the catalytic concentration of gamma-
glutamyltransferasin, a reconstituted lyophilized material. 
CRM No 319 ­ Schiele, F.; Sicst, G.; Moss, D.W.; 
Colinet, E. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[BCR Information] 
EN ­ microform ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ 64 pp. / Also 
available on paper 
*EUR 10628 EN 
CD-NA-lO-628-EN-A 
ECU 3,50: BFR 150 
Comment la technologie moderne affecte le travailleur 
expérimenté - France 61 
Compétition européenne et coopération entre entreprises en 
matière de recherche-développement 195 
356 
Industrial innovation: A guide to Community action, services 
and funding ­ Mcrritt, G. ; de Baux, A. ­ Directorate­
General Information Market and Innovation; Commission 
of the European Communities [Innovation ­2] 
EN ­ 1986 : Second edition ­xiv, 118pp.: 21,0 κ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 350 g 
EUR 9120 EN 
CD-NT-85-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5704-9 
ECU 11,09: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 6,30: USD 9 
F R : 86­355, IT : 86­355 
Influenza della distribuzione radiale della carica in altoforno 
sullándamento radiale della riduzione degli elementi di 
formazione della ghisa. Indagine sperimentale con tecniche di 
laboratorio 
An intercomparison study of thermoluminescent dosemeters 
for environmental measurements ­ McKinlay, A.F. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Radiation 
protection ­ 10] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ iii, 19pp., 8Tab.: 21.0 κ 29,7cm: stapled: 
± 80 g 
EUR 10330 EN 
CD-NP-85-OlO-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5830-4 
ECU 4,47: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,70: USD 4.00 
324 
Computer in Büro und Verwaltung : Einsatzbedingungen und 
Folgen neuer Informationstechnologien 
Development of a set of computer programs to calculate the 
evolution of emission patterns for different fuel consumption 
and exhaust gas emission scenarios for selected countries 
within the EEC 
Measurements in the 300-metre deep dry-drilled borehole and 
84 feasibility study on the dry-drilling of a 600-metre deep 
borehole in the Asse II salt-mine 234 
357 Multiannual programme (1979 to 1983) in the field of data-
processing ­ Peeters, E.; Andre, J. ­ Directorate­General 
337 Telecommunications. Information Industry and 
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Innovation; Commission of the European Communities 
[Information management ­ 2] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ Second part: Promotion measures ­
101 pp.(2microfiches): 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 290 g / This document is to be considered as a supplement 
to the Report by the Commission to the Council 
COM(85)473 final 
EUR 10741 EN *CD NU 86 002 EN A 
CD-NU-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6587-4 
ECU 5: BFR 350: IRL 6: UKL 5,40: USD 8,20 / Price 
of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
Neue Technologie ¡m öffentlichen Dienst - BR Deutschland 66 
New technology in the public service - A bibliographical 
study 
Séchage des produits alimentaires dans les pays en 
développement 




Social Europe - Supplement: Recent progress in introducing 
new information technologies into education 415 
Social Europe - Supplement: The software industry 172 
Technologische Entwicklung und öffentlicher Dienst - eine Literaturstudi 78 
67 Wie der erfahrene Arbeitnehmer von moderner Technologie betroffen ist - BR Deutschland 79 
New technology in the public service - Consolidated report 68 
New technology in the public service - Ireland 69 
New technology in the public service - United Kingdom 70 
Nieuwe technologie in de overheidsdienst - Nederland 71 
Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics - Belgique 72 
Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics - France 73 
Women study microcomputer technology 
10 années de recherche acier CECA 
PERIODICALS 
Information Market - Marché de l'Information -





Les nouvelles technologies dans les services publics -
Luxembourg 74 
Nouvelles technologies et formation continue dans les emplois 
de bureau 102 
Ny teknologi i den offentlige sektor - Danmark 
358 Phased array antennae and their applications - COST 
project 204 ­ Management Committee ­ Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [Physical sciences ­ 14] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ iv, 235 pp., 1 tab., 177 fig.: 
16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 360 g / The objective of the 
project is to coordinate and advance European research in 
phased array antennae into various new fields of application 
EUR 10196 EN 
CD-NA-85-014-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3472-3 
ECU 16,72: BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 9,90: USD 15 
359 Polymer and bitumen-modified OPC for the immobilization 
of ILW ­ Johnson, D.I. ; Worrall, G. ; Phillips, D.C. ­
Commission of the European Communities; Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 58J 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 1 microfiche ­ iv, 66 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
180 g 
EUR 10 '0; EN 'CD NE 86 058 EN A 
CD-NE-86-058-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6598-X 
ECU 5,80: BFR 250: IRL 4,40: UKL 4: USD 6 / Price 
of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
360 The radiological exposure of the population in the Meuse 
basin ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Radiation protection ­ 6] 
EN­ 1986 ­ 2 microfiches ­ viii, 160 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
450 g 
EUR 10670 EN *CD NP 86 006 EN A 
CD-NP-86U06-EN-C ISBN 92-8254548-3 
ECU 12,50: BFR 550: IRL 8.80: UKL 8: USD 12,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
361 Sixth report on the activities of the Committee for 
Information and Documentation on Science and Technology 
(ClDST) of the European Communities - 1984-1985 -
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation ­
Commission of the European Communities [Information 
management ­ 1] 
EN­ 1986­iii, 29 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : stapled : ± 110 g 
EUR 10631 EN 
CD-SU-86-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6391-X 
ECU 4,50: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,80: USD 4,50 
DA : 86 ­ 350, DE : 86 ­ 350, ES : 86 ­ 356, FR : 86 ­ 361, 
GR : 86 ­ 350, IT : 86 ­ 361, NL : 86 ­ 361, PT : 86 ­ 361 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
362 Advanced manufacturing equipment in the Community ­
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities ­ 6] 
EN ­ 1985 ­ 61 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: ± 130g / 
Commission communication to the Council transmitted on 
22 March 1985 (based on COM(85) 112 final) 
CB-NF-85-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5496-1 
ECU 2.21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities : 
BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14,15: USD 18 
DA : 86 ­ 365, DE : 86 ­ 383, ES : 86 ­ 379, FR : 86 ­ 379, 
GR : 86 ­ 363, IT : 86 ­ 365, NL : 86 ­ 382, PT : 86 ­ 379 
363 Änderungen in Lebens- und Arbeltsformen als Folge der 
technischen Entwicklung ­ Lindner, R. ­ Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Entwicklung; Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Politik auf dem Gebiet der 
Wissenschaft und Technologie ­ 4] 
DE­ 1986­29 S.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : Klammerheftung : 
± 100 g 
EUR 10241 DE 
CD-NW-85-004-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5958-0 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200 
DE : 86 ­ 362 
364 Assessing pain in farm animals ­ Duncan, I.J.Η.; 
Molony, V. ­ Directorate­General Agriculture ; Commission 
of the European Communities [Agriculture ­ 5] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vii, 92 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 160 g / Proceedings of a workshop held in Roslin, 
Scotland. 25 and 26 October 1984 
EUR 9742 EN 
CD-NK-86-005-EN-C ISBN 92-8254518-1 
ECU 7,90: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,90: USD 7,50 
365 An assessment of carbon steel overpacks for radioactive 
waste disposal ­ Marsh, G.P. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 20] 
EN ­ 1986­iii, 71 pp., Stab., 17 fig.: 21.0 χ 29,7 cm: 
stapled: ± 210 g / Final report prepared by the Materials 
Development Division, AERE Harwell, Didcot, United 
Kingdom 
EUR 10437 EN 
CD-NE-86-020-EN-C ISBN 92-8254323-5 
ECU 5,69: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,90: USD 5,50 
366 The basic corrosion mechanisms of HLW glasses ­
Conradt, R.; Roggcndorf, H.; Ostertag, R. ­ Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [Nuclear science and 
technology ­ 56] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ iii, 218 pp., 92 lab., 68 fig. 
(3 microfiches): 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 570 g / 
Contract No 440-85-53-WAS-D 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
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EUR 10680 EN »CD NE 86 056 EN A 
CD-NE-86-056-EN-C ISBN 92-8254560-2 
ECU 22,70: BFR I 000: IRL 16,10: UKL 14,50: 
USD 23 / Price of microfiches : ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
ECU 22,19: BFR 1 000: IRL 15,90: UKL 12,70: 
USD 18 
DA : 86 ­ 373, DE : 86 ­ 372, FR : 86 ­ 363, IT : 86 ­ 366, 
NL : 86 ­ 372 
367 Benchmark study of shear buckling of a cylindrical vessel ­
Dostal, M.; Austin, N.; Peano, Α.; Combescure, Α., et al. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 51] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ iv, 133 pp. (2microfiches): 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 360 g 
EUR 10592 EN 
CD-NE-86-051-EN-C ISBN 92-8254368-5 
ECU 10,20: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,40: USD 9,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
Bioenergy ­ European research and development -
Contractors1 catalogue, 1984 
Business service strategies - The case of the provincial centre 
of Esbjerg 
FAST series No 19 
368 Chlamydial diseases of ruminants ­ Aitken, I.D. ­
Directorate­General Agriculture; Commission of the 
European Communities [Agriculture] 
EN ­ 1'·86 ­ vi, 162pp.: 16.2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: 
± 250 g / A seminar in the CEC programme of coordination 
of agricultural research held in Brussels, 11 and 12 June 1985 
ÉUR 10056 EN 
CD-NA-lO-056-EN-C ISBN 92-825-66544 
ECU 11,60: BFR 500: IRL 8,80: UKL 8,30: USD 12 
369 Community research and technology policy: Developments up 
to 1984 - 1983-1984 ■ Commission of the European 
Communities [Science and technology policy ­ 3] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xi, 237pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: 
± 440 g / Report is an attempt to portray the full gamut of 
research work currentlv in hand in a range of programmes 
EUR 10 000 EN 
CD-NW-84-003-EN-C ISBN 92-8254494-X 
ECU 11,14: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 6,70: USD 8 
DE : 86 ­ 382, FR : 86 ­ 398, GR : 86 ­ 362, IT : 86 ­ 397, 
NL : 86­368 
370 Computerized land evaluation data bases in the European 
Communities ­ Norr, Α.H., Dr. ­ Directorate­General 
Agriculture; Commission of the European Communities 
[Agriculture ­17] 
EN ­ 1986 : 1st edition 1985 ­ 276 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
loose leaf: ± 760 g / Catalogue of a questionnaire survey 
(details of all computerized data bases within the EC related 
to land resource evaluations) 
EUR 10195 EN 
CD-M-854117-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5838-X 
ECU 19,06: BFR 850: IRL 13,70: UKL 11,80: USD 17 
371 Corrosion behaviour of container materials for geological 
disposal of high-level waste - Annual progress report 1984 ­
Haijtink, B. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Nuclear science and technology ­ 9] 
EN­ 1986­vi, 146 pp., 56 fig., 44 tab., 21 ph.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 410 g / Work performed in the 
framework of the R & D programme "Management and 
storage of radioactive waste" 
EUR 10398 EN 
CD-NE-86-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5798-7 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,40: USD 11 
372 Corrosion behaviour of container materials for the disposal 
of high-level wastes in rock salt formations ­ Smailos, E. ; 
Schwarzkopf, W. ; Koster, R. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­11] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 63 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 200 g / Prepared by Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
GmbH, Institut jür Nukleare Entsorgungstechnik, Karlsruhe 
EUR 10400 EN 
CD-NE-86-Oll-EN-C ISBN 92-82541354 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,70: USD 5,50 
373 COST Projects. Collected Agreements concluded within the 
framework of European Cooperation in the Held of Scientific 
and Technical Research (biannual) ­ 1983-1984 - COST 
secretariat; Council of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ Volume 3 ­ 280pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 7IOg 
BX44-85-202-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0284-3 
247 
418 
374 Deep ocean model penetrator experiments ­ Freeman, T.J. ; 
Burden. J.R.F. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research 
and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 24] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ viii, 92 pp., 9 Tab., 28 Fig. (2 microfiches) : 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 260 g / Work performed 
under contract in the framework of the EAEC's cost-sharing 
research programme on 'Radioactive waste management and 
disposal' 
EUR 10502 EN *CD­NE­86­024­EN­A 
CD-NE-86424-EN-C ISBN 92-8254343-X 
ECU 9,07: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,70: USD 8,50 / 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
375 Design solutions to interface flow problems - Volume 1 : Text 
- List of symbols ­ References ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
A46] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 140 pp. (2 microfiches): 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 380 g 
EUR 10589/1 EN »CD­NE­86­A46­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-A46-EN-C ISBN 92-8254347-2 
ECU 10,20: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,40: USD 9,50 / 
Price Volume 1 / Price Volumes 1 and 2: ECU 13,60: 
BFR 600: IRL 9,70: UKL 8,50: USD 13/ Price of 
microfiches Volume 1 : ECU 7; BFR 300 
376 Design solutions to interface flow problems - Volume 2: 
Figures ­ Tables ­ Appendices ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ B46] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 103 pp., num. ill., fig. and tabi. 
(2 microfiches): 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 300 g 
EUR 10589/2 EN 'CD­NE­86­B46­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-B46-EN-C ISBN 92-8254348-0 
ECU 7,94: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5: USD 7,50/ 
Price Volume 2 / Price Volumes 1 and 2: ECU 13,60: 
BFR 600: IRL 9,70: UKL 8,50: USD 13 / Price of 
microfiches Volume 2: ECU 7; BFR 300 
377 Determination of the ratio of the luminous flux of discharge 
lamps to the luminous flux of reference incandescent lamps ­
Förste, D. ; Sauter, G. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [BCR Information ­ 9] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 95 pp., 12 fig., 21 tab. (2 microfiches): 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 290 g / Applied metrology 
EUR 10574 EN »CD­NV­86­0O9­EN­A 
CD-NV-86-009-EN-C ISBN 92-8254143-7 
ECU 7,94: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5: USD 7,50/ 
Price of microfiches: ECU 7; BFR 300 
378 Electrical processes for the treatment of medium-active liquid 
wastes ­ Turner, A.D. ; Bowen, W.R. ; Bridger, N.J. ; 
Junkison, A.R., et al. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 36] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ v, 288 pp., 28 tab., 95 fig., 19 ph. 
(3microf.): 21.0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 860 g / Contract 
No 287-82-31-WAS-UK(H) 
EUR 10565 EN »CD­NE­86­036­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-036-EN-C ISBN 92-8254304-9 
ECU 11,31: BFR 900: IRL 14,50: UKL 12,70: 
USD 19 / Price of microfiches : ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
379 Electronics and traffic on major roads - Technical, 
regulatory and ergonomie aspects ­ Directorate­General 
Transport; Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development ; Commission of the European Communities 
[Transport research ­1] 
EN/FR­ 1986 ­ viii, 471 pp., 20 ph., 18 tab., 64 fig.: 
16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 740 g / Proceedings of the 
international seminar in Paris. 4-6.6.1985 
EUR 9793 EN­FR 
CD-NA-86-001-2A-C ISBN 92-8254360-X 
ECU 38,54: BFR 1 700: IRL 27,50: UKL 24: 
USD 35,50 
FR : 86 ­ 378 
First European Workshop on ' 
exploration" 
Remote sensing in mineral 
380 Evaluation of the Community's primary mineral raw 
materials programme ­ List, F.K.; Bouladon, J.; Brück, P.; 
Ferrara, G., et al. ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Science and technology policy ­ 1] 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
42 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xliv, 103 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: 
±270 g 
EUR 10191 EN 
CD-NW-86-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-8254271-9 
ECU 10,23: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,90: USD 10 
381 An experimental study of the recovery of plutonium from 
non­combustible wastes ­ Chamberlain, H.E. ; Dalton, J.T. ; 
Dawson, R.K. ; Gaudie, S.C., et al. ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
21] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ xii, 115 pp., 10 tab., 50 fig. : 
21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 350g/ Contract No WAS-
320-8342-UK(H) : work performed under the R&D 
programme on management and disposal of radioactive waste 
of the EC 
EUR 10491 EN 
CD-NE-86-021-EN-C ISBN 92-8254230-1 
ECU 9,09: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 6,20: USD 9 
Factors affecting the survival of newborn lambs 
Five years forward ­ Coordinated agricultural research of the 
European Economic Community 
382 Forschung in Europa (im Rahmen des Themas "Forschung ­
Motor des Fortschritts") ­ Lindner, R. ­ Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Entwicklung; Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Politik auf dem Gebiet der 
Wissenschaft und Technologie ­ 5] 
DE ­ 1986 ­ iii, 16S.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: Klammerheftung: 
± 80 g / Vortrag gehalten in Mainz am 14. Mai 1984 auf 
Einladung des Berufsverbandes Deutscher Markt- und 
Sozialforscher 
EUR 10240 DE 
CD-SW-86-005-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5956-4 
ECU 4,49: BFR 200 
DE: 86­381 
Government financing of research and development 1975 ­
1984 
383 The HERMES model : Complete specification and first 
estimation results ­ Italianer, A. ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy ­ 30] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xiii, 224 pp., 64 tab., 1 fig. (3 microfiches): 
16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 360g 
EUR 10669 EN *CD­ND­86­030­EN­A 
CD-ND-86-030-EN-C ISBN 92-8254396-0 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 10,70: USD 16 / Price 
of microfiches: ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
384 High­temperature Incineration of radioactive waste ­
Exploitation of the FLK­60 slagging incinerator for the 
treatment of different waste streams contaminated with 
plutonium ­ Van de Voorde, N. ; Taeymans, Α. ; 
Hennart, D. ; Vanbrabant, R., et al. ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­
14] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ viii, 60 pp., 29 tab., 6 fig. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
stapled: ± 190g 
EUR 10411 EN 
CD-SE-86-014-ES-C ISBN 92-825-62154 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,70: USD 5,50 
385 The incorporation of low and medium level radioactive 
wastes (solids and liquids) in cement ­ Palmer, J.D. ; 
Smith, D.L.G. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Nuclear science and technology ­ 35] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ v, 168 pp., 20 tab., 61 fig.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 450 g / Contract No 166-81-
15-WAS-UK(H) 
EUR 10561 EN *CD NE 86 035 EN A 
CD-NE-86-035-EN-C ISBN 92-8254520-3 
ECU 12,40: BFR 550: IRL 8,80: UKL 7,80: USD 11,50 
386 The influence of fluid­rock interaction on the rheology of salt 
rock ­ Spiers, C.J.; Urai, J.L.; Lister, G.S.; Boland, J.N., 
Zwart, H.J. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Nuclear science and technology ­ 10] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ viii, 131 pp., 43 fig., 7 tab., 
30 ph.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 370 g / Contract No 
WAS-153-80-7-N(N) ; work performed under contract in the 
framework of the res.progr. on radioactive waste 
management and disposal 
EUR 10399 EN 
CD-NE-86-OlO-ES-C ISBN 92-825-6214-X 
ECU 10,18: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,70: USD 10 
387 Integral migration and source­term experiments on cement 
and bitumen waste forms ­ Ewan, F. ; Howse, R. ; 
Sharpe, B. ; Smith, Α., el al. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development ; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 45] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ viii, 42 pp., 11 lab., Il fig. (1 microfiche): 
21,0 x 29,7 cm : stapled : ± 140 g / Carried out under cost-
sharing contract with the European Atomic Energy 
Community in the framework of its R & D programme 
EUR 10587 EN »CD­NE­86­045­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-045-EN-C ISBN 92-8254278-6 
ECU 6,80: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,30: USD 6,50 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
388 Intercomparison of measurements on ear protectors by 
subjective and objective test methods ­ Final report on the 
1982 EEC intercomparison ­ Shipton, M.S. ­ Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [BCR Information ­ 8] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ v, 138 pp., 65 fig., 55 tab., 1 ph. (2 microfich.): 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 370 g 
44 EUR 10575 EN "CD­NV­86­008­EN­A 
CD-SV-86-008-EN-C ISBN 92-825-63624 
ECU 10,20: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,40: USD 9,50 / 
5 j Price of microfiches : ECU 7 ; BFR 300 
Introduction of artificial vision in manufacturing and 
inspection work and its training implications 
389 Investigation of the possible effect of electrical stimulation on 
pH and survival of foot­and­mouth disease virus in meat and 
offals from experimentally infected animals ­ Commission of 
the European Communities; Directorate­General 
Agriculture 
EN ­ 1986 ­ ii, 43 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: stapled: 90g 
EUR 10048 EN 
CD-NK-85-OlO-EN-C ISBN 92-8254303-0 
ECU 4,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 
390 Investigations on the populations of introduced and resident 
522 micro­organisms in deep repositories and their effects on 
containment of radioactive waste ­ West, J.M. ; Christof!, Ν. ; 
Philp, J.C. ; Arme, S.C. ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology ­ 13] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ x, 62 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 210 g / Work performed as part of the EAEC's 
R&D programme on "Management and storage of 
radioactive waste": contract No 376-83-7 WAS UK 
EUR 10405 EN 
CD-SE-86-013-EN-C ISBN 92-8254201-8 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,70: USD 5,50 
391 Investigators' final report ­ Proceedings of the SAR­580 
investigators' workshop (Joint Research Centre Ispra Italy ­
May 1984) ­ Trcvctt, J.W. ­ Joint Research Centre; ESA; 
Commission of the European Communities [Environment 
and quality of life ­ 4] 
EN­ 1986­Volume 1 ­vi, 168 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 600 g / Main general conclusions of the 
campaign (image processing, radar calibration, disciplinary 
results) and the recommendations 
EUR 9797 EN 
CD-NO-86-A04-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6202-6 / 
92­825­6204­2 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,40: USD 11 / 
Volume I and 2: ECU 45,22: BFR 2000: IRL 32,30: 
UKL 29,50: USD 41 
392 Investigators' final report ­ Proceedings of the SAR­580 
investigators' workshop (Joint Research Centre, Ispra Italy ­
May 1984) ­ Trevelt, J.W. ­ Joint Research Centre; ESA; 
Commission of the European Communities [Environment 
and quality of life ­ 4] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ Volume 2 ­ xi, 596 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 2090 g / Individual contributions of the 
investigators on the potentiality of synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) for different disciplines of earth sciences 
EUR 9797 EN 
CD-NO-86-B04-EN-C ISBN 92-825-62034 / 
92­825­6204­2 
ECU 40,69: BFR 1 800: IRL 29,10: UKL 26,60: 
USD 37 / Volume 1 and 2 : ECU 45,22 : BFR 2000 : 
IRL 32,30: UKL 29,50: USD 41 
393 Kreativität in Theorie und Praxis ­ Lindner, R. ­
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung; Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE­ 1986­iv, 71 S.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: brochiert: ± 200 g / 
Symposium am 23. November 1985 
EUR 10545 DE 
CD-NX-86-OOl-DE-C ISBN 92-825-6367-7 
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ECU 5,67: BFR 250 
DE : 86 ­ 394 
Radiation protection research programme ­ Synthesis of 
results 1981­84 238 
394 Measurement of precipitation by radar ­ COST project 72 ­
Coordination Committ ­ Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Physical sciences ­ 16] 
EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ vi, 244 pp., 72 fig., 25 ph., 22 tab.: 16,2 x 
22,9 cm: softcover: ± 420 g / Proceedings of a final seminar 
held in 'Ettore Majorana' International Centre for Scientific 
Culture, Erice, Sicily, Italy - 30.9 to 3.10.1985 
EUR 10353 
CD-NA-85-016-2A-C ISBN 92-825-6101-1 
ECU 21,4800000: BFR 950: IRL 15,40: UKL 14: 
USD 20 
FR : 86 ­ 394 
Medicine ­ Statistics of smoking in the Member States of the 
European Community 
395 Methods for assessing the off­site radiological consequences 
of nuclear accidents ­ Kcrnforschungszentr., Karlsruhe; 
Nat.Rad.Prot.Board, UK­Chilton, Didcot ­ Directorate­
General Employment, Social Affairs and Education; 
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Radiation 
protection ­ 8] 
EN ­ 1986 : Joint report ­ xiv, 221 pp., 25 fig., 6 tab. : 
17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: ± 420 g 
EUR 10243 EN 
CD-NP-85-008-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5951-3 
ECU 17,94: BFR 800: IRL 12,90: UKL 11,10: USD 16 
396 New developments and future perspectives in research on 
rumen function ­ Neimann­Sørensen, A. ­ Directorate­
General Agriculture; Commission of the European 
Communities [Agriculture ­11] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ v, 284 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 420 g / Report on a seminar in the EC programme of 
coordination of agricultural research organised by the 
National Institute of Animal Science, Denmark 
EUR 10054 EN 
CD-NK-85-Oll-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3467-7 
ECU 20,18: BFR 900: IRL 14,50: UKL 12,50: USD 18 
397 Plasma arc and thermal lance techniques for cutting concrete 
and steel ­ Bargagliotti, Α.; Caprile, L.; Piana, F.; 
Tolle, E. ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Nuclear science and technology ­ 12] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ v, 167 pp., 50 fig., 35 tab., 
117ph.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 510g / Contract No 
DE-C-002-1, this work was performed in the framework of 
the EC's research programme on decommissioning of nuclear 
power plants 
EUR 10402 EN 
CD-i\E-86-012-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6144-5 
ECU 12,44: BFR 550: IRL 8,90: UKL 8,10: USD 12 
134 
Remote sensing in mineral exploration 
400 Reports of the Scientific Committee for Animal Nutrition ­
23/11/83-26/09/85 ­ Maletto, S., Chairman; Elias, P.S., 
Vice­Chairm.; Vanbelle, M., Vice­Chairm. ­ Directorate­
General Agriculture; Commission of the European 
Communities [Agriculture ­ 3] 
EN­ 1986 ­ fifth series ­ vi, 62 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 200 g / The opinions concern the safety of use 
of certain additives in foodstuffs and the effects of the use of 
protein products 
EUR 10410 EN 
CD-NK-86-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6235-2 
ECU 5,69: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,90: USD 5,50 
DE : 86 ­ 367, FR : 86 ­ 400, IT : 86 ­ 400 
Resultats du 2e programme de recherche et de développement 
de la Communauté européenne dans le domaine de l'énergie 
Results of environmental radioactivity measurements in the 
Member States of the European Community for: air ­
deposition ­ water ­ milk 
401 Results of the second CEC intercomparison of active and 
passive dosimeters for the measurement of radon and radon 
decay products ­ Miles, J.C.H.; Sinnaeve, J. ­ Directorate­
General Science, Research and Development ; Commission 
of the European Communities [Radiation protection ­ 2] 
EN­ 1986­iii, 60 pp., 12 tab., 21 fig.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
325 
softcover: ± 180 g 
EUR 10403 EN 
CD-NP-86-002-EN-C 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250: ISBN 92-825-6154-2 IRL 4,10: UKL 3,70: USD 5,50 
402 Retardation of radionuclide transport by fracture flow in 
granite and argillaceous rocks ­ Bradbury, M. ; Green, A. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Nuclear 
science and technology ­ 54] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vi, 30 pp., 5 tab., 11 fig. (1 microfiche): 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: stapled: ± 120 g 
EUR 10619 EN *CD­NE­86­054­EN­A 
CD-NE-86-054-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6366-9 
ECU 5,54: BFR 200: IRL 3,30: UKL 2,90: USD 4,50 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
403 Ricerca agricola coordinata: un primato di successi ­
Commissione delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura] 
IT­ 1986­ 48pag.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: aggraffato: 180 g 
EUR 9764 IT 
CD-ÌSK-85-005-IT-C ISBN 92-825-6516-5 
ECU 4,50: BFR 200 
I T : 86­403, NL : 86 ­ 383 




398 Proceedings of the international symposium "The role of the 
teacher in health education" ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Medicine] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ vii, 319pp., 29 fig., 5 tab.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: 
softcover : 470 g / Proceedings of the international 
symposium. Luxembourg, 19 to 21 June 1985 
EUR 10689 EN 
CD-NJ-86-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6593-9 
ECU 27,40: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,30: UKL 17,40: 
USD 27 
DE : 86 ­ 403, FR : 86 ­ 362 
Progress Report ­ Programme ­ Radiation protection ­ 1985 237 
Prospects for hydrogen from advanced water electrolysis ­
Based on results emanating from the EEC, R&D 
subprogramme on hydrogen (1975­83) ­ Glynn, P. ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development; 
Commission of the European Communities [Energy] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ xi, 140 pp., 69 tab., 4 fig. : 
16,2 x 22,9 cm: hardcover: ± 350 g / This study points to 
the strategic importance of the new technology in terms of 
developing hydrogen as an energy vector 
EUR 10290 EN 
CD-ISD-85-309-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5948-3 
ECU 14,58: BFR 650: IRL 10,50: UKL 9: USD 13 
405 
Round­Table meeting 'Chemical and physical valorization of 
coal' 290 
Utilisation rationnelle de l'énergie dans les établissements de 
santé de la Communauté européenne ­ Guide méthodologique 
pour la recherche d'économies d'énergie ­ Ass. AINF ­
Direction générale Energie; Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Énergie] 
FR­ 1986­vii, 236 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 600 g / 
Ce guide est constitué de plus de deux cents fiches 
techniques, regroupées en huit domaines 
EUR 10292 FR 
CD-ND-84-315-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5953-X 
ECU 16,82: BFR 750 
FR : 86 ­ 404 
VAK III seals and sealing system ­ d'Agraives, B.C.; Joint 
Research Centre ­ Directorate­General Science, Research 
and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN­ 1986­vi, 123 pp., 60 fig., 4 tab.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 400 g / Report to the IAEA prepared in the 
framework of the contribution of the JRC Ispra to the D3 
task of the FRG/1AEA support programme 
EUR 10242 EN 
CD-NE-85-120-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5799-5 
ECU 9,05: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,90: USD 8,50 
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Wind energy - European research and development -
Contractors' catalogue, 1984 
406 Workshop on methods for assessing the off-site radiological 
consequences of nuclear accidents - Proceedings - Luykx, F. ; 
Sinnaeve, J. - Directorate-General Employment, Social 
Affairs and Education; Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Radiation protection -1] 
EN- 1986-ix, 1022 pp., 223 fig., 101 tab.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: 
softcover: ± 1200 g / Workshop from 15 to 19 April 1985 in 
Luxembourg, org. by the CEC in coll. with 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe and Nat. Radiological 
Prot. Board 
EUR 10397 EN 
CD-NP-86-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5991-2 
ECU 56,05: BFR 2 500: IRL 40,10: UKL 34,60: 
USD 50 
407 235 Uranium isotope abundance certified reference material 
for gamma spectrometry - EC nuclear reference material 171 
certification report - de Bièvre, P. ; Eschbach, H.L. ; 
Lesser, R. ; Meyer, H., et al. ; Joint Research Centre -
Commission of the European Communities [BCR 
Information - 5] 
EN - 1986 - iv, 102 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 280 g 
EUR 10503 EN 
CD-NV-86405-EN-C ISBN 92-8254289-1 
ECU 7,89: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5,10: USD 7,50 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracts, Section I: Euratom and EEC R & D and 
Demonstration Projects / Scientific and Technical 
Publications and Patents 










I free of charge DE : 86-410, FR : 86-412, IT : 86-411, NL : 86-409 
A general system for the recognition of higher education 
diplomas 
Higher education in the European Community - Recognition 
of study abroad in the European Community - Dalichow, F. ; 
Tcichlcr, U. - Commission of the European Communities 
EN- 1986 : Public document - 100 pp.: 21,0 χ 29.7cm: 
softcover: ± 250 g / The findings of a survey of "Joint 
Study Programmes" - prepared at the request of the Office 
for Cooperation in Education for the Commission 
CB-47-86-155-EN-C ISBN 92-8254434-7 
ECU 9,60: BFR 425: IRL 6,80: UKL 6,10: USD 9,50 
FR:86-410 
Higher Education in the European Community - Student 
Handbook - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1986 - ii, 342pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 470 g / Basic information needed by those considering a 
period of higher education in another Member State 
CB-43-85-014-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5154-7 / 18­509­1123­1 
: BFR 630: IRL 10: UKL 8 
DE : 86-412, FR : 86-409, GR : 86-408, IT : 86-410, 
NL:86-411 
Les itinéraires d' analphabétisme - Goffinet, S.-A. ; 
Kestelyn, C. ; Loebenstein, A. ; Loontjens, A. - Commission 
des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - 374 p.: 21,0 x 29.7 cm: 
broché: ± 870g 
CB-46-86-072-FR-C ISBN 92-8254028-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1200 
FR : 86-413 
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Education, culture 
1701 education and training 
Lernorte und Lernort-Kombinationen im internationalen 
Vergleich - Innovationen, Modelle und Realisationen in der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaft ΙΟΙ 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Description du système de formation professionnelle au 
Portugal 85 
Proceedings of the international symposium "The role of the 
teacher in health education" 398 
Description du système de formation professionnelle en 
Espagne 
408 A drug education manual concerning illicit drugs and 
psychotropics - For teachers in secondary schools in the 
member States of the European Community - Baro, F. ; 
Casselman, J. ; Moorthamer, L. ; Van Hende, L. -
Directorate Health and Safety; Commission of the 
European Communities [Medicine - 3] 
EN - 1986 - vii, 86 pp. 6 tab. (1 microfiche): 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 260 g 
EUR 10594 EN 'CD-NJ-86-003-EN-A 
CD-NJ-86403-EN-C ISBN 92-8254358-8 
ECU 6,80: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,30: USD 6,50 / 
Price of microfiche: ECU 3,50; BFR 150 
FR: 86-408 
86 
Relation between education, employment and productivity 
and their impact on education and labour market policies -
British-German comparison 
La scolarisation des enfants tziganes et voyageurs - Rapport 
de synthèse - Liégeois, J.-P. - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1986 : Document public - 286p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 680g 
CB-47-86-042-FR-C ISBN 92-8254429-0 
ECU 21,50: BFR 950 
FR: 86-414 
Education and training 
409 European educational policy statements -1963-1985 -
Council of the European Communities 
EN - 1986 : Second edition, January 1986 - 171 pp.: 
21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 430g 
BX-44-85-791-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0320-3 
ECU 7,92: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5,20: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 - 409, DE : 86 - 409, FR : 86 - 415, GR : 86 - 409, 
IT: 86-415, NL: 86-415 
410 European University Institute: Academic year 1987-88 - The 
European University Institute, Badia, Fiesolana - Florence 
EN- 1986-68 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0 cm : softcover : ± 130g 
443 415 Social Europe - Supplement: Recent progress in introducing 
new information technologies into education - Ostcrrieth, S. ; 
Eurydice Eur. Unit; Gunzenhäuer, R., Prof.Dr. -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education ; Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements - 4] 
EN-1986-42 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : stapled : ± 140 g / 
Summer university on N.I.T. and primary school education 
(Liège, July 1985) : Youth & new technologies week (Turin 
8-13, July 1985) : Eur. seminar 
CE-NC-86-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-65554 
ECU 3,40: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,20: USD 3,50 / 
See also list of periodicals 
DE : 86-415, FR : 86 -411 
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Delta - The joint study programme newsletter of the 
Commission P22 
European University News P43 
1702 culture 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
416 The Community's broadcasting policy - Proposal for a 
Council Directive concerning broadcasting activities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities ­ 5] 
EN­ 1986­30 pp.: 17,6 * 25,0 cm : stapled : ± 70g/ 
Commission communication to the Council transmitted on 30 
April 1986 (based on COM(86) 146 final) 
CB-NF-86-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6501-7 
ECU 2,27: BFR 100: IRL 1,70: UKL 1,50: USD 2,50 
DE: 86 ­416, ES : 86­417, FR : 86­417, IT : 86­417, 
N L : 86­416, PT: 86­417 
417 Guide de 1' artiste plasticien ­ Moulin, R., CNRS, Paris ­
Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR ­ 1986 : Deuxième édition révisée; document public ­
362p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 870g/ Un inventaire 
non exhaustif assurément, des mesures concernant les artistes 
plasticiens dans les États membres 
CB-47-86-034-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6428-2 
ECU 24,90: BFR 1 100 
FR : 86­416 
1790 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Community action in the field of tourism 419 
Legal and administrative barriers to youth exchange in the 
European Community 165 
DA : 86 ­ 420, DE : 86 ­ 421, ES : 86 ­ 418, FR : 86 ­ 418, 
GR : 86­418, IT : 86­418, NL : 86­420, PT : 86­418 
The Community's broadcasting policy - Proposal for a 
Council Directive concerning broadcasting activities 
420 The cooperative, mutual and non­profit sector and its 
organizations in the European Community ­ Economic and 
Social Committee 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xxvii, 900pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: 
1 420 g / This handbook lists the main national and 
Community-level organizations 
EX-40-84-537-EN-C ISBN 92-830-0049-8 
ECU 78: BFR 3 500: IRL 55,70: UKL 46: USD 66 
DE : 86 -419, FR: 86­420 
A general system for the recognition of higher education 
diplomas 
Operations of the European Community concerning small 
and medium-sized enterprises - Practical handbook - 1986 
edition 
421 Proposal for a tenth Council Directive based on 
Article 54 (3) (g) of the EEC Treaty concerning cross-border 
mergers of public limited companies ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Supplements Lo the Bulletin of the 
European Communities ­ 3] 
EN ­ 1985 ­ Supplement 3/85 - Bulletin EC ­ 23 pp. : 17,6 χ 
25,0 cm : stapled : ± 50 g / Presented by the Commission to 
the Council on 14 January 1985 (based on 
COM(84) 727final) 
CB-NF-85-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5234-9 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities: 
BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14,50: USD 18 
DA : 86­421, DE : 86­422, ES : 86­421, FR : 86­421, 
GR : 86-419, IT : 86­421, NL : 86 ­422, PT : 86­421 
422 Special stock market segments for small company shares : 
Capital raising mechanism and exit route for investors in new 
technology-based firms ­ Schmidt, H. ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Innovation] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ XLVIII, 551 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 
1 480 g / The author recommends measures in areas such as 
investment banking, regulation of institutional investors and 
taxation 
EUR 9235 EN 
CD-m-84-0Q3-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4840-6 




18 Tertiary sector, right of establishment and freedom to provide services 
1890 miscellaneous 
19 Development and cooperation 
1902 European Development Fund (EDF) 
PERIODICALS 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
418 Business service strategies - The case of the provincial centre 
of Esbjerg ­ Pedersen, P.O. ­ Ribe; Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development ; Commission of the 
European Communities [Science and technology policy ­ 5] 
EN ­ 1986 : Final report ­ FAST series No 19 ­ xi, 223 pp., 
53 lab., 22 fig. (3 microfiches): 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 600 g / Contract No FST-W5-DK 
EUR 10611 EN *CD­NW­86­005­EN­A 
CD-NW-86-005-EN-C ISBN 92-8254365-0 
ECU 15,87: BFR 700: IRL 11,30: UKL 9,90: USD 15/ 
Price of microfiches: ECU 10,50; BFR 450 
Clerical and commercial sector qualifications in the United 
Kingdom, France and Germany 
419 Community action in the field of tourism ­ Commission of 
the European Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of 
the European Communities ­ 4] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 24pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: stapled: ± 30g / 
Commission communication to the Council transmitted on 
31 January ¡986 
CB-NF-86-004-EN-C ISBN 92-8254209-3 
ECU 2,27: BFR 100: IRL 1,70: UKL 1,50: USD 2,50 
83 
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S Ρ 76 
1903 agreements with developing 
countries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
ACP ­ Basic statistics 426 
423 Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Texts relating to 
agricultural and rural cooperation - 01/01/85-31/12/85 -
ACP­EEC Counc. of M. ­ Council of the European 
Communities 
EN­1986­Volume ΠΙ­20 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0 cm : stapled : 
±40 g 
BY-46-86-816-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0362-9 
ECU 2,20: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 ­ 423, DE : 86 ­ 423, FR : 86 ­ 423, GR : 86 ­ 423, 
IT : 86­423, N L : 86­423 
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424 Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Compilation of 
texts - 01/01/84-31/12/84 - ACP-EEC C. of Minis. -
Council of the European Communities 
EN- 1986-Volume IX- 168 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0cm: 
softcover: ± 210 g 
BX-43-85-442-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0256-8 
ECU 3,36: BFR 150: IRL 2,40: UKL 2,10: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 - 424, DE : 86 - 425, FR : 86 - 424, IT : 86 - 424, 
NL : 86 - 425 
425 Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Texts relating to 
Industrial cooperation - 01101/85-31/12/85 - ACP-EEC Co. 
of Min. - Council of the European Communities 
EN- 1986-Volume VI - 52 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0 cm: stapled: 
± 80 g 
BY-46-86-800-EN-C ISBN 92-824-03694 
ECU 2,20: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 - 425, DE : 86 - 424, FR : 86 - 425, GR : 86 - 424, 
IT : 86 - 425, NL : 86 - 424 
PERIODICALS 
The Courier: Africa-Caribbean-Pacific - European 
Community 
1990 miscellaneous 
CA44-85420-7C-C ISBN 92-825-6231-X 
ECU 11,37: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,700: USD 11 
DA : 86 - 428, DE : 86 - 428, FR : 86 - 427, GR : 86 - 427, 
IT : 86-427, NL : 86 -431 
430 Regions / The Community's financial participation in 
investments - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
[General statistics] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 87 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 275 g / EAGGF: ERDF: ECSC-
Treaty, Articles 54 and 56.2a. and Euratom-Treatv: EIB; 
NCI 
CA-44-85-436-7C-C ISBN 92-825-59554 
ECU 5,61: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,50: USD 5 
DA : 86 - 427, DE : 86 - 429, FR : 86 - 429, GR : 86 - 428, 
IT : 86 - 429, NL : 86 - 430 
431 Regions - Statistical yearbook 1986 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [General statistics] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - Ixix, 233 pp., 14 maps: 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 790 g / Population and its 
structure, employment and unemployment, education, health 
and various social indicators, economic aggregates 
CA-44-85-412-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5935-1 
ECU 22,42: BFR 1 000: IRL 16,10: UKL 13,90: 
USD 20 
DA : 86 - 429, DE : 86 - 430, FR : 86 - 430, GR : 86 - 429, 
IT : 86 - 430, NL : 86 - 429 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
The European Community and the Mediterranean 
Practical Guide to the Use of the European Communities' 




Eurostatistics - Data for short-term economic analysis 
2002 national accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
P47 
2001 general statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
426 ACP - Basic statistics -1986 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [General statistics] 
EN/FR - 1986 - 203 pp.: 10,5 χ 14,8 cm: softcover: 
± 130 g / Population, national accounts, production of 
industry, mining and agriculture, foreign trade, prices, 
finance, external aid, standard of living 
CA-44-85414-2A-C ISBN 92-8254276-X 
ECU 9,01: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,80: USD 8,50 
FR : 86 - 426 
427 Basic statistics of the Community - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [General statistics] 
EN - 1985 : 23rd edition - 289pp.: 10,5 χ 14,8cm: 
softcover : ± 180 g / Comparison with some European 
countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR 
CA-43-85-797-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5734-0 
ECU 5,53: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,20: USD 4,50 
DA: 86-430, DE: 86-431, ES : 86-427, FR : 86-431, 
GR: 86-426, IT : 86-431, NL : 86 - 427, PT : 86 - 427 
428 Eurostat Review - 1975-1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [General statistics] 
EN/FR/NL - 1986 - 241 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 610g 
CA-44-85-484-3D-C ISBN 92-825-5959-9 
ECU 15,70: BFR 700: IRL 11,30: UKL 9,70: USD 14 
DA : 86 - 431, DE : 86 - 427, FR : 86 - 428, IT : 86 - 428, 
NL : 86 - 428 
429 Regional accounts ESA; detailed tables by branches 1982 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [General 
statistics] 
DE/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 107 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 350 g 
432 Balance of payments - Geographical breakdown - 1980-
1984 - Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
EN/FR- 1986-xxxvi, 203 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : 
± 610 g / Each European Community country, the United 
States and Japan and, where possible, the totals relating to 
the ten Member Slates as a whole 
CA-45-86-935-2A-C ISBN 92-825-6382-0 
ECU 15,80: BFR 700: IRL 11,20: UKL 9,90: USD 15 
FR : 86 - 432 
433 Balance of payments methodology of Denmark - 1985 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [National 
accounts, finance and balance of payments] 
DA/EN/FR - 1985 - 181 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: 
310g 
CA41-84-692-3I-C ISBN 92-825-4927-5 
ECU 5,56: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,40: USD 4,50 
DA : 86 - 437, FR : 86 - 439, GR : 86 - 433 
434 Balance of payments methodology of Greece -1986 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
GR/EN/FR- 1986- 153 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 255 g / 77if.s publication explains the concepts and 
methods used for the compilation of the balance of payments 
of Greece 
CA41-84-894-3J-C ISBN 92-825-5642-5 
ECU 4,42: BFR 200: IRL 3,20: UKL 2,50: USD 3,50 
FR : 86-438 
435 Comparison of price levels and economic aggregates: the 
results for 15 African countries, 1980 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Economy and finances] 
EN/FR - 1986 - 223 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover : 
± 560 g / Botswana, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, 
Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, 
Senegal. Tanzania, Tunisia, Zambia, Zimbabwe 
CA-40-84-965-2A-C ISBN 92-82549844 
ECU 19,79: BFR 900: IRL 14,50: UKL 11,80: USD 16 
FR : 86 - 433 
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436 Europe, United States, Japan, 1970-86 - Main indicators of 
economic accounts - Roman, J.CI.; Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Economy and finances] 
EN - 1986 - Studies of national accounts: Number 9 -
113pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 210g 
CA-46-86-202-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6363-4 
ECU 3,38: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,20: USD 3,50 
FR : 86 -437 
437 General government accounts and statistics - 1970-1983 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
EN/FR - 1986 - Ixviii, 279pp . : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 860 g 
CA-44-85-581-2A-C ISBN 92-825-6242-5 
ECU 20,45: BFR 900: IRL 14,60: UKL 13,80: USD 20 
FR : 86 - 434 
438 National accounts ESA - Aggregates I960-I984 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Economy and finances] 
EN/FR/NL - 1986 - 135 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 380 g / Results of the principal aggregates of the national 
accounts drawn up according to ESA (European system of 
integrated economic accounts) 
CA-44-85-597-3D-C ISBN 92-825-5789-8 
ECU 11,14: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 6,60: USD 10 
DA : 86 - 439, DE : 86 - 439, FR : 86 - 435, IT : 86 - 436, 
NL : 86 -439 
439 National accounts ESA - Input-output tables 1980 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
EN/FR - 1986 - xxv, 276 pp. : 21,0 χ 29.7 cm: softcover: 
± 790 g 
CA-46-86-743-2A-C ISBN 92-825-6539-4 
ECU 11,30: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 7,20: USD 11,50 
FR : 86 -436 
440 Ευρωπαϊκό Σύστημα Ολοκληρωμένων Οικονομικών 
Αογαριασμών (ELOA) - Στατιστική Υπηρεσία των 
Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων - Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων [Οικονομία και δημοσιονομικά] 
GR - 1986 : Δεύτερη έκδοση 1986- 246 σ.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : άδετο : ± 620 g / Νέα έκδοση με την οποία 
ενημερώνεται ο πρώτος τόμος της κοινοτικής μεθοδολογίας 
των εθνικών λογαριασμών 
CA-45-86-903-GR-C ISBN 92-825-6200-Χ 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200 
GR : 86-432 
PERIODICALS 
Balance of payments - global data 
Money and finance 
Quarterly national accounts - ESA 
2003 population and social conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
441 Demographic statistics -1986 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 220pp . : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 560 g / Member countries 
CA44-85452-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5915-7 
ECU 17,83: BFR 800: IRL 12,80: UKL 10,60: USD 16 
DA : 8 6 - 4 4 1 , DE : 86 - 442, FR : 86 - 448, GR : 86 - 443, 
IT : 86-448 , NL : 86 -441 
442 Earnings in agriculture 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
D E / E N / F R / I T - 1986 - 97 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 260 g / Methodology and detailed results of the 
Community survey of earnings of permanent manual workers 
in agriculture 
CA-45-85-301-4A-C ISBN 92-8254314-6 
ECU 9,07: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,70: USD 8,50 




443 Education and training - 1 9 8 5 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 114 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 300 g / September 1985 
CA-44-85444-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5465-1 
ECU 5,57: BFR 250: IRL 4 : UKL 3,30: USD 5 
DA : 86 - 449, DE : 86 - 443, FR : 86 - 442, G R : 86 - 445, 
IT : 86 - 444, NL : 86 - 446 
444 Employment and unemployment -1970-1984 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 232 pp. : 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 590 g / November 1985 
CA-44-85430-7C-C ISBN 92-825-58274 
ECU 18,99: BFR 850: IRL 13,60: UKL 11,20: USD 17 
DA : 86 - 442, DE : 86 - 441, FR : 86 - 443, G R : 86 - 441, 
IT : 86 - 445, NL : 86 - 449 
445 Family budgets / Comparative tables: Netherlands - Belgium 
- Ireland - Denmark - Greece - Spain - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
DA/EN/FR/NL - 1986 - 279 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 760 g 
CA-41-84-482-4E-C ISBN 92-825-55834 
ECU 5,53: BFR 250: IRL 4: UKL 3,20: USD 4,50 
DA : 86 - 444, FR : 86 - 441, NL : 86 - 444 
446 Labour force sample survey - 1983 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - 145 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 390 g 
CA-41-84-353-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5464-3 
ECU 5,57: BFR 250: IRL 4: UKL 3,30: USD 5 
DA : 86 - 447, DE : 86 - 448, FR : 86 - 444, GR : 86 - 442, 
IT : 86 - 442, NL : 86 - 448 
447 Labour force survey - Results - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1986 - 161 pp. : 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 440 g / Sample survey-
pursuant to Council Regulation (EEC) No 276/84 of 31 
January 1984 
CA-46-86-113-9A-C ISBN 92-8254564-5 
ECU 6,80: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4,30: USD 7 
DA : 86 - 448, DE : 86 - 444, ES : 86 - 448, FR : 86 - 445, 
GR : 86 - 446, IT : 86 - 443, NL : 86 - 443, PT : 86 - 446 
448 Sistema Europeo de Estadísticas Integradas de Protección 
Social (SEEPROS) - Metodología - Oficina Estadística de 
las Comunidades Europeas - Comisión de las Comunidades 
Europeas [Población y condiciones sociales] 
E S - 1986 - Volumen I - 102 p . : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : rústica : 
± 280 g / Versión corregida y aumentada de la metodologia 
de las anteriores cuentas sociales 
CA-45-8S-325-ES-C ISBN 92-825-5994-7 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250 
ES : 86-447 , P T : 86-448 
449 Structure of earnings 1978/79 - Principal results / United 
Kingdom - Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Population 
and social conditions - 9] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - Volume 10 - c, 
603 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1790 g 
CA-09-82-009-7C-C ISBN 92-8254180-0 
ECU 32,65: BFR 1 500: IRL 23,80: UKL 18,70: 
USD 28 
DA : 86 - 445, DE : 86 - 446, FR : 86 - 449, G R : 86 - 444, 
IT : 86 - 449, NL : 86 - 445 
PERIODICALS 
Unemployment: Monthly bulletin 
2004 industry and services 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
450 Carriage of goods by road - 1983 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
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DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xxx, 104 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g / Statistics on goods traffic by 
road, carried on vehicles registered in the Member States 
CA-44-8S-913-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5828-2 
ECU 11,21: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7: USD 10 
DA : 86 ­ 460, DE : 86 ­ 454, FR : 86 ­ 458, GR : 86 ­ 454, 
IT : 86­458, NL: 86­453 
451 Carriage of goods ­ Railways ­ 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xxx, 150 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 410 g / Legal basis : Council 
Directive 80/1177/EEC of 4 December 1980 
CA-46-86-096-7C-C ISBN 92-8254540-8 
ECU 17: BFR 750: IRL 12,10: UKL 10,90: USD 17 
DA : 86 ­ 453, FR : 86 ­ 457, GR : 86 ­ 451, IT : 86 ­ 457, 
NL:86­454 
452 Carriage of goods 1984 ­ Inland waterways ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Services and transport] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xxx, 167 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 510 g 
CA-45-86-862-7C-C ISBN 92-82542334 
ECU 11,37: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,70: USD 11 
DA : 86 ­ 454, DE : 86 ­ 455, FR : 86 ­ 460, GR : 86 ­ 452, 
I T : 86­460, N L : 86­455 
453 Carriage of goods 1984 ­ Road ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xxx, 110 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 375 g / Statistics on goods traffic by 
road, carried on vehicles registered in the Member States 
CA-46-86-080-7C-C ISBN 92-8254614-5 
ECU 11,60: BFR 500: IRL 8,80: UKL 8: USD 12 
DA : 86 ­ 455, DE : 86 ­ 456, FR : 86 ­ 459, GR : 86 ­ 453. 
I T : 86­459, N L : 86­456 
454 Electricity prices ­ 1980-1986 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
EN­ 1986­xxxix, 100pp.:21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 370 g / Manuscript completed in July 1986 
CA46-86-686-ES-C ISBN 92-8254549-1 
ECU 11,30: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 7,20: USD 11,50 
FR:86­454 
455 Energy ­ Statistical yearbook 1984 ­ 1984 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy and industry] 
DE/EN/FR/IT ­ 1986 ­ xxxiv, 180pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 540 g / Manuscript completed in December 
1985 
CA-44-85-395-4A-C ISBN 92-825-5929-7 
ECU 16,72: BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 9,90: USD 15 
DE : 86 ­ 452, FR : 86 ­ 450, IT : 86 ­ 451 
456 Gas prices 1980­1986 (yearly) ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ xl, 100 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 370 g / Updating of the annual inquiries with a time series 
back to 1980 : manuscript completed in April 1986 
CA-45-86-894-EN-C ISBN 92-8254228-X 
ECU 11,31: BFR 500: IRL 8,10: UKL 7,40: USD 11 
FR : 86 ­ 455 
457 Industry ­ Statistical yearbook 1985 ­ Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ 147 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 540 g 
CA-44-8S422-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5566-6 
ECU 13,57: BFR 600: IRL 9,70: UKL 8,90: USD 13 
DA : 86 ­ 456, DE : 86 ­ 457, FR : 86 ­ 451, GR : 86 ­ 450, 
I T : 86­453, NL: 86­457 
458 N.A.CE. ­ General Industrial Classification of Economic 
Activities within the European Communities ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy and industry] 
EN ­ 1985 : Reprint of the January 1970 edition, which 
didn't appear in EN ­ 100 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
300 g / The N.A.C.E. is an instrument necessary for the 
collection and presentation of statistical data which are 
harmonized within the scope of the EC 
CA-44-85-282-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5628-X 
ECU 3,31: BFR 150: IRL 2,40: UKL 2: USD 2,50 
DE : 86 ­ 458, ES : 86 ­ 458, FR : 86 ­ 453, IT : 86 ­ 454, 
NL : 86 ­ 458 
459 Raw materials: EC supply 1975­1983 ­1975-1983 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Energy and 
industry] 
DE/EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ 73 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled: 
± 200 g / Manuscript completed in November 1985 
CA-44-8S-573-3A-C ISBN 92-825-5837-1 
ECU 5,66: BFR 250: IRL 4,10: UKL 3,70: USD 5,50 
DE : 86­459, F R : 86­452 
460 Structure and activity of industry ­ 1981 ­ Data by size of 
enterprise ­ 1981 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Energy and industry] 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ 190pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 520 g / The publication comprises some results 
of the coordinated annual inquiry into industrial activity 
CA-44-85-517-6A-C ISBN 92-825-5949-1 
ECU 6,73: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,20: USD 6 
DA : 86 ­ 459, DE : 86 ­ 460, FR : 86 ­ 456, IT : 86 ­ 456, 
NL : 86 ­ 460 
PERIODICALS 
Energy ­ monthly statistics 
Industrial production 
Industrial Trends ­ Monthly statistics 
Iron and steel ­ monthly statistics 
Iron and steel ­ quarterly statistics 
Retail Sales ­ Index Numbers 
2005 agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
461 Agricultural prices 1976­1985 ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ xvii, 280pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 750 g / Annual series for the selling prices of the main 
agricultural (crop and animal) products and the purchase 
prices of the means ofagr. production 
CA47-86-236-2A-C ISBN 92-8254613-7 
ECU 17,30: BFR 750: IRL 13,20: UKL 12: USD 18 
FR:86­466 
462 Community survey on the structure of agricultural holdings ­
1979-1980 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities ­ Commission of the European Communities 
[Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume IV: Graphs ­
173pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 500g 
CA-41-84-652-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5836-3 
ECU 10,02: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,10: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 ­ 464, DE : 86 ­ 467, FR : 86 ­ 463, GR : 86 ­ 463, 
IT : 86 ­ 466, NL : 86 ­ 464 
463 Economic accounts ­ Agriculture, forestry ­ 1979-1984 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries] 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xlv, 147 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 490 g / Manuscript completed in 
January 1986 
CA-44-85476-6A-C ISBN 92-825-5987-4 
ECU 10,09: BFR 450: IRL 7,30: UKL 6,30: USD 9 
DA : 86 ­ 469, DE : 86 ­ 468, FR : 86 ­ 462, IT : 86 ­ 463, 
NL : 86 ­ 467 
464 The European orchard / 1977 and 1982 surveys ­ Analyses 
and forecasts ­ Ernens, M.; Zanatta, Y. ; Anastasiadis, M.; 
M ¡Iella. Α. ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities; Commission of the European Communities 
[Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
DE/EN/FR/IT­ 1986­ 115 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 300 g / Results of the surveys concerning fruit tree 
plantations for the production of fruit entirely or mainly 
intended for sale 
CA-44-85-404-4A-C ISBN 92-825-5925-4 
ECU 6,69: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4: USD 6 
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465 Farm structure / 1983 survey: main results ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [General statistics] 
EN/FR ­ 1986 ­ 167p.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 425 g / Manuscript completed In May 1986 
CA-44-8S-002-2A-C ISBN 92-825-5923-8 
ECU 6,73: BFR 300: IRL 4,90: UKL 4,20: USD 6 
FR:86­467 
466 Farm structure: Methodology of Community surveys - 1983 ■ 
Statistical Office of the European Communities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries] 
EN ­ 1986 ­ 288 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 720g 
CA-44-8S-001-ES-C ISBN 92-825-5919-X 
ECU 15,70: BFR 700: IRL 11,30: UKL 9,70: USD 14 
DA : 86 ­ 462, DE : 86 ­ 463, FR : 86 ­ 468, GR : 86 ­ 462, 
IT : 86­469, N L : 86­468 
467 Fisheries ­ Statistical yearbook ­1971-1984 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ 119 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320 g / This publication contains 
fishery statistics for the Member States of the EC as well as 
for other important countries in this economic sector 
CA-45-86-822-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5950-5 
ECU 8,97: BFR 400: IRL 6,50: UKL 5,60: USD 8 
DA : 86 ­ 466, DE : 86 ­ 466, FR : 86 ­ 465, GR : 86 ­ 461, 
IT : 86 ­ 468, NL : 86 ­ 469 
468 Methodology of EC agricultural price indices (output and 
input) ­ Statistical Office of the European Communities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries] 
DE/EN/FR/IT­ 1986­228 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : 
± 580 g / This special edition provides a comprehensive 
review of the methods used to establish the EC agricultural 
price indices (output and input) 
CA-41-84-200-4A-C ISBN 92-825-5463-5 
ECU 15,60: BFR 700: IRL 11,20: UKL 9,20: USD 13 
DE : 86 ­ 469, FR : 86 ­ 464, IT : 86 ­ 467 
469 Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1985 ­ Statistical Office 
of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xxx, 289 pp., 17 ill.: 
16,2 x 22,9cm: softcover: ± 470g 
CA-43-854J30-6A-C ISBN 92-825-5821-5 
ECU 16,75: BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 9,90: USD 15 
DA : 86 ­ 467, DE : 86 ­ 461, FR : 86 ­ 461, IT : 86 ­ 462, 





EC Agricultural Price Indices 
2006 foreign trade 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
470 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Agricultural products (yearly) ­ 1985 ­ Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 1] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume A: 01-24 ­
xl, 528 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1410 g / Live 
animals and animals and vegetable products : fats and oils ; 
foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco: Geonom (Country code) 
CA42-86-001-8A-C ISBN 92-8254178-X / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­508, DE : 86­471, ES : 86 ­ 474, FR : 86­472, 





471 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / Ores 
and concentrates (yearly) ­ 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 2] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume Β : 25-27 ­
xl, 81 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 330g 
CA-62-86-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6179-8 / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 509, DE : 86 ­ 473, ES : 86 ­ 476, FR : 86 ­ 475, 
GR : 86 ­ 498, IT : 86 ­ 475, NL : 86 ­ 498 
472 Analytical tables of external trade ­ Nimexe, exports / 
Chemicals (yearly) ­ 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 3] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume C: 28-38 ­
xl, 515 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1380 g / Products 
of the chemical and allied industries ; Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA-62-86-003-8A-C ISBN 92-8254180-1 I 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40.69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 510, DE : 86 ­ 475. ES : 86 ­ 478, FR : 86 ­ 477, 
GR : 86 ­ 500, IT : 86 ­ 477, NL : 86 ­ 500 
473 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Plastics, leather (yearly) ­ 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 4] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume D: 38-43 ­
xl, 231 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 680 g / Plastics, 
rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins and articles 
thereof: saddlery and harness ; morocco leather goods ; travel 
goods: Geonom 
CA-62-86-004-8A-C ISBN 92-8254181-X / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 511, DE : 86 ­ 477, ES : 86 ­ 480, FR : 86 ­ 479, 
GR : 86 ­ 502, IT : 86 ­ 479, NL : 86 ­ 502 
474 Analytical tables of external trade ­ Nimexe, exports / 
Wood, paper, cork (yearly) ­ 1985 ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 5] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume E: 44-49 ­
xl, 158 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 520 g / Wood, 
cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof; manufactures 
of plaiting materials and basketware : Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA-62-86-005-8A-C ISBN 92-8254182-8 / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 512, DE : 86 ­ 479, ES : 86 ­ 482, FR : 86 ­ 481, 
GR : 86 ­ 519, IT : 86 ­ 481, NL : 86 ­ 504 
475 Analytical tables of external trade ­ Nimexe, exports / 
Textiles, footwear (yearly) ­1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade ­ 6] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume F: 50­67 ­
xl, 552pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 1460g/ Textiles 
and textile articles : shoes : headgear ; umbrellas and 
sunshades; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-62-86-006-8A-C ISBN 92-82541834 / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27.13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Compiete special series : 
ECU 271Ì30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86­513, DE : 86­481, ES : 86­484, FR : 86­483, 
GR : 86 ­ 505, IT : 86 ­ 483. NL : 86 ­ 506 
476 Analytical tables of external trade ­ Nimexe, exports / 
Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass (yearly) ­ 1985 ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade ­ 7] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ Volume G: 68-72 ­
xl, 203 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 630 g / Articles 
of stone, of plaster, of cement; ceramics; glass and 
glassware ; pearls, precious stones, jewellery ; coins : Geonom 
(Country code) 
CA42-86-007-8A-C ISBN 92-82541844 / 92­825­6191­7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
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DA : 86 - 514, DE : 86 - 483, ES : 86 - 486, FR : 86 - 485, 
GR : 86 - 507, IT : 86 - 485, NL : 86 - 508 
DA : 86 - 496, DE : 86 - 496, ES : 86 - 498, FR : 86 - 498, 
G R : 8 6 - 4 7 1 , IT : 86-498 , NL : 86-471 
477 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / Pig 
iron, iron and steel (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume H : 73 - xl, 
256 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 750 g 
CA42-86-008-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6185-2 / 92-825-6191-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 515, DE : 86 - 485, ES : 86 - 488, FR : 86 - 487, 
GR : 86 - 509. IT : 86 - 487, NL : 86 - 510 
483 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / Ores 
and concentrates (yearly) - 1 9 8 5 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 2] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume B : 25-27 -
xl, 75 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 300g 
CA41-86-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6165-8 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 497, DE : 86 - 498, ES : 86 - 500, FR : 86 - 500, 
GR : 86 - 473, IT : 86 - 500, NL : 86 - 473 
478 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / Other 
base metals (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 9] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - Volume I : 74-83 -
xl, 211 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 650 g / Base 
metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof; Geonom 
(country code) 
CA42-86-009-8A-C ISBN 92-8254186-0 / 92-825-6191-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: U S D 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 516, DE : 86 - 487, ES : 86 - 490, FR : 86 - 489, 
GR : 8 6 - 5 1 1 , IT : 86-489 , NL : 86 -512 
484 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Chemicals (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 3] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume C: 28-38 -
xl, 293 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 830 g / Products 
of the chemical and allied industries ; Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA41-86-003-8A-C ISBN 92-82541664 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR I 200: 1RL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 498, DE : 86 - 500, ES : 86 - 502, FR : 86 - 502, 
GR : 86 - 475, IT : 86 - 502, NL : 86 - 475 
479 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Machinery and equipment (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume J : 84-85 -
xl, 992 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 2 0 9 0 g / 
Machinery and mechanical appliances ; electro-technical 
apparatus. Country code (Geonom) 
CA-62-86-010-8A-C ISBN 92-8254187-9 / 92-825-6191-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86-517 , DE : 86 -489, ES : 86-492 , FR : 8 6 - 4 9 1 , 
G R : 86 - 513, IT : 86 - 491, NL : 86 - 514 
480 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Transport equipment (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade -11] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - Volume K: 86-89 -
xl, 163pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 510g 
CA42-86-011-8A-C ISBN 92-8254188-7 / 92-825-6191-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86-519 , DE : 8 6 - 4 9 1 , ES : 86 -493 , FR : 86 - 493, 
G R : 86-515 , IT : 86 -493 , NL : 86-516 
481 Analytical tables of externai trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Precision and optical instruments (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade -12] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL - 1986 - Volume L : 90-99 -
xl, 388 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 1070 g / Optical, 
photographic, cinematographic and medical instruments, 
apparatus and appliances ; clocks and watches ; musical 
instruments ; arms 
CA-62-86-012-8A-C ISBN 92-8254189-5 / 92-825-6191-7 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 518, DE : 86 - 493, ES : 86 - 495, FR : 86 - 495, 
GR : 86 -517, IT : 86 - 495, NL : 86 -518 
482 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products (yearly) - 1 9 8 5 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - I] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume A: 01-24 -
xl, 412 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: I 140 g / L i v e 
animals and animal and vegetable products; fats and oils: 
foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco; Geonom (Country cadet 
CA-61-86-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6164-X / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17.70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Expons, single copy: ECU 40.69: BFR 1800 
485 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Plastics, leather (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 4] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume D: 39-43 -
xl, 147 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 490 g / Plastics, 
rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins and articles 
thereof; saddlery and harness: morocco leather goods; travel 
goods; Geonom 
CA414-6-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-61674 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR I 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 499. DE : 86 - 502. ES : 86 - 504, FR : 86 - 504, 
GR : 86 - 477, IT : 86 - 504, NL : 86 - 477 
486 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Wood, paper, cork (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 5] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume E : 44-49 -
xl. 123 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 430 g / Wood, 
cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: manufactures 
of plaiting materials and basketware ; Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA41-86-005-8A-C ISBN 92-8254168-2 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27.13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exporis, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 500, DE : 86 - 504, ES : 86 - 506, FR : 86 - 506. 
GR : 86 - 479. IT : 86 - 506, NL : 86 - 479 
487 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Textiles, footwear (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 6] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume F: 50-67 -
xl, 433 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 1 180 g / Textiles 
and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas and 
sunshades: Geonom (Country code) 
CA41-86-006-8A-C ISBN 92-8254169-0 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 501, DE : 86 - 506. ES : 86 - 508, FR : 86 - 508, 
GR : 8 6 - 4 8 1 . IT : 86-508 , NL : 86-481 
488 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade - 7] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ES - 1986 - Volume ( i : 68-72 -
xl. 132 pp.: 21,0 χ 29.7cm: softcover: ± 425 g .' Articles 
of stone, of plaster, of cement; ceramics ; glass and 
glassware : pearls, precious stones, jewellery : coins ; Geonom 
(Country code) 
CA-61-86-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-61704 92-825-6177-1 
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ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 8 6 - 5 0 2 , DE : 8 6 - 5 0 8 , ES : 8 6 - 510, FR : 86 - 510, 
GR : 86 - 483, IT : 86 - 510, NL : 86 - 483 
489 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / Pig 
Iron, iron and steel (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 8] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume H : 73 - xl, 
147 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 490 g 
CA-61-86-008-8A-C ISBN 92-8254171-2 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR I 200: IRL 19,40: U K L 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 -503 , DE : 86-510 , ES : 86-512 , FR : 86 -512 , 
G R : 86 -485 , IT : 86-512 , NL : 8 6 - 4 8 5 
490 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / Other 
base metals (yearly) - 1 9 8 5 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 9] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume I : 74-83 -
xl, 134 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 460g 
CA41-86-009-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6172-0 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86-504 , DE : 86-512 , ES : 86-514 , FR : 86 -514 , 
G R : 86 -487, IT : 86-514 , NL : 86 - 487 
491 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Machinery and equipment (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume J : 84-85 -
xl, 491 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 1340g / 
Machinery and mechanical appliances ; electro-technical 
apparatus. Country code (Geonom) 
CA-61-86-010-8A-C ISBN 92-825-6173-9 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special scries: 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 -505 , DE : 86-514 , ES : 86-516 , FR : 86-516 , 
GR : 86 - 489, IT : 86 - 516, NL : 86 - 489 
492 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Transport equipment (yearly) - 1 9 8 5 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Foreign trade - 11] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume K: 86-89 -
xl, 89 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g 
CA41-86-011-8A-C ISBN 92-8254174-7 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR I 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 2 5 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
DA : 86-506 , DE : 86-516 , ES : 86-518 , FR : 86 -518 , 
G R : 8 6 - 4 9 1 , IT : 86-518 , NL : 86-491 
493 Analytical tables of external trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Precision and optical instruments (yearly) - 1985 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Foreign trade - 12] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1986 - Volume L : 90-99 -
xl, 241 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 700g / Optical, 
photographic, cinematographic and medical instruments, 
apparatus and appliances; clocks and watches: musical 
instruments ; arms 
CA-614-6-012-8A-C ISBN 92-8254175-5 / 92-825-6177-1 
ECU 27,13: BFR I 200: IRL 19,40: UKL 17,70: 
USD 25 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 271,30: BFR 12000: IRL 194: UKL 177: USD 250 -
Imports + Exports, single copy : ECU 40,69: BFR 1800 
D A : 86-507 . DE : 86 - 518. ES : 86 - 520, FR : 86 - 520, 
GR : 86 - 493, IT : 86 - 520, NL : 86 - 493 
494 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Agricultural products (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume A: 01-24 -
xl. 515 pp.: 21.0 χ 29.7cm: softcover: I 43(1 g / Live 
animals und animais and vegetable producís : fats and oils : 
foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco: Geonom (Country cadet 
CA-36-85-00I-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5504-6 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26.53: BFR I 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15.20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 2 0 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 483, DE : 86 - 470, ES : 86 - 473, FR : 86 - 473, 
G R : 86 - 495, IT : 86 - 472, NL : 86 - 495 
495 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Ores 
and concentrates (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume B : 25-27 -
xl, 81 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 350g 
CA-36-85-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-55054 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 484, DE : 86 - 472, ES : 86 - 475, FR : 86 - 474, 
G R : 86 - 497, IT : 86 - 474, NL : 86 - 497 
496 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Chemicals (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume C : 28-38 -
xl, 495 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : 1 380 g / Products 
of lhe chemical and allied industries ; Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA-36-85-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5506-2 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 485, DE : 86 - 474, ES : 86 - 477, FR : 86 - 476, 
GR : 86 - 499, IT : 86 - 476, NL : 86 - 499 
497 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Plastics, leather (yearly) -1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume D: 38-43 -
xl, 220 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 690 g / Plastics, 
rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins and articles 
thereof; saddlery and harness ; morocco leather goods ; travel 
goods; Geonom 
CA-36-85-004-8A-C ISBN 924-25-5507-0 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15.20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 2 0 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 486, DE : 86 - 476, ES : 86 - 479, FR : 86 - 478, 
GR : 8 6 - 5 0 1 , IT : 86-478 , NL : 86-501 
498 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Wood, 
paper, cork (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume E : 44-49 -
xl. 152 pp. : 21.0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : 520 g / Wood, cork, 
paper, paperboard and articles thereof; manufactures of 
plaiting materials and basketware ; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-364S-00S-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5508-9 I 92-825^5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19.10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39.80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 487, DE : 86 - 478, ES : 86 - 481, FR : 86 - 480, 
G R : 86 - 503, IT : 86 - 480, NL : 86 - 503 
499 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Textiles, footwear (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume F : 50-67 -
xl, 532 pp. : 21.0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : 1 470 g / Textiles 
and textile articles ; shoes ; headgear ; umbrellas and 
sunshades; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-36-85-006-8A-C lSBfi'92-825-5509-7 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26.53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19.10: UKL 15.20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 2 0 0 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39.80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 488. DE : 86 - 480. ES : 86 - 483. FR : 86 - 482, 
GR : 86 - 504, IT : 86 - 482, NL : 86 - 505 
500 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Stone, 
plaster, ceramics, glass (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR E N F R / I T / N L ES - 1985 - Volume G: 68-72 -
xl, 196 pp. : 21.0 χ 29.7 cm : softcover : 630 g / Articles of 
stone, of plaster, of cement ; ceramics: glass and glassware ; 
pearls, precious stones, jewellery ; coins: Geonom (Country 
code) 
CA-36-85-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5510-0 92-825-5537-2 
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ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 489, DE : 86 - 482, ES : 86 - 485, FR : 86 - 484, 
GR : 86 - 506, IT : 86 - 484, NL : 86 - 507 
501 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Pig 
iron, iron and steel (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume H: 73 - xl, 
250 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 770g 
CA-3645408-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5511-9 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 490, DE : 86 - 484, ES : 86 - 487, FR : 86 - 486, 
GR : 86 - 508, IT : 86 - 486, NL : 86 - 509 
502 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / Other 
base metals (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES . 1985 - Volume I: 74-83 -
xl, 207 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 660g 
CA-36-85409-8A-C ISBN 92425-5512-7 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 491, DE : 86 - 486, ES : 86 - 489, FR : 86 - 488, 
GR : 86 - 510, IT : 86 - 488, NL : 86 - 511 
503 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Machinery and equipment (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume J: 84-85 -
xl, 948 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 1 890 g / Machinery 
and mechanical appliances ; electro-technical apparatus ; 
Geonom (Country code) 
CA-36-85410-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5513-5 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 492, DE : 86 - 488, ES : 86 - 491, FR : 86 - 490, 
GR : 86 - 512, IT : 86 - 490, NL : 86 - 513 
504 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Transport equipment (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume K: 86-89 -
xl, 158pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 540g 
CA-3645-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5514-3 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 493, DE : 86 - 490, ES : 86 - 470, FR : 86 - 492, 
GR: 86-514, IT : 86-492, NL : 86-515 
DA : 86 - 495, DE : 86 - 494, ES : 86 - 496, FR : 86 - 496, 
GR : 86-518, IT : 86-496, NL : 86-519 
507 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Agricultural products (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume A: 01-24 -
xl, 406pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 1 160g / Live 
animals and animals and vegetable products ; fats and oils ; 
foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco ; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-35-8S-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5517-8 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 470, DE : 86 - 495, ES : 86 - 497, FR : 86 - 497, 
GR : 86 - 470, IT : 86 - 497, NL : 86 - 470 
508 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Ores 
and concentrates (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume B: 25-27 -
xl, 73 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 330g 
CA-35-85-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-55184 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 471, DE : 86 - 497, ES : 86 - 499, FR : 86 - 499, 
GR : 86 - 472, IT : 86 - 499, NL : 86 - 472 
509 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Chemicals (yearly) -1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume C: 28-38 -
xl, 287 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : 860 g / Products of 
the chemical and allied industries : Geonom (Country code) 
CA-3S45-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5519-4 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 472, DE : 86 - 499, ES : 86 - 501, FR : 86 - 501, 
GR : 86 - 474, IT : 86 - 501, NL : 86 - 474 
510 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Plastics, leather (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume D: 38-43 -
xl, 143 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 500 g / Plastics, 
rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins and articles 
thereof; saddlery and harness ; morocco leather goods; travel 
goods; Geonom 
CA-35-85-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5520-8 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 473, DE : 86 - 501, ES : 86 - 503, FR : 86 - 503, 
GR : 86 - 476, IT : 86 - 503, NL : 86 - 476 
505 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Precision and optical instruments (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume L: 90-99 -
xl, 362pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 1 050g/ Optical, 
photographic, cinematographic and medical instruments, 
apparatus and appliances; clocks and watches; musical 
instruments ; arms 
CA-3645-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5515-1 / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 494, DE : 86 - 492, ES : 86 - 494, FR : 86 - 494, 
GR : 86 - 516, IT : 86 - 494, NL : 86 - 517 
506 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, exports / 
Countries by products (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume Z: 01-99 
(Countries/products) - xl, 182 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 580g 
CA-36-85413-8A-C ISBN 92-825-SS16-X / 92-825-5537-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU265,30: BFR 12000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD200 -
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
511 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / Wood, 
paper, cork (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume E: 44-49 -
xl, 121 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 450g / Wood, cork, 
paper, paperboard and articles thereof; manufactures of 
plaiting materials and basketware ; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-354S-005-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5521-6 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 - 474, DE : 86 - 503, ES : 86 - 505, FR : 86 - 505, 
GR : 86 - 478, IT : 86 - 505, NL : 86 - 478 
512 Analytical tables of foreign trade - Nimexe, imports / 
Textiles, footwear (yearly) - 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES - 1985 - Volume F: 50-67 -
xl, 425 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: I 210 g / Textiles 
and textile articles; shoes; headgear; umbrellas and 
sunshades ; Geonom (Country code) 
CA-35-8S-006-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5522-4 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200-
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
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DA : 86 ­ 475, DE : 86 ­ 505, ES : 86 ­ 507, FR : 86 ­ 507, 
GR : 86 ­ 480, IT : 86 ­ 507, NL : 86 ­ 480 
513 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / Stone, 
plaster, ceramics, glass (yearly) ­1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume G: 68­72 ­
xl, 129 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 470 g / Articles of 
stone, of piaster, of cement; ceramics; glass and glassware ; 
pearls, precious stones, jewellery ; coins; Geonom (Country 
code} 
CA-35-8S407-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5523-2 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 476, DE : 86 ­ 507, ES : 86 ­ 509, FR : 86 ­ 509, 
GR : 86 ­ 482, IT : 86 ­ 509, NL : 86 ­ 482 
514 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / Pig 
iron, iron and steel (yearly) ­ 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume H: 73 ­ xl, 
143pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 500g 
CA-35-85408-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5524-0 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86­477, DE : 86­509, ES : 86­511, FR : 86­511, 
GR: 86­484, IT : 86­511, NL : 86­484 
519 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / 
Countries by products (yearly) ­ 1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume Z: 01­99 
(Countries/products) ­ xl, 116 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 420 g 
CA-354S-013-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5529-1 / 92-825-5530-5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191 : UKL 152: USD 200 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86 ­ 482, DE : 86 ­ 519, ES : 86 ­ 521, FR : 86 ­ 521, 
GR : 86 ­ 494, IT : 86 ­ 521, NL : 86 ­ 494 
520 External trade / Statistical yearbook ­ 1958-1985 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities ­
Commission of the European Communities [Foreign trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ xx, 75 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: softcover: ± 280g 
CA-45-86-967-7C-C ISBN 92-8254342-1 
ECU 7,94: BFR 350: IRL 5,70: UKL 5: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 ­ 520, DE : 86 ­ 520, FR : 86 ­ 470, GR : 86 ­ 520, 
IT : 86 ­ 470, NL : 86 ­ 520 
521 External trade statistics / User's Guide ­ Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
EN ­ 1985 : Second edition ­ 61 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: 190 g 
CA-41-84-741-EN-C ISBN 92-8254881-3 
ECU 3,34: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,10: USD 2,50 
DA : 86­521, DE : 86­ 521, ES : 86­471, FR : 86­471, 
GR : 86 ­ 521, IT : 86 ­ 471, PT : 86 ­ 520 
515 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / Other 
base metals (yearly) ­ 1984 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume I: 74­83 ­
xl, 130pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 470g 
CA-35-85409-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5525-9 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series: 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA: 86­478, DE : 86­511, ES : 86­513, FR : 86­513, 
GR : 86­486, IT : 86­513, NL : 86­486 
516 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / 
Machinery and equipment (yearly) ­ 1984 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume J : 84­85 ­
xl, 473 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 1 330 g / Machinery 
and mechanical appliances ; electro-technical apparatus ; 
Geonom (Country code) 
CA-3S-854J10-8Á-C ISBN 92-825-5526-7 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12 000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA: 86­479, DE : 86­513, ES : 86­ 515, FR : 86­ 515, 
GR : 86 ­ 488, IT : 86 ­ 515, NL : 86 ­ 488 
517 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / 
Transport equipment (yearly) ­1984 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume K: 86­89 ­
xl, 87 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 360g 
CA-3S45-0U-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5527-5 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15.20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special series : 
ECU 265,30 : BFR 12 000 : IRL 191 : UKL 152 : USD 200 ­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39,80: BFR 1800 
DA: 86­480, DE : 86 ­515, ES : 86­517, FR : 86­517, 
GR : 86­490, IT : 86­517, NL : 86­490 
518 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Nimexe, imports / 
Precision and optical instruments (yearly) ­1984 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities [External trade] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES ­ 1985 ­ Volume L: 90­99 ­
xl, 237 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 730 g / Optical, 
photographic, cinematographic and medical instruments, 
apparatus and appliances ; clocks and watches ; musical 
instruments; arms 
CA-354S-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-5528-3 / 92­825­5530­5 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 / Single copy / Complete special scries : 
ECU 265,30: BFR 12000: IRL 191: UKL 152: USD 200­
Imports + Exports, single copy: ECU 39.80: BFR 1800 
DA : 86­481, DE : 86­517, ES : 86 ­519, FR : 86 ­519, 
GR : 86 ­ 492, IT : 86 ­ 519, NL : 86 ­ 492 
PERIODICALS 
Monthly external trade bulletin 
2090 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
522 Government financing of research and development 1975 ­
1984 ­ 1975-1984 ­ Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) ; Directorate­General Science, 
Research and Development; Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities [Miscellaneous statistics] 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL ­ 1986 ­ 404 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 970 g / An overall analysis of the 
public financing of R&D and a detailed analysis by 
objectives of this financing in the Member States 
CA-43-85-393-7C-C ISBN 92-825-5643-3 
ECU 9.94: BFR 450: IRL 7,20: UKL 5,70: USD 7,50 
DA : 86 ­ 522, DE : 86 ­ 522, FR : 86 ­ 522, GR : 86 ­ 522, 








MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ Luxembourg 124 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ Belgique 125 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données ­ France 126 
Arbeitsunfälle und Berufskrankheiten, Datenquellen ­
Bundesrepublik Deutschland 127 
Arbejdsulykker og erhvervssygdomme, Datakilder ­ Danmark 128 
Beroepsongevallen en ­ziekten, Gegevensbronnen ­ Nederland 129 
Bibliographical review of data sources on occupational 
accidents and diseases ­ Consolidated Report 130 
523 Catalogue des publications de V eurostat 1986 ­ Office 
statistique des Communautés européennes 
FR­ 1986­48 p.: 17,2 x 25,0 cm: agrafé: ± 120g 
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New technology in the public service ­ A bibliographical 
study 67 
Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities ­ Index and alphabetical list of countries and 
international organizations, Volumes 1­11 Occupational accidents and diseases ­ Data sources ­ Ireland 135 
Distance education in Western Europe: a selective annotated 
bibliography of current literature 
Le financement de la formation professionnelle au Danemark 
­ Bibliographie commentée 
Occupational accidents and diseases ­ Data sources ­ United 
Kingdom 136 
Le financement de la formation professionnelle continue en 
France ­ Bibliographie commentée 92 
Financing of vocational training and education in Italy ­ An 
annotated bibliography 93 
Regional policy and urban decline ­ The Community's role in 
tackling urban decline and problems of urban growth / Urban 
problems in Europe: A review and synthesis of recent 
literature 333 
Financing of vocational training in the Federal Republic of 
Germany ­ Annotated bibliography 
Financing of vocational training in the United Kingdom ­ A 
selective annotated bibliography 95 
SCAD Bibliographies: Employment ­ unemployment 157 
La formation professionnelle en Belgique ­ Bibliographie de 
base SCAD Bibliographies: Removal of technical barriers to trade in foodstuffs 321 
FORMEX ­ Formalized exchange of electronic publications : 
Standard generalized mark­up language (SGML) as 
described in Appendix Β of FORMEX 353 
Grundlagen der beruflichen Bildung in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland 99 
State funding of vocational education and training in Ireland 
­ A documentary dossier and annotated bibliography 
524 Index 1983 / Bulletin of the European Communities 
(yearly) ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN ­ 1985 ­ iv, 97 pp. : 17,6 χ 25,0 cm : softcover : 
± 190 g / This index covering all the material published in 
the Bulletin, has been prepared on a keyword system to help 
readers find items of interest 
CB-40-84-375-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4422-2 
ECU 7,64: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,50: USD 7 
DA : 86 ­ 524, DE : 86 ­ 526, ES : 86 ­ 524, GR : 86 ­ 523, 
IT : 86 ­ 524, NL : 86 ­ 529, PT : 86 ­ 524 
Technologische Entwicklung und öffentlicher Dienst ­ eine 
Literaturstudie 78 
Thesaurus of vocational training 111 
525 Index 1984 ­ Bulletin of the European Communities 
(annual) ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN­ 1986­ iv, 107pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: 
± 220 g / This index covering all the material published in 
the Bulletin, has been prepared on a keyword system to help 
readers find items 
CB-43-85-410-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5261-6 
ECU 7,83: BFR 350: IRL 5,60: UKL 4,90: USD 5,50 
DA : 86 ­ 525, DE : 86 ­ 527, ES : 86 ­ 525, FR : 86 ­ 525, 
GR : 86 ­ 524, IT : 86 ­ 525, NL : 86 ­ 530, PT : 86 ­ 525 
Industrial innovation: A guide to Community action, services 
and funding 355 
528 Vocabulary of Community primary law ­ Directorate­
General Personnel and Administration ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN/FR/PT ­ 1985 : Public document ­ Provisional edition 
1985­427pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 1000g/ 
Trilingual list (French, English. Portuguese) of the basic 
vocabulary of Community primary law with references 
CB-43-85-9Ì1-3K-C ISBN 92-825-5439-2 
ECU 26,53: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15,20: 
USD 20 
FR : 86­528, PT : 86­528 
Infortuni sul lavoro e malattìe professionali: Fonti di dati ­
Italia 
526 Inventory of the historical archives ­ Vol. 1 : Records of the 
High Authority of the ECSC 1952 / Speeches 1952­67 ­
1952-1967 ­ Directorate­General Personnel and 
Administration ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN ­ 1986 ­ Vol. 1 ­ 361 pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: softcover: 
± 625 g / Descriptive entries for records (Ï952) from the 
historical archives of the ECSC and for speeches (1952-67) 
of European personalities 
CB-36-82-564-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4954-2 
ECU 17,67: BFR 800: IRL 12,90: UKL 10,50: USD 14 
FR : 86 ­ 526 
527 EC Microcollection / Permanent Guide ­ 1984-1985 - All 
Institutions 
EN ­ 1986­ 26 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: ± 100g 
FY-47-86-430-EN-C ISBN 92-825-6472-X 
I free of charge 
DE : 86 ­ 525, FR: 86­527 
529 Vocabulary of Community primary law ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
FR/ES/EN ­ 1985 : public document ­ Provisional version 
1985­365 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ±860g 
CB-44-85-331-3L-C ISBN 92-825-5652-2 
ECU 26.49: BFR 1 200: IRL 19,10: UKL 15: USD 20 
ES : 86 ­528, FR : 86 ­529 
530 Vocabulary of Community primary law ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
FR/ES/EN ­ 1986 : Public document ­ Provisional version 
1986­370 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 890 g / 
Vocabulary prepared by the Spanish translation section of 
the Commission at Brussels 
CB-47-86-640-3L-C IS BN 92-825-6486-X 
ECU 27,70: BFR 1 200: IRL 21,20: UKL 19,80: 
USD 29 
ES : 86­529, FR : 86 ­530 
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Vocational training in the Netherlands - A selected 
bibliography 113 
Εργατικά ατυχήματα και επαγγελματικές ασθένειες -
Πηγές στοιχείων - Ελλάς 138 
PERIODICALS 
Bulletin: European Documentation Centres - Depository 
Libraries Ρ 9 
Monthly catalogue - Part A: Publications P57 
Monthly catalogue - Part B: Documents P58 
Recent Publications on the European Communities received 
by the Library P68 
SCAD Bibliographies 
SCAD Bulletin 
SCAD Dossier bibliographique / Bibliographic file 






MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
531 Annual Report 1985 (annual) - Economic and Social 
Committee 
EN - 1986- 117 pp., 3 graphs: 14,8 x 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 170 g 
EX-45-85-397-EN-C ISBN 92-830-0083-8 
ECU 4,04: BFR 180: IRL 2,90: UKL 2,50: USD 4 
DA : 86 - 532, DE : 86 - 539, FR : 86 - 542, GR : 86 - 533, 
IT : 86 - 542, NL : 86 - 538 
532 Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes - avril 1986 - Direction générale Relations 
extérieures - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR- 1986- 184p.: 14,8 x 21.0cm: broché: ± 240g/ 
Repertoire publié annuellement - Mise à jour en cours 
d'année 
CB-46-86-161-FR-C ISBN 92-825-6232-8 
ECU 4,55: BFR 200 
FR : 86-534 
533 Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes - 10/1986 - Direction générale Relations 
extérieures - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR- 1986- 186p.: 14,8 x 21,0cm: broché: ± 230g/ 
Répertoire publié annuellement - Mise à jour en cours 
d'année 
CB46-86-503-FR-C ISBN 92-825-65864 
ECU 4,70: BFR 200 
FR : 86-535 
534 The European Community - Farming - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/EN/FR/GR/IT/NL : Map, scale 1/4 000 000 -
7 colours: 75 x 105 cm (unfold): ± 75 g (Ten Member 
States, regions, facts and figures) / Unfolded and folded 
(25 x 13 cm) available; a new edition containing the twelve 
Member States of the EC. is in preparation 
CB-45-85454-7X-C 
ECU 5,45: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,20: USD 5 / 
Administrative map, farming map and woodlands map 
together: ECU 10,90: BFR 500: IRL 8.00: UKL 6,40 
DA : 86-536, DE : 86-535, FR : 86 -531, GR : 86-534, 
IT : 86-531, NL : 86-534 
535 The European Community - Political map; Member States, 
regions and administrative units - Directorate Coordination 
and preparation of publications - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DA/DE/EN/ES/FR/GR/IT/NL/PT : Map, scale 
1 /4 000 000 - 8 colours : 75 x 105 cm : ± 70 g / 12 Member 
States, statistics and block diagrams : comparison between 
the EC. the United States and the Soviet Union 
CB45-8S462-9X-C 
ECU 5,45: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,20: USD 5 / 
Political map, map "Woodlands" and map "Farming" 
together: ECU 10,90: BFR 500: IRL 8,00: UKL 6,50: 
USD 10: CAD 14 
DA : 86 - 538, DE : 86 - 536, ES : 86 - 532, FR : 86 - 532, 
GR : 86 - 536, IT : 86 - 532, NL : 86 - 535, PT : 86 - 532 
536 The European Community - Woodlands - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/EN/FR/GR/IT/NL : Map, scale 1/4 000 000 -
7 colours: 75 x 105 cm: ± 70 g (Ten Member Slates, 
regions, facts and figures) / Unfolded and folded (25 x 
13 cm) available ; a new edition containing the twelve 
Member Stales of the EC. is in preparation 
CB-36-82-572-7X-C 
ECU 5,45: BFR 250: IRL 4,00: UKL 3,20: USD 5 / 
Political map. map "Woodlands" and map "Farming" 
together: ECU 10.90: BFR 500: IRL 8.00: UKL 6,50: 
USD 10: CAD 14 
DA : 86 - 537, DE : 86 - 537, FR : 86 - 533, GR : 86 - 535, 
IT : 86 - 533, NL : 86 - 533 
537 Nineteenth General Report on the Activities of the European 
Communities-1985 (annual) - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN- 1986-400 pp., 4 figs.: 16,2 x 22,9 cm : softcover : 
± 620 g 
CB-44-85-993-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5780-4 
ECU 6,70: BFR 300: IRL 4,80: UKL 4: USD 6 
DA : 86 - 531. DE : 86 - 538, ES : 86 - 540, FR : 86 - 543, 
GR : 86-531, IT : 86-543, NL : 86-541. PT : 86-543 
538 Guide to the Council of the European Communities (half-
yearly) - 01/04/1986 - Council of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986 -1/1986 - 161 pp.: 14,8 x 21.0cm: softcover: 
± 230 g 
BX-46-86-282-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0337-8 
ECU 3.40: BFR 150: IRL 2,50: UKL 2,20: USD 3,50 
DA : 86 - 542, DE : 86 - 540, ES : 86 - 538, FR : 86 - 537, 
GR : 86 - 538, IT : 86 - 537, NL : 86 - 536 
539 Guide to the Council of the European Communities (half-
yearly) - 01/10/1985 - Council of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1986-11/1985- 147 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 190 g 
BX-44-85-783-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0298-3 
ECU 3,35: BFR 150: IRL 2,40: UKL 2: USD 3 
DA : 86 - 543, DE : 86 - 541, FR : 86 - 538, GR : 86 - 537, 
IT : 86-538, NL : 86 - 537 
Index 1983 / Bulletin of the European Communities 
Index 1984 - Bulletin of the European Communities 
540 Linguistic minorities in countries belonging to the European 
Community - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1986 : Public document - 274 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 640 g / Summary Report prepared by the 
Istituto della Encilopedia Italiana Rome 
CB4445-816-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5850-9 
ECU 22.28: BFR 1 000: IRL 16.00: UKL 13.20: 
USD 19,00 
FR : 86 - 539, IT : 86 - 539 
541 Programme of the Commission - 1985 - Delors. J. -
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities - 4] 
EN - 1985 - Supplement 4/85 - Bull. EC - 61 pp.: 17,6 x 
25.0 cm: softcover: ± 120 g / Statement by J. Delors, 
President of the Commission, to the European Parliament 
and his reply to the ensuing debate (Strasbourg, 
12 March 1985) 
CB-NF-8S404-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4865-1 
ECU 2,21: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1.40: USD 2 / 
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities: 
BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14.50: USD 18 
DA : 86 - 539, DE : 86 - 531, ES : 86 - 542, FR : 86 - 540. 
GR : 86 - 539, IT : 86 - 540. NL : 86 - 542. PT : 86 - 541 
542 Programme of the Commission for 1986 - 1986 -
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities - 1] 
EN - 1986 - 41 pp.: 17.6 x 25.0 cm: stapled: ± 80g / 
Statement by Jacques Delors, President of the Commission, 
to the European Parliament and his reply to the ensuing 
debate 
CB-NF-86401-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5942-4 
ECU 2.27: BFR 100: IRL 1.70: UKL 1,50: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 - 540, DE : 86 - 532. ES : 86 - 543. FR : 86 - 541, 
GR : 86 - 540, IT : 86 - 541. NL : 86 - 543. PT : 86 - 542 
524 
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Thirty-second Review of the Council's work 
543 The thrust of Commission policy - 1985 ­ Delors, J. ­
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities ­ 1] 
EN ­ 1985 ­ Supplement 1/85 - Bulletin EC - 22 pp.: 17,6 χ 
25,0 cm: stapled / Jacques Delors made a statement to 
Parliament on 14 January on the thrust of Commission 
policy and replied to the ensuing debate on 15 January 
CB-ÑF-85-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5114-8 
ECU 2,24: BFR 100: IRL 1,60: UKL 1,40: USD 2 / 
Bulletin of the European Communities (11 issues + Index 
+ 1st Supplement): BFR 2 000: IRL 31,90: UKL 26: 
USD 33 
DA : 86 ­ 535, DE : 86 ­ 543. ES : 86 ­ 535, FR : 86 ­ 536, 
G R : 86 ­ 532, IT : 86 ­ 536, NL : 86 ­ 540, PT : 86 ­ 535 
PERIODICALS 
Avrupa P4 
Bulletin of the Economic and Social Committee P7 
Bulletin of the European Communities Ρ 8 
CE: Informazioni PIO 
COM Documents Ρ11 
Com Documents Ρ12 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament Ρ13 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament Ρ14 
Community Report Ρ15 
Comunidad Europea Ρ16 
Comunidade Europeia Ρ17 
Comunità Europee PI8 
Debates of the European Parliament P21 
Échos de l'Europe P24 
EF-avisen P25 
EG Magazin P27 
Eur-Info P31 
Europa-bericht Ρ 34 
Europa van Morgen Ρ 36 
Europe Ρ 37 
European File P41 
Euroscail Ρ 44 
Monthly catalogue - Part A: Publications Ρ57 
Monthly catalogue - Part Β : Documents Ρ 58 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices P6I 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C : 
Information and Notices Ρ 62 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation P63 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation Ρ 64 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee P65 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee Ρ 66 
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S Ρ 76 
Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα Ρ81 
30 jours d'Europe Ρ 82 
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Periodicals PIO CE: Informazioni (mensile) IT: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm CC-AX-86-OOO-rr-C / Roma 
I T : 86-13 
Agricultural Markets: Prices (4 issues + special issue) -
Directorate-General Agriculture - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover 
CB-AZ-S6400-7C-C ISSN 0250-9601 
ECU 41,21: BFR 1 850: IRL 29,50: UKL 24,25: 
USD 34 
DA : 86 - 56, DE : 86 - 1 , FR : 86 - 64, GR : 86 - 1, 
IT:86-60, NL :86-56 
Ρ2 Agricultural prices (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR - microform 
CA-BP46-00O-3A-A ISSN 0254-3834 
ECU 31,19: BFR 1400: IRL 22,50: UKL 18,50: 
USD 26 
DE : 86 - 2, FR : 86 - 70 
P3 Animal production (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CA-BF-86-0004A-C ISSN 02504580 
ECU 42,32: BFR 1 900: IRL 30,25: UKL 25: USD 35 / 
Complete subscription "Agricultural statistics" : 
ECU 111,37: BFR5000: DR 14400: IRL 79,75: 
UKL 65,50: USD 92 
DA : 86 - 2, DE : 86 - 77, FR : 86 - 71, IT : 86 - 67, 
NL:86-21 
P4 Avrupa (monthly) 
TR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / magazine 
CC-BA-86400-TR-C 
/ Ankara j free of charge 
P5 Balance of payments - global data (quarterly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover / Explanatory notes 
multilingual, tables English/French 
CA-BK-86-000-2A-C ISSN 0251-1800 
ECU 20,05: BFR 900: IRL 14,50: UKL 11,75: USD 17 
FR :86-4 
Bulletin of Energy Prices - Directorate-General Energy -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled / A survey of consumer 
prices for oil, coal, gas and electricity in the Community 
CB-BG-86-000-2A-C 
ECU 5,57: BFR 250: IRL 4: UKL 3,25: USD 5 
FR : 86 - 8 
P7 Bulletin of the Economic and Social Committee (monthly) ■ 
Economic and Social Committee 
EN: 14,8 x 21,0cm: stapled 
EX-AA46-000-EN-C ISSN 0256-5846 
ECU 22,23: BFR 1 000: IRL 13,50: UKL 13,50: 
USD 17 / Single copy: ECU 2,78: BFR 125: IRL 2,10: 
UKL 1,70: USD 2,50 
DA : 86 - 66, DE : 86 - 12, FR : 86 - 9, GR : 86 - 22, 
IT : 86 - 5, NL : 86 - 9 
Ρ 8 Bulletin of the European Communities (eleven times a 
year) - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 17,6 χ 25,0cm 
CB-AA-86400-EN-C ISSN 0378-3693 
ECU 61,26: BFR 2 750: IRL 44: UKL 36: USD 51 / 
Complete subscription : 11 issues + index + supplements -
Single numbers on sale 
DA : 86 - 5, DE : 86 - 11, FR : 86 - 7, GR : 86 - 6, 
IT : 86 - 7, NL : 86 - 8 
P9 Bulletin: European Documentation Centres - Depository 
Libraries (irregular) - Gaskell, E. - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CB-BB-86-000-2A-C 
Limited distribution j Free of charge 
FR : 86- 13 
Ρ11 COM Documents - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - microform: 14,8 χ 10,5 cm (indexes (on paper only)) 
CB-CO46-000-EN-A 
ECU 154,30: BFR 7000: IRL 110,40: UKL 91,25: 
USD 114 / Global subscription microfiche COM, ESC and 
EP: ECU220,40: BFR 10000: IRL 159: UKL 130,50: 
USD 162 
DA : 86 - 54, DE : 86 - 55, ES : 86 -14. FR : 86 -18, 
GR : 86 - 8, IT : 86 -14, NL : 86 - 13, PT : 86 -15 
Ρ12 Com Documents (approximately daily) - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled (indexes) 
CB-CO-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0254-1475 
ECU 881,40: BFR 40 000: IRL 635: UKL 522: 
USD 648 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, ESC and EP: ECU 1 101,80: BFR 50 000: 
IRL 795: UKL 652.50: USD 810 
DA : 86 - 55, DE : 86 - 56, ES : 86 -15, FR : 86 -19, 
GR : 86 - 9, IT : 86 -15, NL : 86 -14, PT : 86 -16 
Ρ13 Committee Reports of the European Parliament (irregular) -
European Parliament 
EN - microform 
AY-CO-86-OOO-ElW-A 
ECU 154,30: BFR 7 000: IRL 110,40: UKL 91,25: 
USD 114 / Global subscription microfiche COM, ESC and 
EP: ECU220,40: BFR 10 000: IRL 159: UKL 130,50: 
USD 162 
DA : 86 - 60, DE : 86 - 70, ES : 86 - 31, FR : 86 - 30. 
GR : 86 -10, IT : 86 - 24, NL : 86 - 79, PT : 86 - 24 
Ρ14 Committee Reports of the European Parliament (irregular) -
European Parliament 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
AY-CO46-000-EN-C ISSN0256-2375 
ECU 661,10: BFR 30 000: IRL 477: UKL 391,50: 
USD 486 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, ESC and EP: ECU 1 101,80: BFR 50 000: 
IRL 795: UKL 652,50: USD 810 
DA : 86 - 61, DE : 86 - 71, ES : 86 - 32, FR : 86 - 31, 
GR : 86 -11, IT : 86 - 25, NL : 86 - 80, PT : 86 - 25 
Ρ15 Community Report (monthly) 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm / bulletin 
CC-AS-86-OOO-EN-C 
I Dublin 
Ρ16 Comunidad Europea (mensual) 
ES: 21,0 χ 29,7cm / revista 
CC-AZ-86-OOO-ES-C 
/ Madrid / gratuito 
ES : 86 -17 
Ρ17 Comunidade Europeia (mensual) 
PT: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / reviria 
CC-AY46-000-PT-C 
I Lisboa I gratuito 
PT : 86- 19 
Ρ18 Comunità Europee (mensile) 
IT: 20,5 χ 27,5cm 
CC-A W-86-000-IT-C 
/ Roma / Gratuito 
IT: 86-19 
Ρ19 The Courier: Africa-Caribbean-Pacific - European 
Community (bi-monthly) - Frisch, D. - Directorate-General 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm 
CF-AA-86-OOO-EN-C 
/ Free of charge 
FR : 86 - 27 
P20 Crop Production (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CA-AD46400-7C-C ISSN 0378-3588 
ECU 42,32: BFR 1 900: IRL 30,25: UKL 25: USD 35 / 
Complete subscription "Agricultural statistics" : 
ECU 111,37: BFR 5 000: UKL 65,50: IRL 79,75: USD 92 
DA : 86 - 80, DE : 86 - 64, FR : 86 - 73, GR : 86 - 28, 
IT : 86 - 68, NL : 86 - 63 
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P21 Debates of the European Parliament (irregular) ­ European 
Parliament 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm (index) 
AX-AA-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-5041 
ECU 71,28: BFR 3 200: IRL 51: UKL 42,00: USD 59 
DA : 86 ­ 45, DE : 86 ­ 79, FR : 86 ­ 28, GR : 86 ­ 26, 
IT : 86 ­ 22, NL : 86 ­ 48 
P22 Delta ­ The joint study programme newsletter of the 
Commission (2 issues a year) ­ Directorate­General 
Employment, Social Affairs and Education ­ Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CE-AB-86-OOO-EN-C 
ECU 4,46: BFR 200: IRL 3,25: UKL 2,75: USD 4 
DA : 86 ­ 14, DE : 86 ­ 21, ES : 86 ­ 23, FR : 86 ­ 29, 
GR : 86 ­ 7, IT : 86 ­ 21, NL : 86 ­ 20. PT : 86 ­ 1 
P23 EC Agricultural Price Indices (half­yearly) ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR/IT: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover 
CA-BG-86-000-4A-C ISSN 0250-5967 
ECU 28,96: BFR 1 300: IRL 20,75: UKL 17: USD 24 / 
Complete subscription "Agricultural statistics" : 
ECU 111.37: BFR 5 000: DKR 900: DRA 14 400: 
HFL 278: IRL 79,75: UKL 65.50: USD 92 
DE : 86 ­ 24, FR : 86 ­ 55. IT : 86 ­ 55 
P32 Euro­Abstracts, Section I: Euratom and EEC R & D and 
Demonstration Projects / Scientific and Technical 
Publications and Patents (monthly) ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover 
CD-AB-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0014-2352 
ECU 66.83: BFR 3000: IRL 48: UKL 39,50: USD 56 / 
Compi. subscr.(Scclion I + II): ECU 111,37: BFR 5 000: 
DKR900: DM 247: DR 14400: FF755: HFL 278: 
IRL 79,75: LIT 166 500: UKL65.50 USD 92: 
P33 Euro­Abstracts, Section II: Coal and Steel (monthly) ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation; 
Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21.0 χ 29.7cm 
CD-AC-86-000-3A-C ISSN 0378-3472 
ECU 66.83: BFR 3 000: IRL 48: UKL 39,50: USD 56/ 
Comb. subsc.(Scction I + II): ECU 111,37: BFR 5 000: 
DKR 900: DM 247: DR 14400: FF755: HFL 278: 
IRL 79.75: LIT 166 500: UKL 65,50: USD 92 
DE : 86 ­ 35, FR : 86 ­ 43 
P34 Europa­bericht (maandelijks) 




P24 Échos de l'Europe (mensuel) 
DE/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: agrafé 
CC-AC46-000-2B-C ISSN 0379-3052 
/ Gratuit 
DE : 86 ­ 22, FR : 86 ­ 33 
P25 EF­avisen (månedlig) 
DA: 29.0 χ 40,0cm 
CC-AQ464H0-DA-C 
I Kobenhavn I gratis 
DA: 86­17 
P26 EF News (five times per year) ­ European Foundation for 
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
SX-AA-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0258-1965 
/ European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions / free of charge 
DA : 86 ­ 65, DE : 86 ­ 32, FR : 86 ­ 67, IT : 86 ­ 49, 
NL : 86 ­ 29 
P27 EG Magazin (zehnmal jährlich) 
DE: 20,5 χ 27,5 cm: Klammerheftung / magasin 
CC-AN-86400-DE-C ISSN 03434667 
/ Bonn / Einzelpreis: DM 1,50 
DE : 86 ­ 25 
P28 Fin­Information (bi­monthly) ­ European Investment Bank 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: loose leaf 
IX-AA-864O0-EN-C ISSN 0250-3891 
/ European Investment Bank / Free of charge 
DA : 86 ­19, DE : 86 ­ 26, ES : 86 ­ 6, FR : 86 ­ 5, 
GR : 86­17, IT :86­4, NL :86­26, PT :86­7 
P29 Énergie en Europe / Politique énergétique et tendances dans 
la Communauté européenne (quadrimestriel) ­ Direction 
générale Energie ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes 
FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: agrafé 
CB-BI-864W-FR-C ISSN 02S6415X 
ECU 22,28: BFR 1 000 / Prix par numéro: ECU 10,03: 
BFR 450: FF 68: ESC 1 260: PTA 1 480 
DE : 86 ­ 29, FR : 86 ­ 39 
P30 Energy ­ monthly statistics ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities ­ Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled 
CA-BX-86-000-2A-C ISSN 0258-3569 
ECU 40,10: BFR 1 800: IRL 28,75: UKL 23,50: 
USD 34 / Complete subscription energy statistics : 
ECU 66,83: BFR 3 000: DKR 540: DM 148: DRA 8 650: 
HFL 167: IRL 48: LIT 100 000: UKL 39,50: USD 56 
FR : 86 ­ 40 
P31 EuT­Info (mensuel) 
FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / magazine 
CC-AO-86-OOO-FR-C 








Europa Transport ­ observation of the transport markets ­
Directorate­General Transport ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21.0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled / 4 issues + 2 annual 
studies available in all Community languages 
CB-BC-86-000-3A-C 
ECU 11,14: BFR 500: IRL 8: UKL 6.50: USD 10 
DE : 86 ­ 37. FR : 86 ­ 45 
Europa van Morgen (wekelijks) 
NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CC-AT-86-OOO-NL-C 
I Den Haag 
NL : 86 ­ 35 
Europe (bi­monthly) 
EN: 21,5 x 28,0cm / magazine 
CC-BB-86-OOO-EN-C 
I Washington 
European Economy (quarterly) ­ Directorate­General 
Economic and Financial Affairs ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
CB-AR-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-0991 
ECU 36.76: BFR I 650: IRL 26.50: UKL 21.75: 
USD 30 / Combined subscription "European Economy" + 
supplements A and B: ECU 49.01 : BFR 2 200: DR 6 350: 
IRL 35: UKL 29: USD 40 
DE : 86 ­ 40. FR : 86 ­ 34. IT : 86 ­ 28 
European Economy ­ Supplement ­ Series A : Recent 
economic trends (eleven limes a year) ­ Directorate­General 
Economic and Financial Affairs ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-AS-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-2056 
ECU 12.26: BFR 550: IRL 8,75: UKL 7,25: USD II / 
Complete series of supplements: ECU 27.85: BFR 1 250: 
DR 3 600: IRL 20: UKL 16.50: USD 23 
DE : 86­41, FR : 86 ­ 35, IT : 86 ­ 29 
European Economy ­ Supplement ­ Series B : Economic 
prospects ­ Business survey results and consumer survey 
results (eleven times a year) ­ Directorate­General 
Economic and Financial Affairs ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29.7cm: stapled 
CB-AT-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-2080 
ECU 16,71 : BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 10: USD 14 / 
Complete series of supplements: ECU 27,85: BFR 1 250: 
DR 3 600: IRL 20: UKL 16,50: USD 23 
DE : 86 ­ 42, FR : 86 ­ 36, IT : 86 ­ 30 
European File (twice monthly) ­ Directorate­General 
Information ­ Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CC-AD-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-3133 
/ Free of charge 
DA : 86 ­ 26, DE : 86 ­ 75, FR : 86 ­ 32, IT : 86 ­ 76. 
NL :86­62 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
PERIODICALS 59 
P42 European Parliament (irregular) - European Parliament 
EN : 30,0 x 43.0 cm 
AX-AC-86-OOO-EN-C 
I Free of charge 
DA : 86 - 27, DE : 86 - 39, FR : 86 - 69, IT : 86 - 66, 
NL : 86-41 
P43 European University News (twice monthly) - Directorate-
General Information; Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: stapled 
CC-AF-86-000-2A-C 
I Free of charge 
FR : 86 - 68 
P44 Euroscail (monthly) 
GA: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / newsletter 
CC-AS-86-OOO-GA-C 
/ Dublin j free of charge 
P46 Eurostat News (quarterly + special number) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 16,2 x 22,9cm 
CA-AB-86-OOO-EN-C 
j Free of charge 
DE :86-47. FR : 86 - 58 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
DY-AA-86-OOO-EN-C 
I Free of charge 
DA : 86-51, DE : 86 - 57, FR ; 
NL : 86 - 51 - 59, IT : 86 - 59, 
Ρ 54 Iron and steel - monthly statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR/IT 
CA-BA-86-000-4A-C ISSN 0378-7559 
ECU 24,51: BFR 1 100: IRL 17,50: UKL 14,50: 
USD 21 / Complete subscription (monthly -I- quarterly 
statistics + yearbook): ECU 89,10: BFR 4 000: IRL 63,75: 
UKL 52,50: USD 74 
DE : 86 - 27, FR : 86 - 10, IT : 86 - 77 
Ρ 55 Iron and steel - quarterly statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR/IT: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover 
CA-AL-86-000-4A-C ISSN 0378-7672 
ECU 55,69: BFR 2 500: IRL 40: UKL 32,80: USD 47 / 
Complete subscription (monthly + quarterly statistics + 
yearbook): ECU 89.10: BFR 4 000: IRL 28,75: 
UKL 52.50: USD 74 
DE :86-28, FR :86-12, IT :86-78 
P46 Eurostat News (quarterly 4- special number) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 16.2 χ 22,9cm 
CA-AB-86-OOO-EN-C 
j Free of charge 
DE : 86-47, FR : 86 - 58 
P47 Eurostatistics - Data for short-term economic analysis 
(eleven times a year) - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover 
CA-BE-86-000-3A-C ISSN 0252-8266 
ECU 33,42: BFR 1 500: IRL 24: UKL 19,75: USD 28 
DE :86-48, FR :86-52 
P48 Green Europe / News flash (irregular) - Directorate-General 
Information - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21.0 x 29,7cm 
CB-A V-86-000-EN-C 
DA : 86 - 46. DE : 86 - 50, FR : 86 - 49, GR : 86 - 23, 
IT : 86-41, NL :86-46 
P49 Green Europe / Newsletter on the Common Agricultural 
Policy (monthly) - Directorate-General Information -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CB-A\V-86-000-EN-C ISSN 0250-5886 
DA : 86 - 47. DE : 86 - 51. FR : 86 - 50. GR : 86 - 24, 
IT :86-42, NL : 86 - 47 
P50 Industrial production (half-yearly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CA-BL-86-000-3A-C 
ECU 16.71 : BFR 750: IRL 12: UKL 10: USD 14 
DE :86-53, FR : 86 - 72 
P51 Industrial Trends - Monthly statistics (monthly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CA-AP-86-000-3A-C ISSN 0258-1922 
ECU 31,19: BFR I 400: IRL 22,50: UKL 18,50: 
USD 26 / Single copy: ECU 3,35: BFR 150: DKR 27: 
DM 7,50 : DR 435 : ESC 420 : FF 23 : HFL 8,50 : IRL 2,40 : 
LIT 5 000: PTA 500: UKL 2: USD 3 
DE :86-52, FR :86-26 
Ρ 52 Information Market - Marché de l'Information -
Informationsmarkt (incorporating Euronet Diane News) -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21.0 x 29,7 cm / This newsletter is published as a 
special supplement to Euroabstracts ; it contains articles in 
various languages 
CD-AD-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-5066 
I Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation / 
Free of charge 
P53 Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities (quarterly) - Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
Ρ 56 Money and finance (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover / A translation of the 
whole text in the other languages is available from Eurostat 
CA-BQ-86-000-2A-C 
ECU 31,19: BFR I 400: IRL 22,50: UKL 18.50: 
USD 26 
FR : 86 - 65 
Ρ57 Monthly catalogue - Part A: Publications - Luxembourg. 
Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: stapled / bibliographic notices of the 
monographs, series and periodicals published by the 
Institutions of the European Communities 
FX-AH-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-7121 
I free of charge 
DA : 86 - 58, DE : 86 - 58, ES : 86 - 11, FR : 86 -14, 
GR : 86 - 20, IT : 86 - 12, NL : 86 - 58, PT : 86 - 12 
Ρ58 Monthly catalogue - Part Β: Documents - Luxembourg, 
Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: stapled / bibliographic notices of the 
COM Documents, EP Reports and CES Opinions 
FX-Al-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-0976 
I free of charge 
DA : 86 - 59. DE : 86 - 59, ES : 86 - 12, FR : 86 - 15, 
GR : 86 -21, NL : 86 - 59, PT : 86-13 
P59 Monthly external trade bulletin (monthly) - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 x 29.7cm: softcover 
CA-AR-86-000-7C-C ISSN 0378-3723 
ECU 69.05: BFR 3 100: IRL 49.50: UKL 40,75: 
USD 57 
DA : 86 - 57, DE : 86 - 60, FR : 86 - 11. GR : 86 - 19, 
IT : 86 - 8, NL :86-57 
P60 Newsletter - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled / Supplement to Euro-
abstracts - A few 'articles in other languages ( FRjDEjIT) 
CD-AJ-86-OÓO-EN-C ISSN 0255-0806 
P61 Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices - All Institutions 
EN - microform 
FX-AB-86-OOO-ElS-A 
ECU 208,26: BFR 9 350: IRL 149: UKL 119: 
USD 164 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Register of current Community legal instruments, 7th 
edition 
DA : 86 - 30, DE : 86 - 3, ES : 86 - 24, FR : 86 - 60, 
GR : 86-13, IT : 86 - 51, NL : 86-64. PT : 86 - 58 
P62 Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices (approximately daily) - AU 
Institutions 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
FX-AB-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-6986 
ECU 231,65: BFR 10400: IRL 165: UKL 132: 
USD 182 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
60 PERIODICALS 
Register of current Community legal instruments, 7th 
edition 
DA : 86-31, D E : 86-4, ES: 86-25, F R : 86-61, 
GR : 86 -14, IT : 86 - 52, NL : 86 - 65, PT : 86 - 59 
P63 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation - All Institutions 
EN - microform 
FX-AA-86-OOO-EN-A 
ECU 208,26: BFR 9 350: IRL 149: UKL 119: 
USD 164 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Register of current Community legal instruments, 7th 
edition 
DA : 86 - 32, DE : 86 - 5, ES : 86 - 26, FR : 86 - 62, 
GR: 86-15, IT : 86-53, N L : 86-66, PT: 86-60 
Ρ 64 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation (approximately daily) - AH Institutions 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
FX-AA-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 03784978 
ECU 231,65: BFR 10400: IRL 165: UKL 132: 
USD 182 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Register of current Community legal instruments, 7th 
edition 
DA : 86 - 33, DE : 86 - 6, ES : 86 - 27, FR : 86 - 63, 
GR : 86 -16, IT : 86 - 54, NL : 86 - 67, PT : 86 - 61 
Ρ 65 Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
(irregular) - Economic and Social Committee 
EN-microform: 14,8 χ 10,5cm 
EY-CO-86400-EN-A 
ECU 30,86: BFR 1 400: IRL 22,20: UKL 17,40: 
USD 23,50 / Global subscription microfiche COM, EP and 
ESC: ECU 220,40: BFR 10 000: IRL 159: UKL 130,50: 
USD 162 
DA : 86 - 67, DE : 86 - 73, ES : 86 - 29, FR : 86 - 1 , 
GR : 86 - 2, IT : 86 - 64, NL : 86 - 1 , PT : 86 - 66 
Ρ 66 Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
(irregular) - Economic and Social Committee 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
EY-CO-86400-EN-C ISSN 0255-0717 
ECU 176,30: BFR 8 000: IRL 126,80: UKL 99,60: 
USD 140 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, EP and ESC: ECU 1 101,80: BFR 50 000: 
IRL 795: UKL 652,50: USD 810 
DA : 86 - 68, DE : 86 - 74, ES : 86 - 30, FR : 86 - 2, 
GR : 86 - 3, IT : 86 - 65, NL : 86 - 2, PT : 86 - 67 
P67 Quarterly national accounts - ESA - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled / Annual and quarterly 
trends in the main aggregates of national accounts, in volume 
and in price 
CA-BY-86-000-2A-C ISSN 0258-2066 
ECU 6,69: BFR 300: IRL 4,75: UKL 4: USD 4 / Single 
copy : ECU 2,23 : BFR 100 : DKR 18 : DM 5 : DRA 290 : 
HFL6: IRL1,60:LIT3 400:UKL1,40:USD2 
FR : 86 - 22 
P68 Recent Publications on the European Communities received 
by the Library (11 Issues + Supplements) - Commission 
Library - Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/ES/PT: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover 
CB-BJ-86-000-9A-C ISSN 0257-1080 
ECU 61,26: BFR 2 750: IRL 44: UKL 36: USD 51 
DA : 86 - 64, DE : 86 - 62, ES : 86 - 69, FR : 86 - 74, 
GR : 86 - 25, IT : 86 - 69, NL : 86 - 69, PT : 86 - 68 
Ρ 69 Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities (irregular) - Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
EN- Volume ΧΧΧΠ: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm 
DX-AB-86400-EN-C ISSN 0378-7591 
ECU 77,12: BFR 3 500: IRL 55,70: UKL 45,75: 
USD 56,50 
DA : 86 - 73, DE : 86 - 66, FR : 86 - 75, GR : 86 - 27, 
IT : 86-71, NL : 86 - 55 
Ρ 70 Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community (monthly) - Directorate-
General Economic and Financial Affairs - Commission of 
the European Communities 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CB-AD464004A-C ISSN 0378-4479 
ECU 30,07: BFR 1 350: IRL 21,50: UKL 17,75: 
USD 25 / Single numbers on sale 
DA: 86-71, DE : 86 - 31, FR :86-76, IT : 86 - 73, 
NL : 86 - 70 
P71 Retail Sales - Index Numbers (monthly) - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: loose leaf 
CA-BV46-000-3A-C ISSN 0256-2715 
ECU 10,03: BFR 450: IRL 7,25: UKL 6: USD 9 
DE : 86 - 80, FR : 86 - 20 
P72 SCAD Bibliographies (irregular) - Directorate-General 
Personnel and Administration; Central Documentation 
Service - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BK46-000-FR-C ISSN 02564254 
ECU 73,51: BFR 3 300: IRL 52,75: UKL 43,25: 
USD 61 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bulletin and SCAD Bibliographical Files 
FR : 86 - 77 
P73 SCAD Bulletin (irregular) - Directorate-General Personnel 
and Administration; Central Documentation Service -
Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BH464O0-7C-C ISSN 0256-3096 
ECU 73,51: BFR 3 300: IRL 52,75: UKL 43,25: 
USD 61 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bibliographies and SCAD Bibliographical Files 
DA : 86 - 75, DE : 86 - 68, FR : 86 - 78, GR : 86 - 5, 
IT : 86 - 9, NL : 86 - 73 
P74 SCAD Dossier bibliographique / Bibliographic file 
(irregular) - Directorate-General Personnel and 
Administration ; Central Documentation Service -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BL-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-7334 
ECU 73,51: BFR 3 300: IRL 52,75: UKL 43,25: 
USD 61 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bulletin and SCAD Bibliographies 
FR : 86 - 79 
P75 Social Europe / General review (3 issues a year) -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CE-AA-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 02554776 
ECU 15,43: BFR 700: IRL 11,20: UKL 9,25: USD 12 / 
Single issues: ECU 6,62: BFR 300: UKL 4 -Comb.subscr. 
(with supplements): ECU 44,07: BFR 2 000: DR 5 780: 
IRL 31,90: UKL 26: USD 33 
DE:86-72, FR:86-48 
P76 Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S (approximately daily) - All 
Institutions 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm / Publication of notices of public works 
contracts and public supply contracts and invitations to 
tender of the European Development Fund 
FX-AC464W-EN-C ISSN 0378-7273 
ECU 115,83: BFR 5200: IRL 83: UKL 66: USD 91 
DA : 86 - 78, DE : 86 - 76, ES : 86 - 28, FR : 86 - 80, 
GR : 86 -12, IT : 86-80, NL : 86-76, PT : 86-62 
P77 Translation and Terminology Bulletin (3-4 issues) - Service 
Terminology - Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BM-86-000-7C-C ISSN 0256-7873 
ECU 15,60: BFR 700: IRL 11,25: UKL 9,25: USD 13 
DA : 86 - 69, DE : 86 - 78, FR : 86 - 6, GR : 86 - 4, 
IT : 86 - 6, NL : 86 -10 
P78 Unemployment: Monthly bulletin (monthly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: loose leaf 
CA-BH46-000-EN-C ISSN 0252-9920 
ECU 15,60: BFR 700: IRL 11,25: UKL 9,25: USD 13 
DE : 86 - 7, FR : 86 -17, IT : 86 - 23 
P79 Vocational Training - Information Bulletin (three times a 
year) - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the Development 
of Vocational Training - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
HX-AA-86-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-5068 
ECU 7,05: BFR 320: IRL 5,10: UKL 4,25: USD 5 / 3 
issues + CEDEFOP-News / Single copy: ECU 2,87: 
BFR 130: IRL2,10: UKL 1,70: USD2,50 
DA : 86 - 44,' DE : 86 -10, FR : 86 - 54, IT : 86 - 50, 
NL : 86-6 
P80 Women of Europe / Information bulletin (twice monthly · 
supplements) - Directorate-General Information -
Commission of the European Communities 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
PERIODICALS 61 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CC-AE-86400-EN-C 
/ Free of charge 
DA : 86 - 34, DE : 86 - 49, FR : 86 - 53, IT : 86 - 26, 
NL : 86 - 78 
P81 Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα (μηνιαίο) 




P82 30 jours d'Europe (mensuel) 
FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: agrafé (Supplément: Fiches 
documentaires pédagogiques/11 fiches = FF 20) / magazine 
CC-AY444O0-FR-C 
/ Paris / prix par numéro : FF 9 
FR : 86 - 82 
Catalogue 1986, Part A : Publications 
62 ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
Alphabetical 
index 
The ABC of Community law 
Academic year 1987-88 [European University Institute: 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données - Belgique 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données - France 
Accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles, Sources de 
données - Luxembourg 
Les accords de technologie en Belgique 
accounting systems of the Federal Republic of Germany, France, 
Italy, the United Kingdom, the United States and Japan [The 
Fourth Company Accounts Directive of 1978 and the 
ACP - Basic statistics 
Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Texts relating to 
agricultural and rural cooperation 
- Volume III 
Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Compilation of texts 
- Volume IX 
Second ACP-EEC Convention of Lomé - Texts relating to 
industrial cooperation 
- Volume VI 
actes des institutions communautaires [Répertoire de la législation 
communautaire en vigueur et d'autres 
- Volume I 
actes des institutions communautaires [Répertoire de la législation 
communautaire en vigueur et d'autres 
- Volume II 
Advanced manufacturing equipment in the Community 
Agreements concluded within the framework of European 
Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research 
[COST Projects. Collected 
- Volume 3 
agricultural and rural cooperation [Second ACP-EEC Convention 
of Lomé - Texts relating to 
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